
ABSTRACT 

PAIS, ANDREW LABEL. Molecular Characterization of Local Adaptation of Natural 

Flowering Dogwood Populations (C. florida) to Fungal Pathogens and Environmental Stress. 

(Under the direction of Dr. Qiu-Yun (Jenny) Xiang). 

 

Next-generation-sequencing and untargeted metabolite markers offer promising 

contributions for the study of natural diversity at the genetic, phenotypic, and species level. 

In particular, the study of ecologically valuable non-model systems has advanced because of 

the rapidly decreasing costs to obtain large high-quality genomic data for many biological 

replicates. In the presence of both natural and anthropogenic changes to the environment, 

evolutionary ecologists are able to better characterize and monitor the health of natural 

populations via estimates of genetic diversity, phenotypic diversity, and quantitative 

measures of abiotic-biotic pressures. In the study of the flowering dogwood tree (Cornus 

florida L.), the focal species of this dissertation, innovations in the collection and analysis of 

molecular marker data have aided in identification of specific genomic regions that may be 

responsible for or associated with functionally adaptive traits. Phytochemical traits, which 

are important to plant defense and interaction with other organisms, can now be characterized 

with high-throughput LC-MS methods for studying the influence of ecological pressures (e.g. 

abiotic stress and fungal pathogens) on plant health and secondary metabolism, relationships 

of genetic and phytochemical diversity, and the ecology of pathogen-host and herbivore-plant 

relationships. We are interested in how natural populations of flowering dogwoods have 

responded to different environments including variable degrees of soil leaching, heat-light 

intensity, and drought as well as different assemblages of fungal foliar pathogens within the 

phyllosphere of C. florida (inside and on leaf surface). Additionally, I have tested the effects 

of genetic variation and environmental factors on phytochemical diversity (measured by 



untargeted metabolomics profiling). Among sampled populations facing varying abiotic-

biotic selective pressures, I have found highly differentiated alleles putatively under positive 

selection and chemical biomarkers predictive of plant health and disease. The patterns of 

genetic and chemical variation, candidate loci under selection, and chemical biomarkers 

represent new discovery and evidence of local adaptations in C. florida. The evidence 

provided will inform conservation and future ecological-genomic research on the flowering 

dogwood tree. By prioritizing the conservation of genetic diversity in natural populations of 

C. florida, intraspecific functional diversity may be preserved along with biodiversity 

associated with the species.  
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Abstract 

Understanding intraspecific relationships between genetic and functional diversity is 

a major goal in the field of evolutionary biology and is important for conserving biodiversity. 

Linking intraspecific molecular patterns of plants to ecological pressures and trait variation 

remains difficult due to environment-driven plasticity. Next-generation-sequencing, 

untargeted LC-MS profiling, and interdisciplinary approaches integrating population 

genomics, metabolomics, and community ecology permit novel strategies to tackle this 

problem. We analyzed six natural populations of the disease-threatened Cornus florida L. 

from distinct ecological regions using genotype-by-sequencing markers and liquid 

chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) based untargeted metabolite profiling. We 

tested the hypothesis that higher genetic diversity in C. florida yielded higher chemical 

diversity and less disease susceptibility (screening hypothesis) or if ecological factors 

induced the majority of chemical variation in plant response. We also determined if 

genetically similar subpopulations were similar in chemical composition. Lastly, we 

identified metabolites that were associated with candidate loci or were predictive biomarkers 

of healthy or diseased plants. Subpopulation clustering patterns based on genetic or chemical 

distances were largely congruent. While differences in genetic diversity were small among 

subpopulations, we did note a significant correlation between subpopulation averages of 

rarefied-allelic and chemical richness. When considering chemodiversity of a putative 

terpenoid glycoside-derivative network, we found that the most abundant compound of this 

network was correlated with tree health. Random forest biomarker tests and genome-wide 
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association suggested that a putative iridoid glucoside was associated to SNPs under 

selection. 

 

Introduction 

 Plant secondary metabolites are closely tied to ecological functions and greatly affect 

community interactions (Dixon & Paiva 1995; Moore et al. 2014). Certain secondary 

metabolites may provide plants with specialized functions like deterrence to herbivory or 

infection (Harborne & Turner 1984). Identifying the genetic basis of secondary compounds 

for such functions is of interest to the field of evolutionary ecology. Even small changes in 

genetic diversity may yield exceptionally large changes in secondary metabolism—

producing novel molecules with often unknown biological activity (Firn & Jones 2000). 

While secondary metabolite diversity represents a special dimension of biodiversity 

important to natural and managed ecosystems, there have been few studies characterizing 

patterns of secondary metabolite diversity in natural populations (Sardans et al. 2011). In 

particular, few studies have evaluated broader relationships between chemical diversity and 

genetic diversity within species. Recent innovations in next-generation-sequencing coupled 

with untargeted chemical profiling provide unique opportunities to ask these questions in 

plant systems (Riedelsheimer et al. 2012; Eckert et al. 2012; Gomez-Casati et al. 2013; 

Raguso et al. 2015). Integrating next-generation-sequencing technologies with population 

genomics and community ecology permits identification of chemical compounds and 

associated SNPs related to disease resistance or other ecologically functional traits. 
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Secondary metabolite richness and relative abundance—referred to as 

chemodiversity—are informative yet understudied metabolome properties helpful for 

understanding evolutionary and ecological processes (Hilker 2014; Kellerman et al. 2014). 

Promising work has investigated broader patterns of natural metabolome variation in the 

context of natural genetic variation. Significant correlations between metabolic and genetic 

distances were detected in nine Arabidopsis thaliana accessions exposed to different 

environments (Houshyani et al. 2012). Multi-generational lines inbred from different 

Drosophila melanogaster populations were found to remain distinguishable in general lipid 

composition, and approximately one fifth of the lipid compounds had clear concentration 

differences between male and female genotypes (Scheitz et al. 2013). In a more recent study, 

environmental and bud-leaf metabolome analyses of Pinus pinaster (ten European 

provenances in common garden) revealed two distinct regional groups (Meijón et al. 2016). 

These researchers used distance measures based on a reduced-dimensionality of abundance 

differences for targeted compounds instead of explicitly calculating and comparing diversity 

indices (Appendix A), which account for both chemical compounds presence-absence and 

relative abundances within each sample.  

Studies employing diversity indices of broad chemical profiling are rare (Hilker 

2014), possibly due to previous aversion to adapting such indices outside of community 

ecology (Hurlbert 1971). However, initial trepidations regarding usage of these indices are 

now being addressed with cautious interpretation of chemical diversity indices (Morris et al. 

2014). Additional studies that integrate advancements in untargeted metabolomics (Alonso et 

al. 2015; Yi et al. 2016) and population-landscape genomics (Anderson et al. 2011; Sork et 
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al. 2013) with adoption of these chemical diversity indices would further demonstrate the 

power of this approach to understand the role genetics (i.e. locally adapted genes), plant 

functional diversity (i.e. chemodiversity), and environment play in influencing plant health. 

We use a multidisciplinary approach to characterize and evaluate how properties of 

genetic diversity and chemodiversity contribute to susceptibility or resistance to disease in 

Cornus florida (L.), the flowering dogwood tree. This species naturally occurs throughout 

much of eastern North America and is ecologically important partly because of calcium it 

delivers to food chains in deciduous forests (Holzmueller et al. 2006; Baird 1980; Blair 1982; 

Linzey & Brecht 2003; Borer et al. 2013; Lovenshimer & Frick-Ruppert 2013). In addition, 

the plant is a cultural icon, serves as the emblem of three southern US states (Jordan 2010), 

and is valued in the horticulture industry at 30 million dollars in annual sales (NASS, USDA; 

2007 Census of Agriculture). In the past three decades, C. florida populations have 

experienced major declines in health due to the introduction of a fungal pathogen (Discula 

destructiva) to North America (Miller et al. 2016), the causal agent of dogwood anthracnose 

(Redlin 1991). Northern and montain populations have been hardest affected with up to 98% 

mortality occurring in monitored stands (Sherald et al. 1996; Hiers & Evans 1997; Williams 

& Moriarity 1999; McEwan et al. 2000; Rossell et al. 2001; Jenkins & White 2002). As 

dogwood anthracnose disease progresses southward along the Appalachian Mountains, 

populations of C. florida continue to decline (Jones et al. 2012). Whether or not the range of 

dogwood anthracnose (Fig. 2.1) will expand to the southeast overtime is uncertain. 

Understanding the adaptive mechanisms in C. florida that may possibly affect the spread of 

disease will be important in the conservation of the species. In this work we integrated 
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evidence from multivariate analyses of flowering dogwood tree metabolomes, reduced 

genome sequences from genotype-by-sequencing (Peterson et al. 2012; Pais et al. 2016), and 

environmental data to address the following questions: (I) What is the relationship between 

genetic diversity and chemodiversity? (II) Is dogwood disease constrained primarily by 

abiotic factors? (III) Is there evidence from candidate SNPs and metabolites for local 

adaptation, and are there particular chemical biomarkers differentially expressed between 

diseased and healthy plants? (IV) Do healthy plants exhibit greater chemodiversity, and what 

environmental factors are inducing changes in chemodiversity the most? 

 

Materials and Methods 

Plant material 

 Natural populations of C. florida were sampled from the mountain, Piedmont, and 

Coastal Plain regions of North Carolina during the summer of 2012 (Pais et al. 2016). Each 

region contained two populations, and each population consisted of one or two collection 

sites, or subpopulations, of 30 to 15 individual trees respectively, for a total of 180 mature 

and unique trees. Leaves were dried and stored in silica gel under standardized conditions. 

All samples were given an extended period to dry before extracting thermally stable 

metabolites from leaves. 

 

Metabolite extraction 

 Metabolites were extracted following a modified protocol of Strauch et al. (2015). 

For each tree, leaf material (20 mg) was selected from all sampled leaves visibly free of mold 
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to avoid sampling metabolites unique to fungi. During the drying period, eight samples 

developed mold growth, which prohibited their use for metabolic study—leaving 172 

remaining samples. Leaf tissue was ground with liquid nitrogen in a Retsch MM 400 

oscillating mill for one min at 25 Hz. After grinding, two ml of 50% methanol were 

immediately applied to samples. Samples were then incubated in a water bath for 30 min at 

60
o
C and allowed to cool one hour at 4

o
C to minimize potential precipitate (soluble in warm 

solution) from being transferred to final vials. After centrifuging for one min, remaining 

supernatant was transferred to a new vial via a filtered syringe tube. 

 

Untargeted metabolite profiling 

Untargeted metabolite profiling was performed on a G6530A Q-TOF LC-MS system 

(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Five microliters of leaf extract were injected onto 

an Agilent ZORBAX Eclipse Plus C18 column (3 × 100 mm, 1.8 µm). Metabolites were 

separated using a binary gradient of solvent A (0.1% formic acid in water) and solvent B 

(0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile) at a flow rate of 0.6 mL min
-1

. The elution gradient starts 

with a one min hold at 2% B, followed by ramping up to 45% B over 16 min, and then 

increases to 90% B in one min and holds at 90% B for 2.5 min. The acquisition of mass 

spectra was done in negative mode for a m/z range from 100 to 1600, with the following 

parameters: drying gas temperature, 300 °C; drying gas flow rate, 7.0 L min
-1

; nebulizer 

pressure, 40 psi; sheath gas temperature, 350 °C; sheath gas flow rate, 10.0 L min
-1

; Vcap, 

3500 V; Nozzle Voltage, 500 V; Fragmentor, 150 V; Skimmer, 65 V; OctopoleRFPeak, 750 

V. 
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LC-MS data processing 

Raw data files obtained from LC-MS experiments were converted to the mzData 

format using Agilent Masshunter software, grouped into directories by population, and then 

uploaded to the XCMS Online platform (Tautenhahn et al. 2012) for automatic metabolite 

detection and alignment. Metabolite features—peaks defined by mass-to-charge ratio (m/z), 

retention time (RT), and intensity—were extracted with optimized parameters: centWave 

method, minimum-maximum peak width = 8 and 30, signal to noise threshold = 30, mzdiff = 

0.01, prefilter peaks = 3, prefilter intensity = 2000, and noise filter = 0. Since retention time 

variation between runs was minimal, the peaks were aligned across all the samples without 

RT correction, using the following parameters: bw = 5, mzwid = 0.025, and minfrac = 0.75. 

A list of 2,785 aligned peaks/features from 172 individuals was then exported from XCMS 

Online as a tab separated file. A preliminary PCA using auto-scaled distances of individual 

peak areas and a distance to model (DModX) test (implemented in XCMS) detected 

individual UM19 as a significant outlier sample (possibly due to extraction error) to be 

removed. Since one metabolite may give rise to multiple peaks including isotope, adduct, or 

fragment peaks, the 2,785 peaks were further grouped by peak intensity correlation and 

retention time similarity using built-in procedures from the XCMS pipeline (Tautenhahn et 

al. 2012). This resulted in 377 metabolites, which were represented by the largest peak 

within each group. Metabolite annotation was done by searching the exact mass of detected 

metabolite features against the Knapsack and Metcyc databases (Shinbo et al. 2006; Caspi et 

al. 2014) using a ten ppm threshold. 
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Chemodiversity index calculation 

We calculated six diversity indices (Appendix A), similarly adopted for metabolic 

analyses in Morris et al. (2014), using R packages vegan (Oksanen et al. 2016) and 

BiodiversityR (Kindt 2016). Calculation of the richness diversity index (S; Whittaker 1972) 

is primarily described in this study since its results have straightforward and biologically-

meaningful interpretations, which can be easily re-conceptualized from the study of species 

diversity to the study of chemodiversity. Since several different diversity indices may be 

useful as indicators of biodiversity (Hurlbert 1971) and chemodiversity (Morris et al. 2014), 

Appendix A provides detailed calculations, explanations, and results for the remaining five 

diversity indices [Shannon’s index (H’; Shannon 1948), Simpson’s index of diversity (D1; 

McCune & Grace 2002), Simpson’s inverse or dominance index (D2; McCune & Grace 

2002), Evenness (E), and Berger-Parker’s dominance index (BP; Berger & Parker 1970)]. 

For clarity, we first define richness in the context of a typical community ecology 

study before transferring the analogy to studying intraspecific chemodiversity. In a 

hypothetical field divided into multiple plots, species richness is the number of unique 

species in the field or each plot (Whittaker 1972). Alpha (α) richness refers to the average 

richness per plot while the total number of unique species in the whole field is gamma (γ) 

richness. When appropriating these indices for studying chemodiversity, we treat each 

“species” as a metabolite and the “plot within a field” is represented by an individual plant 

chromatogram, which represents the sum of all metabolites intensity peaks. More simply, 

richness is the metabolite count in an individual sample, and when richness is averaged 

among each tree in a subpopulation, we are able to statistically compare subpopulations by α-
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richness (Whittaker 1972). In contrast, γ-richness assesses total number of unique 

metabolites within a given subpopulation. Since exploratory findings showed that γ-richness 

was equal among subpopulations, we hereinafter refer to α-richness when reporting chemical 

richness. 

 

Genetic marker data 

To examine chemical-genotype associations, we first used genotype-by-sequencing 

(GBS; Peterson et al. 2012) of two Illumina Hiseq libraries, de novo assembly into 90 bp 

GBS tags with STACKS (Catchen et al. 2011), latent factor mixed modeling [a genotype-

environment association (GEA) method; Frichot et al. 2013], and two Fst outlier methods 

(Foll & Gaggiotti 2008; Excoffier et al. 2009) to classify putatively neutral SNPS and SNPs 

exhibiting varying support for being under selection (Pais et al. 2016). Putatively neutral 

reference SNPs were used to calculate marker-based inbreeding coefficients (F; Keller et al. 

2011) and identity-by-state matrices using PLINK (Purcell et al. 2007). We added an 

inbreeding coefficient (F) variable into logistic models characterizing plant health and 

disease (see details below) because we recognized that greater heterozygosity (fewer 

homozygous loci than expected) within an individual could affect plant health (Ouborg et al. 

2000) by yielding more unique metabolites and raising plant potential to respond to novel 

pathogen effectors (screening hypothesis; Jones et al. 1991). GBS samples were also 

reanalyzed with aid of a newly available C. florida draft genome (Dogwood Genome Project 

(NSF ID: 1444567), and the draft genome was used as an additional resource to predict 

candidate gene function by inspecting BLAST hit-annotations surrounding SNPs of interest. 
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Environmental-functional traits 

We correlated climate-soil variables (obtained through collection site measurements 

and GIS extrapolation; Pais et al. 2016) and temperature-precipitation estimates at time of 

collection (daily-monthly; PRISM Climate Group; extracted 30 Jan 2015) with 

chemodiversity indices (Table 2.1). Similarly, plant health scores were plotted against 

chemodiversity levels. Visual health-disease estimates were taken using the procedure of 

Mielke & Langdon (1986) based on the percent of tree canopy affected by leaf blotting, 

necrosis, or branch dieback. Additionally, five categorical scores obtained from this method 

were converted into a binary variable. Plants with scores of four and five were considered 

healthy while plants with scores of three and below were considered diseased. This recoded 

binary variable served as the response for mixed model logistic regressions. For further 

description how environmental variables were selected for multivariate modeling of 

chemodiversity levels, see Appendix A and additional justification of mixed logistic models 

as described further in methods. 

 

Characterizing general relationships of chemical structure and diversity to plant health and 

genetic diversity 

We determined the general structure among sampled populations and the diversity of 

metabolites from multi-locus genotype data. We first used discriminant analyses of principal 

components (DAPC) to identify collection sites that clustered together, according to SNP or 

metabolite abundance data. Using the R package adegenet (Jombart 2008; Jombart et al. 

2010), we performed discriminant analysis (DA) on the optimal number of principal 
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components (PC) to maximize among-population variation and minimize within-population 

variation. We estimated and analyzed PC scores separately from two different datasets (both 

scaled): reference SNPs aligning to the C. florida draft genome and abundance data (log-

transformed) for 377 metabolites. We conducted DAPC both by defining groups by 

collection sites and by allowing the program clustering algorithm to find optimal cluster 

number (K) without priors. DAPC does not require assumptions on a population genetic 

model (e.g. linkage equilibrium of markers) in contrast to programs like STRUCTURE 

(Pritchard et al. 2000) so DAPC has been widely adopted in recent population genetic studies 

(Grünwald & Goss 2011; Buchalski et al. 2016; Cahill & Levinton 2016). Its use for 

metabolic study is recent, but its efficacy in discriminating different biologically meaningful 

chemotype classes has been demonstrated and favored over other discriminant analysis 

methods under certain circumstances (Scheitz et al. 2013; Gromski et al. 2015). 

Next, we estimated average genetic diversity and chemodiversity of each 

subpopulation. Rarefied-allelic richness was calculated per site using the hierfstat R package 

(Goudet 2005) and the same genetic dataset analyzed in DAPC. For each subpopulation, 

heterozygosity (expected and observed) and nucleotide diversity were recalculated from GBS 

markers in Pais et al. (2016) aligning to the newly developed draft genome of C. florida. 

Genetic diversity estimates from Pais et al. (2016) were recalculated since heterozygosity 

and nucleotide diversity were previously calculated independently among two different 

sequence libraries and having a draft genome eliminated complications of synthesizing two 

different de novo libraries. We note in results that new heterozygosity-nucleotide diversity 

estimates are congruent with previous findings in Pais et al. (2016). Chemodiversity indices 
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derived from 377 metabolites (or all 2,785 chemical features to better compare between-

sample differences) were calculated per sample and averaged by subpopulation for 

correlation analyses, and subpopulations were compared with 95% confidence intervals for 

each genetic-chemical diversity estimate. 

We next tested for correlations between environmental gradients, genetic 

differentiation, and chemical distance using Mantel tests and linear regression. Full and 

partial Mantel tests (Legendre & Fortin 1989) were implemented in the R package ecodist 

(Goslee 2007) with 9,999 permutations and 500 bootstraps to determine the strength and 

significance of association between population-level metabolic distance, genetic distance, 

and mean euclidean distances of spatial and environmental variables [i.e. displacement of 

collection sites, precipitation of driest month (Bio14), and temperature at day of collection 

(Tcol); see Environmental-functional traits continued in Appendix A for justification of 

environmental variables tested]. For these correlation analyses, we employed Arlequin 

(Excoffier & Lischer 2010) and reference SNPs (putatively neutral SNPs from Pais et al. 

2016) to create a matrix of linearized Fst values between subpopulations. We then correlated 

this Fst matrix to an analogous matrix describing population similarities and dissimilarities 

using metabolite data. To compare metabolic distances between subpopulations, we 

constructed an ANOSIM (Analysis of Similarities) R matrix from inter-sample euclidean 

distances following the approach of Houshyani et al. (2012) and Kabouw et al. (2009), 377 

log-transformed metabolites, and the program PAST (Hammer et al. 2001). An ANOSIM 

matrix is a reduced-dimension matrix describing the similarity between pairs of 

subpopulations based on differences in abundances of multiple metabolites. Correlations of 
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the Fst matrix to the ANOSIM R matrix of population-level metabolic distances were 

assessed using one-tailed Mantel tests of Pearson’s r coefficient. 

The significance of simple linear regressions between individual-specific 

chemodiversity levels, inbreeding coefficients, and all available environmental predictors 

was also assessed. In addition, we determined the best multivariate models describing general 

chemodiversity as the response (Appendix A). For these initial regression models, we used 

chemodiversity indices based on all 2,785 chemical features as this allowed us to more 

reliably detect differences in chemical richness among samples. 

 

Biomarker analyses 

For identifying biomarkers associated with healthy vs. diseased trees, we used 

random forests (RF), DAPC, partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), support 

vector machines (SVM), and a logistic mixed model predicting disease states based on 

abundance of each metabolite (latter model controlling for inbreeding coefficient, 

temperature at collection, and random effects of collection sites after Bonferroni correction). 

Excluding the logistic mixed model, these tests were previously compared for their ability to 

correctly assign samples to biologically-based classes using metabolic data (Gromski et al. 

2015). More details on parameters for RF, DAPC, PLS-DA, and SVM analyses, in addition 

to justification of variable selection for logistic mixed modelling, are available in Appendix 

A (Biomarker analyses continued). 
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Predicting metabolite-SNP networks 

 To understand patterns between chemical data and individual loci while controlling 

for sample structure and environmental variability, we employed a linear mixed model 

implemented in EMMAX (Kang et al. 2010). This model has been used in genome-wide-

association (GWA) studies of Arabidopsis thaliana (Li et al. 2010; Fournier-Level et al. 

2011; Li et al. 2014; Bac-Molenaar et al. 2015; Strauch et al. 2015) because of its 

computational efficiency and ability to handle population stratification (Price et al. 2010). 

We corrected for population structure by entering an identity-by-state matrix (created from 

neutral reference SNPs to describe pairwise relationships between individuals) into our 

model. For SNP association, we log-transformed metabolite abundances prior to association 

study. For each corresponding GBS tag of a SNP, we noted any BLAST result, gene 

annotation (SWISS-PROT, TAIR, or UNI-PROT), and alignment match to the transcriptome 

(Zhang et al. 2013) or draft genome of C. florida. 

Chemical-genotype associations were calculated in EMMAX with: (1) no covariates 

present; (2) the Bio14 covariate present; (3) the Tcol covariate present; or (4) both covariates 

present (see Environmental-functional traits continued in Appendix A for justification of 

covariates specified). P-value distributions from output files were plotted using R package 

Haplin (Wilcox et al. 1998) to assess Q-Q plots for each metabolite. Results were considered 

significant for genotype-metabolite associations passing a Bonferroni correction with an 

alpha value of 5%. Only results from normally distributed Q-Q plots were considered. 

To explore the relationship between metabolites, we applied gaussian graphical 

modelling (GGM) to the 377 metabolite dataset. GGM utilizes partial full-order correlation 
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coefficients to test for correlation between two metabolites while removing other metabolite 

effects. Justifications and additional considerations of GGM are further discussed in 

Appendix A (Gaussian graphical modelling continued). 

 

Modeling health vs. disease: logistic mixed modelling with chemodiversity of a specific set of 

biomarkers 

 To assess if chemodiversity of a putative terpenoid derivative network was related to 

the odds of being healthy vs. diseased, we employed logistic mixed modeling (previously 

applied to single metabolites; see Biomarker analyses) with chemical richness (or H’, D1, 

D2, E, and BP indices; see Chemodiversity indices continued in Appendix A) specified as a 

fixed effect (recalculated from metabolites in a GGM network of iridoid glucosides; see 

Candidate metabolite-SNP network). In other words, we recalculated chemodiversity indices 

from a set of related iridoid-derivatives and substituted the predictor representing a given 

metabolite abundance in our aforementioned mixed logistic model (see Biomarker analyses) 

for a given chemodiversity index. Our justification for recalculating chemodiversity from 

metabolites in presumably related biological pathways was to compare the evenness or 

dominance in the accumulation of the specific set of metabolites between diseased and 

healthy plants. We also recalculated and examined chemodiversity among ten metabolites 

with common results among GWA and biomarker tests in exploratory analyses (Appendix A; 

Table A.3). Lastly, we tested interaction terms between chemodiversity and the other effects 

found to influence plant health (i.e. inbreeding coefficient, temperature at collection, and 

random effects of collection sites). Upon adding interaction terms for temperature at 
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collection, we consistently found the interaction effects to be insignificant. The same applied 

when testing interactions to inbreeding coefficient. Thus, we removed interaction terms from 

our models. 

 

Results 

Genetic markers 

Of 1,631 GBS tags (containing 2,118 SNPs) consistently genotyped from two Hiseq 

libraries in Pais et al. (2016), we selected 1,860 SNPs for studying chemical-genotype 

associations. These SNPs passed a 5% minor allele frequency filter, a locus genotyping rate 

in 80% or greater of all samples, and Hardy-Weinberg exact tests implemented in Genepop 

(Rousset 2008) indicating allele equilibrium in over half of subpopulations. We selected one 

SNP per GBS tag to reduce linkage disequilibrium in our dataset, parsing final SNP number 

to 1,446. For GBS tags showing no evidence of being under selection from Pais et al. (2016), 

SNPs occurring closest to the PstI cut-site were selected, leading to 1,171 SNPs as the 

neutral reference. For GBS tags showing any evidence of being under selection (Pais et al. 

2016), SNPs with the highest estimated Fst were included in the 1,446 SNP dataset for GWA 

to metabolites. Of those 1,446 SNPs, 1,163 SNPs occurred within GBS-tags aligning to the 

C. florida draft genome and were applied to DAPC analyses. 

 

General patterns of chemical-genetic structure and diversity 

As shown in Pais et al. (2016) and corroborated by recalculations in this study, 

nucleotide diversity and heterozygosity levels were similar across sites (Fig. 2.2A, B, and C), 
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but subsequent comparisons of rarefied-allelic richness showed that Piedmont subpopulations 

had higher mean rarefied-allelic richness than mountain and coastal subpopulations—

especially in comparison to mountain subpopulation SM2, which had the lowest rarefied-

allelic richness (Fig. 2.2D); contrasts of chemodiversity between subpopulations were most 

apparent for richness measures—with mountain subpopulations SM1 and SM2 having 

significantly lower chemical richness on average compared to Piedmont and coastal 

subpopulations (Fig. 2.2F and G; see Fig. A.2 for subpopulation means of other 

chemodiversity indices). Levels of rarefied-allelic richness and chemical richness were 

similar and significant correlations between subpopulation means were observed (Fig. 2.2G). 

When grouping individual trees into healthy or diseased categories based on a one to five 

scoring system (Mielke & Langdon 1986), the relationship of disease status to 

chemodiversity indices (derived from either 377 metabolites or all 2,785 chemical features) 

varied depending on the index (Fig. A.3). In particular, chemodiversity measured by richness 

highly overlapped among the five disease-state groups (Fig. 2.3), but showed slight trends of 

chemodiversity medians increasing with increasing health states of individual trees, 

especially for chemical richness of the 377 metabolites (Fig. 2.3A).  

Subpopulation clustering patterns based on metabolic distances from discriminant 

analysis of principal components largely followed clustering patterns based on genetic 

distances (Fig. 2.4) and documented clustering by location in mountain, Piedmont, and 

coastal ecoregions. The only deviation was one mountain subpopulation from Pisgah forest 

(PI1) that clustered closer to Piedmont subpopulations, according to DAPC results (Fig. 

2.4B). When the optimal clustering model was estimated without defining groups by 
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subpopulations, DAPC using genetic distances only supported two clusters—one cluster 

consisting of samples from mountain-Piedmont ecoregions and another cluster consisting of 

samples from the Coastal Plains ecoregion (Pais et al. 2016; Fig. 2.4C and Fig. 2.4E). In 

contrast, DAPC for metabolite data (without restricting samples to group by sampling 

location) supported up to seven clusters related to geography and conditions at collection 

sites (Fig. 2.4D and Fig. 2.4F). Clusters with high membership of mountain individuals (i.e. 

cluster seven and three) were located in the upper ordination space while cluster five 

(consisting of individuals primarily from the coast) and cluster four (including Piedmont 

samples and samples from the PI mountain subpopulation) were located lower along the 

ordination space (Fig. 2.4F). Cluster one had relatively few coastal individuals; cluster six 

included no members of the SM mountain subpopulations; and cluster seven consisted 

primarily of SM mountain samples (Fig. 2.4D). 

Mantel test results showed strong collinearity between site-specific effects on 

chemical differences between subpopulations (Table 2.2). Isolation by distance tests using 

either genetic distances or metabolic distances for Mantel tests were both significant (r > 0.5 

and p < 0.05). The relationship between metabolic distance and genetic distances of 

subpopulations was not significant (p = 0.0670), and it was clearly insignificant when 

incorporating geographic distance, temperature at collection, or precipitation of driest month 

as controls (Table 2.2). A mantel test comparing metabolic distances and mean differences in 

temperature at collection was the most significant with a Pearson r coefficient of 0.647 and a 

p-value of 0.0005. 
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When analyzing environmental predictors in simple linear regression, several 

predictors had significant correlations to at least three or more chemodiversity indices 

derived from 2,785 chemical features (Fig. A.4). Such predictors were considered in variable 

selection for best multivariate models describing general chemodiversity. Our best 

multivariate model indicated that higher inbreeding coefficients in individuals were 

predictive of smaller chemical richness after controlling for other abiotic effects (Estimate = -

47.276 chemical features, p = 0.007; Fig. A.5). Supplementary results of simple linear 

regressions and other multivariate models are presented in Table A.1 and Table A.2. 

 

Candidate metabolite-SNP network 

To understand the connections between genetic polymorphism and metabolite 

variation, we performed GWA analyses on the 2,785 features of 377 metabolites. With and 

without covariates, we identified 975 unique chemical features significantly associated with 

347 unique SNPs. Overlapping chemical feature and SNP results among the various GWA 

tests (different covariates specified) are presented in Fig. 2.5 and summarized here 

accordingly. The total number of chemical features and SNPs associated without covariates 

specified were 774 and 282, respectively. When Tcol (temperature at day of collection) was 

specified as a covariate, there were 638 chemical features significantly associated to 244 

SNPs. When Bio14 (precipitation of driest month) was specified as a covariate, there were 

713 chemical features significantly associated to 271 SNPs. Specifying both Tcol and Bio14 

as covariates yielded 527 chemical features significantly associated to 237 SNPs. Summary 
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of similarities and differences in results among the various covariate-dependent GWA tests 

for all chemical features and SNPs available in Appendix A. 

We performed GGM to construct metabolite networks based on partial correlation. 

This analysis, combined with the GWA results, revealed SNP-metabolite connections for a 

putative terpenoid glucoside network (Fig. 2.6A). We noted GGM connections of three 

metabolites consisting of an annotated iridoid glucoside/Eleganoside C (M435T576; Bailleul 

et al. 1981; Ali et al. 2000; Xu et al. 2008), an aglycone/Cornolactone C (M227T630; He et 

al. 2014), and a possible intermediate (M451T432). Moreover, several SNPs were repeatedly 

found to be significantly associated with chemical features of these three metabolites (Fig. 

2.6A). SNP loci with multiple significant associations (labelled yellow; Fig. 2.6) within this 

network were: B506_11, B1401_69 (aligned to gene encoding for oligomeric Golgi complex; 

Ostertag et al. 2013), B447_54, B977_86, B982_75 (aligned to gene encoding for lectin-

domain receptor kinase; Singh & Zimmerli 2013), B536_31, B1327_41, and B440_76 

(aligned to gene encoding for a protein sensitive to rhizotoxicity; Sawaki et al. 2009; Fan et 

al. 2016). Several of these SNPs (B1401, B982_75, B440_76, B1401_69, B447_54, and 

B977_86) also showed evidence of being under selection in Pais et al. (2016). 

 

Predicting disease status from metabolite markers 

 We identified 39 metabolites that were informative biomarkers for predicting plant 

disease status using RF (12), DAPC (8), PLS-DA (12), SVM (11), or logistic mixed 

modeling (6) (Fig. 2.7; Fig. 2.8). The majority of these biomarker metabolites accumulate 

more in healthy plants compared to diseased ones (Fig. 2.8; Fig. A.6). It is notable that there 
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were few overlaps between the biomarkers detected by different methods (Fig. A.7A). 

Logistic mixed modeling of individual metabolites showed that six metabolites were 

significantly correlated with the log odds of being healthy vs. diseased (Table 2.3) after 

controlling for temperature at collection, inbreeding coefficient, and collection site random 

effects. Out of the 39 biomarker metabolites, five had significant associations with SNPs as 

revealed from GWA analysis (Fig. A.7A). The hypothesized networks for these metabolites 

constructed from GWA and GGM results were shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. A.8.  

After controlling for inbreeding coefficient, collection site random effects, and 

temperature at collection, healthy-diseased class correlations (log odds) to chemodiversity 

indices (derived from metabolites corresponding to the hypothesized GGM network of 

iridoid glucosides) were significant for the majority of diversity indices (no differences in 

richness among samples and p-values approximately 0.01 for H’, D1, D2, E, and BP indices). 

The Berger-Parker (BP) dominance index (defined by the relative abundance of the most 

abundant metabolite per sample; see Chemodiversity indices continued in Appendix A) was 

significantly correlated to the log odds of being healthy vs. diseased (Fig. 2.6B). The positive 

effect of the BP index was driven primarily by increasing abundances of M435T576, which 

was the most abundant metabolite within most samples (among other metabolites composing 

GGM network). Moreover, it reflected a greater unevenness of chemical expression in 

healthy plants relative to diseased plants (Fig. 2.6B). In other words, M435T576 was 

considered the most predictive biomarker for distinguishing plant health and disease among 

other unique metabolites linked in the same GGM network. 
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Ten other credible biomarkers not involved exclusively in the hypothesized glycoside 

network were shown to be strongly associated with plant disease status (Fig. A.6; Fig. A.7). 

Accumulations of these ten metabolites (including M435T576) were highly predictive of 

plant health and disease status, according to multiple biomarker test results (Fig. A.7). 

Chemodiversity patterns derived from these ten biomarkers also showed that the dominance 

of M435T576 (in relation to the relatively even expression of other biomarkers) was 

associated with log odds of a plant being healthy vs. diseased (Table A.3; Appendix A; Other 

candidate biomarkers continued). 

 

Discussion 

Relationships of genetic diversity and chemodiversity 

Secondary metabolites play important roles in plant and ecosystem functions 

affecting plant interactions with other organisms, but few studies have broadly surveyed 

secondary metabolite diversity and distribution in natural populations at the intraspecific 

level (Bolnick et al. 2011). While the relationship between plant genetic diversity (or 

chemodiversity) and specialist herbivore genetic diversity has been examined (Glassmire et 

al. 2016), the relationship between chemodiversity and genetic diversity within a single host 

species has remained poorly understood due to few studies (Moore et al. 2014). Using 

untargeted LC-MS metabolite profiling, we investigated secondary metabolites extracted 

from dry leaves of Cornus florida from three ecologically distinct regions and examined the 

relationship of metabolite diversity to genetic diversity derived from GBS data. Sampled 

metabolites represented thermally stable compounds with medium polarity, including 
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flavonoids, phenolics, terpenoids, etc. (Appendix A). Our analysis showed largely 

concordant chemical-genetic distance clustering patterns (Fig. 2.4). For instance, mountain 

subpopulations (cooler in temperature and with higher disease severity) exhibited distinct 

chemical profiles and clustered together as in genetic analyses (excluding PI1), and two 

studied mountain subpopulations were lower in both metabolite richness (Fig. 2.2F and G) 

and genetic diversity (rarefied-allelic richness) than the studied Piedmont subpopulations 

(Fig. 2.2D). Moreover, trees with greater individual-level heterozygosity (i.e. smaller 

inbreeding coefficients) showed greater chemical α-richness after controlling for other 

abiotic effects (Fig. A.5). While chemical richness of 377 metabolites was not significantly 

correlated with means of allelic richness across subpopulations (r
2
 = 0.2017, p = 0.2643), a 

positive correlation between subpopulation means of rarefied-allelic richness and chemical α-

richness of all 2,785 chemical features was detected (p = 0.05587; Fig. 2.2H). These findings 

suggest that chemical variation preserved in dried leaves may have a link to genetic variation 

and functional diversity within a species. 

There is clear impetus to conserve genetically and chemically diverse plant 

populations. It has been demonstrated that even small differences in genetic diversity (such 

as single amino acid substitutions) can yield large differences in chemical profiles 

(Kampranis et al. 2007), and several studies have found that higher intraspecific genetic 

diversity reduces herbivory and disease in plant populations (Hughes et al. 2008). Moreover, 

emerging evidence has demonstrated how variation in intraspecific chemodiversity 

influences community diversity among different trophic interactions (Richards et al. 2015; 

Glassmire et al. 2016). In the context of this study, it is important to note the similarity 
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between clustering patterns derived from genetic and metabolite data in addition to noting 

evidence that some diseased mountain subpopulations (Fig. 2.1; Fig. A.1) have lower genetic 

and chemical diversity. Namely, these findings suggest that genetic variation in conjunction 

with environment entails chemical variation, which indirectly influences plant robustness to 

environmental stress. Thus, there is probable disease-related differentiation in genetics and 

metabolites for these natural populations. This relationship between genetic diversity and 

chemodiversity found in C. florida validates promising efforts to conserve functional 

diversity (i.e. chemodiversity) by prioritizing genetic diversity. 

 

Environmental and genetic factors on disease 

One of the goals of this study is to gain insights into the question whether 

susceptibility to dogwood disease is influenced primarily by abiotic factors. Disease may be 

constrained to the niche and life history of causal pathogens (Ennos 2015). For instance, 

dogwood anthracnose is known to be more severe in C. florida populations at northern 

latitudes and higher elevations where there is shorter and less intense exposure to sunlight, 

higher moisture, and cooler temperatures that inhibit evaporation (Daughtrey et al. 1996). In 

North Carolina’s mountains, microclimate within a site is a likely contributor to dogwood 

anthracnose incidence (Chellemi et al. 1992) and severity of disease symptoms (e.g. leaf 

necrosis, cankers, defoliation, and girdling; Mielke & Langdon 1986). Northeast facing 

slopes in Appalachia provide relatively low solar irradiation and high precipitation, which are 

optimal for D. destructiva inoculation and persistence (Holzmueller et al. 2006). In contrast, 

dogwood anthracnose in North Carolina’s coast has only been reported in Dare County 
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(sampled in this study; Fig. 2.1, Fig. A.1). These observations (or lack thereof) suggest 

disease may be primarily affected by abiotic factors. 

However, as previously discussed, C. florida also exhibits a gradient of variation in 

genetics and metabolites among North Carolina’s coast, Piedmont, and mountain ecoregions 

(Fig. 2.2; Fig. 2.4; Fig. A.1), which corresponds to a variation in health scores (Fig. A.1; Fig. 

A.4; Pais et al. 2016). Furthermore, relatively high chemodiversity estimates among 377 

metabolites or all 2,785 chemical features are observed in healthier plants (Fig. 2.3; Fig. 

A.3). Since healthy plants occur in all environments from the Coastal Plains to mountains, 

this finding suggests that dogwood anthracnose may not necessarily be constrained by only 

abiotic factors (e.g. cooler and moister habitats) but instead may also be affected by both 

genetic and metabolite diversities. Genetic and metabolite diversity may be important to 

disease variation. High levels of metabolic and genetic diversity intrinsic to the host may 

benefit individual trees in staving off disease infection (Jones & Firn 1991). Alternatively, 

low genetic diversity in mountain populations can also be a consequence of dogwood 

anthracnose disease effects (Hadziabdic et al. 2012). Although the co-occurrence of these 

patterns in C. florida presents challenges to distinguish relative roles of abiotic, genetic, and 

chemical factors, available evidence supports an influence of genetics on disease as 

elaborated below. 

Previous ecological genomic analysis using GBS data (Pais et al. 2016) has identified 

SNPs under selection for local adaption in the species, and a few of these SNPs are 

associated with plant heath and biomarker metabolites after accounting for environmental 

covariates (Fig. 2.6). In other words, our sampled subpopulations possess locally adapted 
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genes associated with plant-chemical responses to disease pressure after controlling for 

environment. SNP loci B1401, B982_75, B440_76, B1401_69, B447_54, and B977_86 

[previously identified to be under selection in Pais et al. (2016)] were found to be associated 

with a notable iridoid glucoside that was identified as a positive RF biomarker of health vs. 

disease (M435T576; Fig. 2.6; Fig. 2.8; Fig. A.6; Fig. A.7). Several of these candidate SNPs 

occurred on loci with predicted functions related to disease resistance. Some SNP loci such 

as B1401 may encode for proteins (i.e. an oligomeric Golgi complex) that facilitate 

glycosylation to inhibit disease (Ostertag et al. 2013). Other loci such as Fst outlier B982 

(Pais et al. 2016) are predicted to encode for signaling receptors like lectin-domain receptor 

kinases, which have been previously implicated in plant immunity responses among other 

signaling processes (Singh & Zimmerli 2013), and recent functional experimentation on 

resistance genes encoding for such receptors in Solanaceous plants has provided evidence for 

Phtophthora resistance (Wang et al. 2015). Other SNP loci like B440 may encode regulatory 

proteins (Sawaki et al. 2009; Fan et al. 2016), which similarly respond to stress by regulating 

transcription of genes involved in pathways such as immunity response. Biomarker 

M435T576 and its related metabolites belong to a class of terpenoid derivatives that have 

known antimicrobial and antifungal properties (Meng et al. 1999; Chang et al. 2001; Bartsch 

et al. 2010; Whitehead et al. 2016) and are likely sensitive to disease-mediated signaling 

processes (Caplan et al. 2008). For instance, M227T630 was identified as Cornolactone C, an 

iridoid isolated previously from C. florida (He et al. 2014), which belongs to a compound 

class known to accumulate in response to infection and has documented antimicrobial 

properties (Marak et al. 2002).  
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It must be stated that candidate SNPs and biomarkers identified in our analyses 

require additional resources and work to validate their chemical identities, but these 

unverified chemical compounds serve as an important guide for prioritizing which SNPs and 

biomarkers to further test in future research. The abundance and inducibility of certain 

secondary metabolites such as flavonoids, other phenolics, and glycoside derivatives have 

been found to be heritable and mediated by herbivore-pathogen pressures (Johnson et al. 

2009; Li et al. 2014). Determining the specific genetic factors regulating such adaptive 

metabolites remains an important goal, and this study adds to emerging efforts to integrate 

large secondary metabolite concentration data with information from genome scans (Eckert 

et al. 2012; Jensen et al. 2016; Talbot et al. 2016). 

 

Herbivore/pathogen interactions influencing chemodiversity in plants 

Explanations for natural variation of secondary metabolism have long been debated 

(Fraenkel 1959). Intraspecific variation of plant chemodiversity can be attributed to 

differences in the environment (e.g. variation in surrounding plant, herbivore, fungal, or 

microbial communities as well as abiotic heterogeneity; Tahvanainen & Root 1972; Root 

1973; Barbosa et al. 2009; Sardans et al. 2011; Rivas-Ubach et al. 2014) or to genetic 

variation within the species. Proponents of the latter explanation cite observations used to 

argue for the role of chemodiversity in ecological function and heritability. Namely, these 

authors note that congruent patterns of genetic diversity and chemodiversity are often 

inversely related to herbivory or infection levels (reviewed in Moore et al. 2014; Raguso et 

al. 2015). As an example, one study of Smallanthus macroscyphus (Asteraceae) reported less 
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sesquiterpene lactone diversity (herbivory deterrent) in populations further away from the 

equator, which was explained as a result of selection for lower toxicity due to fewer 

herbivore-plant interactions in areas far from the equator (Salazar & Marquis 2012; Aráoz et 

al. 2016). This variation of sesquiterpene lactone diversity in the species may well have a 

genetic basis, which has not been investigated. In C. florida, a subset of the species 

distribution occurs from the southern Appalachians to southeastern Coastal Plains where an 

elevational-temperature gradient spans eastward through the Piedmont, and we have found a 

decreasing trend of chemodiversity and genetic diversity in subpopulations more embedded 

in the Appalachian Mountains (Fig. 2.2D, F, and G). While lower temperatures may possibly 

be related to lower secondary plant metabolism of trees in the mountains, lower 

chemodiversity levels in mountain populations may be a result of lower genetic variation or a 

consequence of the disease infection, as mountain populations are in general less healthy. 

While diseased plants may show deficiencies in metabolism due to necrosis, our standardized 

method for extracting visibly unaffected tissue from both diseased and healthy plants makes 

the infection scenario less likely. The less healthy plants may possess genotypes that mediate 

metabolism of biosynthetic pathways in ways contributing to less constitutively expressed 

products— increasing plant susceptibility to initial infections. Higher genetic diversity in 

certain individuals (e.g. less homozygous genotypes; Fig. A.5) or subpopulations (e.g. higher 

rarefied-allelic richness; Fig. 2.2D) can confer a greater range of gene products (e.g. 

secondary compound precursors) and increase host ability to respond more readily to any 

general infection (Firn & Jones 2000). 
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On the other hand, herbivory and infection on plants can also induce greater 

secondary compound diversity or induce dominance of certain compounds (Thoss & Byers 

2006; Mithöfer & Boland 2012). We did not observe this phenomenon in our general survey 

of 377 metabolites or 2,785 chemical features, but as previously mentioned, we observed 

lower chemodiversity in less healthy populations. Our analysis of chemodiversity derived 

from a specific set of biomarkers did however show that healthy plants tended to have greater 

unevenness of chemical expression than diseased plants (Fig. 2.6B). The unevenness seemed 

largely attributed to variation in expression of certain biomarkers (i.e. M435T576), which 

might be differentially regulated or different in inducibility. This suggests variation in 

accumulation of certain metabolites may confer adaptive benefits for plants facing disease 

pressures or that changes from a relatively even expression pattern to an uneven pattern are 

induced responses to herbivores or pathogens. Examples of induced chemical composition 

changes have been previously reported. Baldwin et al. (2001) found that tobacco plants 

changed their chemical defense composition once sensing a specialized herbivore. While 

defense compounds such as nicotine were constitutively expressed to deter herbivores in 

general, fatty acids sensed from tobacco hornworms (Manduca sexta) triggered plants to 

down regulate certain metabolites in favor of others such as volatile compounds. In C. 

florida, candidate SNPs like B982_75 and B440_76 as well as biomarker M435T576 in the 

iridoid glucoside network (Fig. 2.6) may represent examples of candidate genes governing 

variation in accumulation and degree of inducible expression for certain defense compounds. 
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Conclusions 

Our study demonstrates untargeted metabolite profiling is a useful tool for 

understanding biodiversity in a new dimension. Secondary metabolites preserved in C. 

florida dried leaves from natural populations provided data for evaluating chemodiversity 

and identifying potential disease biomarkers. We found congruent patterns of chemical and 

genetic variation and identified several biomarkers indicative of disease and health. From 

those results, a select candidate SNP-metabolite group (i.e. iridoid glucosides) of clear 

ecological importance was identified to guide future study. Additional investigation of 

chemical diversity with increased sampling across the species range may provide more 

details on the relationship among genetics, metabolites, and dogwood anthracnose in C. 

florida, which in turn may shed light on forest diseases in general. 
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Tables 

 

Table 2.1 Chart of all predictors considered in current study accompanied with abbreviations 

used in main text. 

 

  Variable Abbreviation

Mean precipitation during month of collection

Precipitation at day of collection

Average temperature at month of collection

Temperature at day of collection Tcol

Health score (1-5) No Abbreviation

Health score (binary) No Abbreviation

Inbreeding coefficient F

Osmometer reading No Abbreviation

Average diameter by height No Abbreviation

Canopy cover average No Abbreviation

Proximity to water No Abbreviation

Percent humic matter (soil) HM

Weight-volume ratio (soil) WV

Acidity (soil) pH

Base saturation (soil) BS

Exchangeable acidity (soil) Ac

Cation exchange capacity CEC

Phosphorus (soil) P

Potassium (soil) K

Calcium (soil) Ca

Magnesium (soil) Mg

Sulfur (soil) S

Sodium (soil) Na

Manganese (soil) Mn

Copper (soil) Cu

Zinc (soil) Zn

Mean annual temperature No Abbreviation

Mean montly rainfall No Abbreviation

Minimum temperature of January Tmin1

Maximum temperature of July Tmax7

Average monthly precipitation in June Prec6

Average monthly precipitation in July Prec7

Precipitation of driest month Bio14

Frost free period FFP

Length of growing period LGP

Elevation No Abbreviation

Longitude No Abbreviation

Latitude No Abbreviation
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Table 2.2 Mantel tests of correlations between subpopulation-level metabolic, genetic, and 

environmental distances. Chemical distance matrix obtained through Analysis of Similarities 

(ANOSIM) using 377 metabolites. Genetic distance matrix consists of linearized Fst values 

calculated from 1,171 reference (putatively neutral) SNPs. Site-level means of temperature at 

collection (Tcol) and precipitation of driest month (Bio14) used for matrices of Euclidean 

distances, and geographic distance among sites calculated from a X, Y coordinate system. 

Vertical bar denotes partial Mantel test controlling for third matrix right of “|”. 

Mantel formula Pearson r P (r <0) 

Metabolic distance vs. geographic distance 0.51134369 0.02750275 

Genetic distance vs. geographic distance 0.70352647 0.00110011 

Metabolic distance vs. genetic distance 0.3340171 0.0670067 

Metabolic distance vs. Tcol 0.64711201 0.00050005 

Metabolic distance vs. Bio14 0.41785384 0.05830583 

Metabolic distance vs. genetic distance | geographic distance -0.04212434 0.57645765 

Metabolic distance vs. genetic distance | Tcol -0.26949309 0.88438844 

Metabolic distance vs. genetic distance | Bio14 0.2555054 0.1271127 
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Table 2.3 Mixed logistic regression of individual metabolite effects (integrated intensity of 

chromatogram peak) on log odds of being healthy vs. diseased. Model controls for 

inbreeding coefficient (F), temperature at collection (Tcol), and random effect of sites. 

Reporting six significant features of the 377 chemical features after retaining highest 

intensity metabolite per group of isotopic peaks. 

            

Chemical 
feature Estimate Stderr 

Z 
value Pr(>|z|)   

M139T346 -1.65E-05 5.89E-06 -2.8 0.005111 
 

M277T1265 -1.33E-04 6.75E-05 
-

1.975 0.04832 
 

M301T1021 -4.60E-05 2.28E-05 
-

2.015 0.04394 
 

M307T406 -1.54E-05 4.04E-06 
-

3.825 0.000131 
 M447T1161 3.92E-05 1.84E-05 2.131 0.0331 
 

M543T1327 -1.17E-04 3.84E-05 
-

3.038 0.002378 
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Figures 

 

 
Figure 2.1 Subset of collections from broader study of C. florida (top) applied to metabolic 

study of chemical diversity in North Carolinian populations (bottom). Red counties have 

known incidence of dogwood anthracnose disease. For subset of populations sampled in this 

study, differences in mean monthly rainfall, length of growing period, soil type, and county 

occurrence of dogwood anthracnose are visualized to demonstrate the heterogeneity in 

environment that exists among the mountain, Piedmont, and Coastal Plain ecoregions of 

North Carolina. 
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of subpopulation means of (A) observed and (B) expected 

heterozygosity, (C) nucleotide diversity, (D) rarefied-allelic richness, (E) inbreeding 

coefficient, (F) chemical richness calculated from 377 metabolites, and (G) chemical richness 

calculated from 2,785 chemical features, including adduct and fragments of 377 metabolites. 

Black whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals of mean. Also plotted is a (H) simple 

linear regression between rarefied-allelic richness means and chemical richness means (of 

2,785 chemical features) from eight subpopulations—spanning mountain (yellow), Piedmont 

(green), and Coastal Plain (blue) ecoregions of North Carolina. 
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Figure 2.3 (A) Medians of individual-level chemical richness values (calculated from 377 

metabolites) by health score categories (coded 1-5 with 5 being healthiest). (B) Also depicted 

are calculations of chemical richness from 377 metabolites, including fragments and adducts 

(2,785 chemical features). Boxplots depict minimum and maximum values (whiskers), 

outliers (dots), first quartile, median, and third quartile. The notches in each box correspond 

to the 95% confidence interval of each median value, and the width of each box is 

proportional to the square root of each groups’ sample size. 
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Figure 2.4 Plots of discriminant analyses of principal components (DAPC) derived from (A) 

1,171 reference SNPs or (B) 377 chemical features (highest intensity metabolite per peak 

group). Dots of different colors and shapes represent individual trees belonging to different 

collection sites as indicated by legend. Mountain sites are: Smoky Mountains (SM1 and 

SM2) and Pisgah Forest (PI1 and PI2). Piedmont sites are in Duke Forest (DK) and Umstead 

State Park (UM), and Coastal Plain sites are in the Croatan forest (CF) and the Nature 

Conservancy’s Ecological Preserve at Nags Head Woods (TNC). When optimal cluster 

models are determined (i.e. when groups are not defined by collection site), assignment plots 

based on genetic distances (C) or metabolic distances (D) show cluster membership of each 

individual (rows with plus marks for most probable assignment). Optimal cluster models 

(determined by Bayesian criteria) are represented by scatterplots E and F for genetic and 

chemical distances, respectively. 
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Figure 2.5 Total number of chemical features associated to SNPs. Venn diagram depicts 

overlapping results among various GWA tests with different covariates specified in the 

program EMMAX. Comparisons include overlapping results among (A) 975 significantly 

associated chemical features (out of 2,785 chemical features) and (B) 346 significantly 

associated SNPs (out of 1,446 SNPs). Covariates controlled for were: temperature at day of 

collection (Tcol) and precipitation of driest month (Bio14). 
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Figure 2.6 Summary of proposed iridoid glucoside network of interest. (A) Predicted network 

connections of gene products and secondary metabolites were labelled based on genome-

wide association (GWA connections dashed) and Gaussian graphical modelling (GGM 

connections solid) results. SNPs are labelled starting with “B” and chemical features are 

boxed and labelled by their mass-to-charge ratio (M) and retention time (T). Significant 

GWA connections with no covariate controlled for are highlight grey. Significant GWA 

connections with at least temperature of collection (Tcol) controlled for are highlighted red, 

and significant GWA connections with precipitation mean of driest month (Bio14) controlled 

for are labelled blue. Significant GWA connections with both covariates controlled for are 

highlighted purple. SNPs associated to at least three metabolites (or their fragments, adducts, 

or isotopes) are highlighted yellow and underlined, and a particularly noted SNP of interest 

(B982_75) is denoted with an asterisk. (B) Depiction of chemodiversity trends (estimated 

from three unique metabolites in GGM network), representing six logistic mixed models 

controlling for inbreeding coefficient (F), temperature at collection (Tcol), and random site 

effects. Response is log odds (LO) of being healthy vs. diseased. (C) Receiver operating 

characteristic curve and histogram for one particular log-transformed biomarker of health-

disease (detected by random forest method) in this network. 
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Figure 2.7 Density plot of samples representing discriminant analysis of principal 

components (DAPC) results with groups defined as samples that are healthy (green) or 

diseased (red). (B) Loading plot showing metabolites contributing most for distinguishing 

healthy vs. diseased plants. 
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Figure 2.8 Top results of biomarkers indicative of healthy or diseased plants from three 

distinct analytical methods: (A) Partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), (B) 

support vector machines (SVM), and (C) random forests (RF). Metabolites past solid black 

line on each plot were considered for biomarker selection. Panel right of each support index 

panel for biomarker tests indicates relative expression of each compound in healthy vs. 

diseased plants with black shades representing higher expression and white shades 

representing lower expression.  
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Abstract 

 

Understanding the consequences of exotic diseases on native forests is important to 

evolutionary ecology and conservation biology as exotic pathogens have drastically altered 

US eastern deciduous forests. Cornus florida L. (flowering dogwood tree) is one such species 

facing heavy mortality, and identifying the genetic structure of C. florida populations locally 

adapted to dogwood anthracnose (an exotic pathogen responsible for high mortality) remains 

vital for conservation efforts. We evaluated C. florida spatial patterns of population genetic 

variation-structure in relation to the distribution of dogwood anthracnose using 289 trees 

across the host species range and genotype-by-sequencing data. Population genetic analysis 

results indicated genetic diversity was similar between diseased vs. disease-free sites across 

the range of C. florida. Tests of phylogeographic structure revealed signals of weak genetic 

differentiation of the three or more subgroups nested within two clusters—explaining up to 

2-6% of genetic variation. The groups largely corresponded to the regions within and outside 

the eastern Hot-Continental ecoregion, which also overlapped with areas within and outside 

the main distribution of dogwood anthracnose. Analyses of fungal sequences from sampled 

trees bolstered visual records of disease at sampled sites and were congruent with the 

reported range of D. destructiva, suggesting fungal sequences within host genomic data were 

informative for detecting disease. Results from discriminant analyses, Fst outlier tests of 

sizeable populations, and two genome-wide-association models identified 72 SNPs from 68 

loci putatively under selection. Gradient forest analysis of these data identified some 

candidate alleles exhibiting abrupt turn over in allele frequencies along the borders of the 

Hot-Continental ecoregion and the range of dogwood anthracnose. One such candidate SNP 
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was independently identified in prior study as a possible L-type lectin-domain containing 

receptor kinase. Our results suggest populations within the Hot-Continental and with high 

incidence of dogwood anthracnose remain vulnerable, while disease-free populations may 

benefit from local adaptation, which constrains spread of disease. Our results were also 

congruent with previous studies using fewer genetic markers and supported the contribution 

of high outcrossing and bird dispersal for maintaining high genetic variation in C. florida 

populations. 

 

Introduction 

The evolutionary impact of forest diseases on natural tree populations is an important 

topic in evolutionary ecology. There is abundant support for local adaptation and divergent 

selection among tree populations in response to various ecological pressures (Nosil et al. 

2009). In particular, genetic variation corresponding to variation in pathogen pressure is 

garnering greater attention in the field of ecological genomics (Savolainen et al. 2007). 

However, genetic underpinnings of disease resistance remain poorly understood for many 

ecologically important tree systems (Neale and Kremer 2011). The frequency and extent in 

which exotic pathogens affect native species has increased across the world (Liebhold et al. 

1995; Brasier 2008; Ennos 2015). This problem combined with other human-initiated 

disturbances, such as deforestation, climate change, and introduction of invasive competitors, 

has caused eastern North American forests to continually change in composition, structure, 

and functional processes (Fisichelli et al. 2014; Grimm et al. 2013; Alfaro et al. 2014). 
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The degree to which natural populations can persist through ongoing epidemics is an 

important question in conservation biology and depends on a confluence of factors—

including abiotic, spatial, and phylogenetic constraints on disease prevalence and host 

colonization, density and demographics of hosts, and coevolutionary dynamics of resistance 

and virulence gene variation in the host and pathogen (Laine et al. 2011; Ennos 2015). To a 

disastrous extreme, epidemics have rendered some tree species, such as the American 

Chestnut (Castanea dentata), nearly extinct in their native habitat due to introduced 

pathogens that cause diseases such as Chestnut blight (Anagnostakis et al. 1987). However, 

for species with greater adaptive potential to survive emerging epidemics (Hamrick 2004; 

Budde et al. 2016), there is opportunity for adaptive escape into portions of natural range 

with lower hazards of disease (Cavers and Cottrell 2015) or with local adaptation to disease. 

Given that the quickly evolving virulence of pathogens may eventually overcome the 

variability in host defense traits (Hamilton 1980), research in the field of ecological genomics 

must prioritize studying questions that pertain to local adaptation and the conservation of 

trees species genetic diversity. 

One particular species of interest facing threats from exotic disease is Cornus florida 

L. (flowering dogwood tree). This species is increasingly plagued by a recent epidemic of 

dogwood-specific powdery mildew (Li et al. 2009) while a more severe epidemic of 

dogwood anthracnose (Redlin 1991) is devastating trees within the eastern Hot-Continental 

range (Fig. 3.1)—resulting in up to 94% mortality in natural populations (Sherald et al. 1996; 

Hiers and Evans 1997; Williams and Moriarity 1999; McEwan et al. 2000; Jenkins and 

White 2002). Continuing decline of C. florida and the removal of its functionally important 
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deposition of calcium to forested ecosystems (Borer et al. 2013) is predicted to further 

imperil associated pollinators and fruit dispersers (Rossell et al. 2001; Jenkins et al. 2006). 

How resistance (R) genes in C. florida respond to large-scale demographic changes 

resulting from dogwood anthracnose disease requires investigation to determine what alleles 

are favored by natural selection. Prior assessment of local adaptation in C. florida was 

constrained to a subset of the species range (Pais et al. 2016), and other population genetic 

studies of C. florida only employed a few neutral markers (Hadziabdic et al. 2010; 

Hadziabdic et al. 2012; Call et al. 2015) to study impacts of dogwood anthracnose (assessed 

only visually) on C. florida genetic diversity. Moreover, untangling genetic consequences of 

recent selective pressures from complex species histories, such as colonization of areas 

following the glacial retreat of the last Quaternary ice age (Taberlet et al. 1998; Soltis et al. 

2006), remains challenging. Such a challenge may be overcome with recent improvements in 

complexity and computational efficiency of genome-wide association (GWA) models 

(Rellstab et al. 2015). GWA models now allow for more advanced control of hidden 

population structure (Frichot et al. 2013) and confounding environmental covariates (Kang et 

al. 2010). Such models are being adopted to study local adaptation in natural tree populations 

that have been difficult to study using reciprocal transplant experiments due to long 

generation times (Anderson et al. 2011; Sork et al. 2013). GWA models controlling for 

genetic structure and environmental covariates benefit from broad sampling and genotyping 

for statistical power (Lotterhos and Whitlock 2015), but large-scale surveying of the adaptive 

landscape (e.g. characterizing disease occurrence) can be time-consuming and prohibitively 

expensive. 
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A broader sampling across the entire natural range, more intensive sequencing effort, 

and improved characterization of disease occurrence at collection sites provide additional 

power to detect local adaptation and its underlying genetic basis. In conjunction with novel 

applications of multivariate models developed from several fields (i.e. community ecology, 

metagenomics, landscape genomics), evidence of foliar pathogen occurrence, as measured 

from pathogen reads from next-generation sequencing of leaves, can be reexamined in 

relation to patterns of genetic variation across flowering dogwood populations. In this study, 

we evaluate localized boundaries between diseased vs. non-diseased sites to determine if 

patterns of genetic variation in C. florida (as determined by genotype-by-sequencing 

libraries; GBS; Peterson et al. 2012), show signals of local adaptation to dogwood 

anthracnose disease or to abiotic pressures such as temperature and precipitation. An earlier 

study of C. florida (Pais et al. 2016), identified putative candidate genes under selection, 

several of which are further investigated in this study using broader sampling. Further 

evidence of the adaptive significance for identified candidate loci is necessary to target 

particular putative R genes, which may occur at new equilibria in disease affected areas. 

We hypothesize that analyses of population genetic structure and variation across the 

species range and the enhanced characterization of dogwood anthracnose occurrence via the 

novel use of contaminant fungal sequences from GBS data will reveal congruent results from 

previous studies in terms of general patterns (Hadziabdic et al. 2010; Call et al. 2015; Pais et 

al. 2016). However, this study will reveal a more complete view of the genetic variation and 

its spatial pattern in relationship to dogwood anthracnose disease. We ask: (1) To what extent 

has disease influenced the genetic diversity of natural populations of C. florida? (2) Have 
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demographic changes in areas of high disease incidence, such as the Hot-Continental 

ecoregion, resulted in strong genetic and biogeographic differentiation? (3) How well do 

fungal sequences within trees predict disease occurrence and range? (4) Are there any loci 

(revealed by SNPs) under selection for local adaptation to disease or abiotic pressures? (5) 

Where may the changes in allele frequencies of putative candidate loci (particularly R genes) 

be most abrupt and what ecological gradients are they corresponding to? Answering these 

questions is critical for identifying what loci to conserve in C. florida populations. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Sampling and sequencing 

Of the 289 samples analyzed in this study, 159 samples originated from genomic 

DNAs (stored in -20 C) extracted in the studies of Hadziabdic et al. 2010 and Call et al. 

2015 and represented 69 unique locations throughout the range of C. florida. Eighteen 

additional sites were sampled and included 130 trees from Florida, Texas, Kansas, Missouri, 

Ohio, Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina and two members of the disjunct subspecies 

C. florida var. urbiniana from Xalapa, Mexico. DNeasy Plant Mini kits (Qiagen, Inc., 

Valencia, CA, USA) were used to extract DNAs from leaf or bud tissue, and DNA samples 

were prepared into a double-digest GBS library following the protocol of Peterson et al. 

(2012) using PstI and MspI enzymes. After multiplexing samples using combinatorial 

barcode adaptors, DNA fragments of 350 base pairs in length were targeted for sequencing 

on a flow-cell of the Illumina Nextseq platform operated by North Carolina State 

University’s Genomic Science Laboratory. Using modified scripts from Pais et al. 2016, 
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75bp paired-end sequences were de-multiplexed and parsed of the barcode sequences prior to 

genome alignments. 

 

Genome Alignment 

We applied a sequence alignment procedure to separate putative fungal sequences 

from sequences of the host plant to better quantify pathogen occurrence within sampled sites 

and to ensure that high quality and reproducible data of only C. florida was analyzed for 

population genetic and association analyses. Using default parameters for Bowtie2 

(Langmead and Salzberg), sequences from each tree were first aligned and cross-referenced 

to two draft genomes representing dogwood-specific powdery mildew (Erysiphe pulchra) 

and dogwood anthracnose (D. destructiva) and subsequently cross referenced to the draft 

genome of C. florida (Dogwood Genome Project; NSF ID: 1444567), resulting in three 

separate pools of paired-end sequence reads aligning concordantly and uniquely to either of 

the three draft genomes. 

 The remainder of paired-end and mate sequences not aligning to either pathogen 

genome was aligned to the draft genome of C. florida. All sequences unaligned to pathogen 

genomes but aligned to the C. florida genome considered reliable for population genetic 

analyses after filtering reads with greater than 90% of bases above a phred score of 20. For 

paired-end and mate reads of each sampled tree, only primary alignments with QMAP scores 

above 20 were retained using SAMtools version 0.1.20 (Li et al. 2009). The subset of 

primary alignment data (multi-mapped reads to C. florida genome parsed out) is referred to 
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as “utilized reads” as it consists of sequences loaded into the STACKS (Catchen et al. 2013) 

pipeline for calling of SNPs. 

 

SNP Calling and Validation 

 Primary alignments to the C. florida genome were compiled into GBS-tags using 

STACKS version 1.35. Alignments were initially loaded with pstacks using default 

parameters, but after varying minimum depth of coverage (m) in exploratory analyses, we 

finally specified a minimum depth of coverage of three to maximize the yield of interpretable 

SNPs while minimizing artifacts within the Nextseq library. Stacks of sequence reads 

meeting these criteria were loaded into a catalogue using cstacks, and all samples were 

matched to the same catalogue using sstacks. To further reduce artifacts of sequencing, we 

used the rxstacks command to evaluate the distribution of the log likelihood scores of quality 

for catalogued loci, and we removed loci with mean log likelihood scores less than negative 

ten. Following similar rationale, we called for rebuilding the original loci catalogue using a 

bounded model between zero and 0.1 and blacklisting loci that exceeded the biologically 

expected maximum of haplotypes (i.e. catalogue loci with greater than two haplotypes in an 

individual for more than a quarter of samples). Lastly, we filtered out loci that were 

genotyped in less than 80 percent (missing in 20 percent) of the rebuilt catalogue. Minor 

allele cutoffs and removal of SNPs in linkage disequilibrium are described in conjunction 

with the analytical methods that require them (see Determining genetic structure and 

patterns of genetic variation). 
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Characterizing disease occurrence 

Contaminant sequence data were used to define site-level occurrence of dogwood 

anthracnose disease—complementing visual occurrence observations in the field and county-

level reports of confirmed cases. Bowtie2 standard output (reporting number of fungal 

sequences aligned to pathogen genomes) was redirected and reformatted into delimited tables 

using custom R scripts. As an added measure to reduce conserved reads among E. pulchra, 

D. destructiva, and C. florida, we cross-aligned PE sequences among the three reference 

genomes to deduct any concordant pair or mate aligning to multiple genomes from the sum 

of concordant pairs aligning exclusively to a given pathogen genome (e.g. calculating 

sequences per sample concordantly aligning exclusively to D. destructiva). To reduce 

variation in results due to unequal totals of sequence reads among samples, each sum of 

pathogen sequences was converted into a proportion from the total number of sequences 

present in each individual sample. We also note that all trees sampled for DNA extraction 

were purposely selected for visually disease-free leaves, resulting in possible underestimation 

of disease. A sample was considered diseased if a thousand of every one million total 

sequences aligned uniquely to the genome of dogwood anthracnose, which was the minimum 

threshold capable of being visualized on a heatmap using Arc-GIS (Fig. B.1). A collection 

site was considered to contain diseased trees if any individual tree within it passed this 

threshold of D. destructiva sequences. Since field collectors from Hadziabdic et al. (2010), 

Call et al. (2015), and this current study considered a site to contain diseased trees if any 

individual within the site showed visual evidence of disease, Mann-Whitney tests were used 

to evaluate the significance of differences between diseased and non-diseased tree sites 
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(categorized visually), using site-level proportion records of D. destructiva sequences as the 

comparable response. Most notably, the fungal sequence thresholds provided a more 

quantitative and standardized approach to define dogwood anthracnose occurrence in spite of 

possible underestimation of disease. 

We utilized our binary categories of disease occurrence at collection sites (i.e. 

pathogen sequence thresholds, visual observation of disease trees per site, and county 

reports) in multiple correspondence analysis (Greenacre and Blasius 2006) to represent in a 

one to two dimensional Euclidean space the degree to which trees at particular collection 

sites were susceptible to infection by D. destructiva. As a simplified extension of 

correspondence analysis, multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) operates on a set of 

categorical variables to reduce the dimensionality of data to a few informative axes. Thus, the 

data for the three aforementioned categories of disease occurrence may be synthesized in 

MCA to formulate a disease incidence gradient spanning all collection sites. In this study, 

MCA results were applied to genome-wide-association analyses and gradient forest analysis 

(described further) using the most informative axis scores that distinguished collection sites 

based on a six-tiered ranking system, ranging from low to high evidence of having disease 

occur at a site (i.e. disease incidence). 

 

Characterizing abiotic pressure variation 

 In addition to constructing a gradient representing disease incidence among collection 

sites, we also characterized abiotic gradients using climatic data. Doing so allowed for 

associating alleles with abiotic gradients, and evaluating and controlling for confounding 
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influences of abiotic factors on disease occurrence. Nineteen bioclimatic variables derived 

from monthly rainfall and minimum-maximum temperature records spanning from 1960 to 

1990 (Hijams et al. 2005; http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim) were downloaded as an ESRI 

grid at the highest available resolution (30 arc-seconds or approximately 1 kilometer). Since 

tissue sampling varied from early spring to mid-summer and evidence of disease occurrence 

may be more apparent at different points in the season for a given population, we also 

extracted information on the mean temperature and precipitation at the month of collection 

for each collection site. Such data were made available by the PRISM Climate Group in 

Oregon State University (http://prism.oregonstate.edu). 

 All obtained climatic data were then extracted into a table of samples by variables via 

Arc-GIS and further processed in an R environment. We reduced multicollinearity by 

implementing a stepwise procedure to remove variables iteratively until all remaining 

variables had variance inflation factors (VIF) of ten. With remaining variables (Bio9, Bio8, 

Bio5, Bio4, Bio2, Bio18, Bio15, and Bio14; see Variation of abiotic pressures), principal 

component analysis was implemented on the correlation matrix (R Stats package, version 

3.3.0) to calculate the top two most informative principal components. Sample-specific 

scores for each component represented the abiotic gradients (envPC1 and env PC2) utilized 

in subsequent association analyses. 

 

Assessing level and pattern of genetic variation 

 Collection sites with four or more samples were estimated for rarefied-allelic 

richness, expected and observed heterozygosity, nucleotide diversity, and other summary 

http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim
http://prism.oregonstate.edu/
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statistics using the hierfstat R package and the population module of STACKS (Goudet 2015; 

Catchen et al. 2011); in addition, we used two analytical methods to investigate the pattern of 

genetic variation. We applied a modified implementation of STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 

2000) that was optimized for large SNP datasets using the program fastSTRUCTURE (Raj et 

al. 2014). The analysis assigned individuals probabilities of belonging to a given cluster 

under a model using the Bayesian method. To meet the assumptions of STRUCTURE where 

each locus is in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, we included only the first occurring SNP per 

GBS-tag with a minor allele frequency greater than five percent. The admixture and 

independent-loci model was implemented first using the simple prior setting to narrow the 

range of optimal numbers of clusters (K value) based on the log likelihood of models. 

Exploratory analyses tested up to K = 10 for the admixture model. Upon narrowing the range 

of K models to test more rigorously, the logistic prior was designated for the K=1 through 

K=5 models. Additionally, five test-sets were earmarked for cross-validation for each run of 

fastSTRUCTURE, and the convergence criteria for each implementation were set to 10-6. Ten 

independent implementations of fastSTRUCTURE were done for each K value. The program 

CLUMPAK (Kopelman et al. 2015) was used to determine the best K using the Evanno 

method (Evanno 2005; Fig. B.2), and the program Pophelper (Francis 2016) was used to 

visualize structure plots across different K values. 

 Another clustering method known as discriminant analysis of principal components 

(DAPC) corroborated fastSTRUCTURE results in addition to illustrating how genetic 

clusters were related, and it determinined which SNPs contributed most for distinguishing 

different a priori groups. Unlike fastSTRUCTURE, DAPC assumptions did not require 
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subpopulations to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium—allowing for the analysis of multiple 

SNPs occurring on a given GBS-tag. Since DAPC analysis for evaluating clustering pattern 

by collection site required assignment of samples into collection sites, we chose to implement 

a one percent minor allele frequency prior to DAPC analysis in order to capture private 

alleles from collection sites with small sampling while maximizing the number of 

informative genetic markers to discriminate among defined groups. The DAPC method, 

implemented in the adegenet R package (version 2.0.1; Jombart 2008; Jombart and Ahmed 

2011), was used to perform principal component analysis and then discriminant analysis 

based on categorization by collection site or by categorizing samples into the optimal number 

of clusters (K) that maximized variation among groups while minimizing within group 

variation. The DAPC analysis was performed using definition of collection sites to assess if 

sites clustered according to their geography. For categorizing K without a priori definitions, 

cluster models up to (K=30) were evaluated based on Bayesian information criteria (BIC), 

determining the first five K models were most suited for interpretation based on having the 

lowest BIC (Fig. B.2). 

 DAPC was also used to predict membership of samples into categories of disease 

occurrence based on genetic evidence. As described earlier, samples were classified as 

occurring in areas with disease based on visual observation at time of collection, thresholds 

of pathogen sequence records per collection site, or Forest Service reports of dogwood 

anthracnose occurrence by county. DAPC then determined how well genetic data could 

discriminate between diseased vs. non-diseased trees at different sites. Loading plots of 

individual SNP contributions were assessed to determine which loci were most capable of 
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discriminating between all group definitions of sites, clusters, and disease occurrence. 

Similarly, AMOVA was implemented in the same R environment to determine the 

proportion of genetic variation attributable to all DAPC and STRUCTURE groupings. The 

program SAMOVA 2.0 (spatial analysis of molecular variance; Dupanloup et al. 2002) was 

implemented to further test for phylogeographic structure (following parameters from 

previous phylogeographic study of C. florida; Call et al. 2015). 

 

Fst outlier analysis 

 

 Using information intrinsic to the genetic dataset that was previously applied to 

DAPC and AMOVA, we identified a small subset of outlier loci that were highly 

differentiated among populations (hierarchically nested within the clusters identified from 

genetic structure analyses). We further independently applied a population genetic approach 

to identify alleles under selection (Fst outliers) from a subset of populations with sufficient 

sampling (ten or more trees per collection site). This subset of our genetic dataset (see results 

for collection sites and their sampling ) was analyzed with the program Arlequin (Excoffier 

and Lischer 2010) by designating eight subpopulations nested within three hierarchical 

clusters and specifying the following criteria in addition to default parameters: 20,000 

simulations, 100 demes, and 10 groups. Using the p-value distribution of results, we 

calculated q-values with the R package qvalue (Dabney et al. 2010) and considered any high 

Fst result with a q-value below 0.1 to be an outlier putatively under divergent selection. 
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Genetic association models 

Latent factor mixed modeling (LFMM; Frichot et al. 2013) was one of two analytical 

methods used to correlate SNPs from all samples to the MCA disease gradient and reduced-

dimension gradients derived from climate data. LFMM was applied to all samples since 

LFMM does not require large sampling per location. Latent factor mixed modelling accounts 

for hidden genetic structure while determining the significance of a given gradient on 

individual allele frequencies. In our examination, we employed all SNPs analyzed from 

DAPC analyses and we utilized the first axis of MCA scores derived from the three 

categories of disease occurrence. Similarly, we utilized scores of the first two principal 

components derived from bioclimatic variables (envPC1 and envPC2) in another set of 

LFMM analyses. For LFMM of a given gradient , we implemented five independent runs for 

each K value (K=2 to K=5), set a burn-in of 25,000 generations, ran an additional 100,000 

generations, and considered associations to SNPs significant if median Z (standard deviate 

from mean p-value) was above 4 (corresponding to Bonferroni correction in approximately 

1,000 comparisons). Given the covariation between multiple selective pressures occurring 

within the same collection site (obscuring which pressure was truly influencing local 

adaptation), we next examined which genetic markers were associated to the MCA gradient 

of disease occurrence while controlling for abiotic covariates. 

Our additional genome association method accounted for covariation among the 

gradients we previously examined using LFMM. Implemented with the program EMMAX 

(Kang et al. 2010), this mixed model partitioned variance and controlled for the effects of 

hidden genetic structure and abiotic gradients while quantifying the degree of association 
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between allele frequencies and the MCA disease gradient. The set of covariates we controlled 

for while associating SNPs to the MCA disease gradient included envPC1-envPC2, 

precipitation total and mean temperature at month of collection, or no covariate control 

specified. 

Justification for including precipitation total and mean temperature at month of 

collection in addition to envPC1 and envPC2 was twofold. In exploratory analyses, we noted 

that the mean monthly temperature at the date of collection was found to be significantly 

correlated to levels of D. destructiva. Moreover, disease occurrence could be influenced by 

other abiotic factors at the time of collection—providing additional justification for including 

these extra covariates. 

Other considerations for the GWAS model implemented by EMMAX included how 

hidden genetic structure was parameterized in addition to multiple-comparison corrections. 

As required by EMMAX analyses, hidden genetic structure was specified using an identity-

by-state (IBS) matrix of samples. The IBS matrix was calculated from our STRUCTURE 

dataset of uncorrelated loci using the program PLINK (Purcell et al. 2007). For conducting 

SNP association tests to the MCA gradient, we employed a Bonferroni correction with an 

alpha of 0.1 for the 1,078 SNPs (same dataset analyzed in LFMM). 

 

Visualizing turnover of allele frequencies along spatial and ecological gradients 

Patterns of allele turnover in the adaptive landscape of C. florida were examined by 

gradient forest (GF) analysis. GF was developed for studying community ecology (Ellis et al. 

2012) and was recently adopted to the study of ecological genomics (Fitzpatrick et al. 2015). 
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The method plots cumulative importance of alleles across a given environmental-functional 

gradient. To calculate cumulative importance of alleles (response variable), we applied allele 

frequency data from collection sites initially analyzed for rarefied-allelic richness, 

heterozygosity, nucleotide diversity, and other summary statistics. To further employ GF 

analysis on all our individual tree samples, we applied an approach by Pais et al. 2016 that 

utilized presence-absence of the minor allele for each individual. Allele frequencies or 

presence-absence data were analyzed with the MCA disease gradient to understand what 

alleles became more dominant as evidence of disease incidence became greater at collection 

sites. To map trends of allele turnover along a broader set of correlated selective pressures 

and better visualize the transition of alleles across the adaptive landscape, we also applied 

latitude and longitude gradients to our analyses. GF was implemented with the R package 

gradientForest (Smith and Ellis 2013) with 2,000 regression trees, a correlation threshold of 

0.5, and other parameters specified as in Fitzpatrick et al. (2015). In our results, we reported 

general trends of allele turnover along the spatial gradients while behavior of specific 

candidate loci are featured exclusively in discussion. 

 

Results 

Alignment, SNP Calling, and Validation 

 There were 276,000,346 total PE sequences from one flow-cell of Nextseq after 

demultiplexing samples. Of the sequence reads aligning to the C. florida draft genome and 

not to the E.pulchra or D. destructiva genome, 248,499,515 concordantly aligned pairs or 

mates had 90% of their bases above a quality score of 20 and had primary alignments scoring 
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20 or higher to the genome of C. florida. There was an average mean depth coverage of 

44.8x per read for the 289 samples processed in the STACKS pipeline. After cataloguing the 

sequence library and reprocessing it with rxstacks to discard low quality loci (measured by 

log likelihood scores), there were 241,073,535 high quality and utilized reads available in the 

sequence library of 289 samples—constituting 305,916 unique loci. When implementing a 

standard threshold for a given locus to be present in 80 percent of all samples, there were 

3,134 SNPs and 1,660 loci distributed among 1,122 aligned genome scaffolds available for 

analyses. Corresponding to requirements imposed by subsequent analyses (e.g. 

STRUCTURE assumes HWE), results of additional and varied filtering are described with 

reports of STRUCTURE and DAPC findings. 

 

Disease occurrence 

Particular collection sites showed varied evidence for occurrence of dogwood 

anthracnose disease. Visual observation of disease was noted at the following collection sites 

(prefixed by state; Table 3.1): GA3, KY1, KY2, LA1, LA2, MI-BD, MI-FC, MS5, NC1, NC-

RW, OH3, OH-AK, OH-WA, SC2, SC3, SC-JA, TN10, TN20, VA1, WV2. The collection 

sites that were located in a county with verified reports of dogwood anthracnose (Fig. 3.1) 

were: CT1, IN3, KY1, KY2, MD1, MD2, MI1, MI-BD, MI-FC, NC1, NC2, NC3, NY1, 

NY2, NY4, NY5, NY6, OH-AK, OH-WA, OH-YSU, SC1, SC2, SC3, TN1, TN10, TN20, 

TN3, TN4, TN41, VA1, VA2, WV2. Lastly, the following collection sites had at least one 

individual meeting the threshold criteria of dogwood anthracnose sequences: MI-BD, MI-FC, 

OH1, OH2, OH3, PA1, VA1, WV2. Gradient scores derived from MCA of the three 
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categories of disease occurrence were reported for each collection site along with mean 

comparisons of the record percentage of dogwood anthracnose sequences (per collection site) 

between sites with visual evidence and no visual evidence of disease (Fig. 3.2). 

In determining what collection sites had evidence for dogwood anthracnose, we found 

that 57,727 sequence pairs or mates in our 289 samples aligned exclusively to the genome of 

D. destructiva. The distribution and abundance of these sequence pairs among the samples 

supported patterns of disease occurrence characterized by Hadziabdic et al. 2010 and Call et 

al. 2015. Namely, collection sites with trees visually showing symptoms of disease 

(including leaf necrosis or branch dieback) had significantly more records of D. destructiva 

sequences than trees occurring in collection sites with no evidence of dogwood anthracnose, 

according to a Mann Whitney U-test (p-value = 0.01578, Z = -2.1487, U = 456.5, effect = 

0.1123%). 

 

Variation of abiotic pressures 

 The first two principal components (envPC1 and envPC2) of a PCA based on a non-

collinear set of bioclimatic variables explained an equal percentage of the total variance 

(approximately 12.5% each). Three predictors were most correlated with envPC1 according 

to eigenvector (EV) values. Those three predictors were temperature seasonality (Bio4; EV=-

0.58), mean temperature of driest quarter (Bio9; EV=0.50), and precipitation of warmest 

quarter (Bio18; EV=0.48). Large Bio4 values, or the degree to which temperatures fluctuated 

between seasons, were most characteristic of samples occurring in northern ecoregions such 

as the Atlantic Highlands, Mixed Wood Plains, and Ohio Central Plains (Fig. 3.3). On the 
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other hand, positive values of Bio9 and Bio18 were more typical for samples along the 

eastern and southern Coastal Plains. EnvPC2 was most correlated to precipitation seasonality 

(Bio15; EV=-0.56), mean temperature of warmest quarter (Bio8; EV=-0.47), maximum 

temperature of warmest week (Bio5; EV=-0.42), precipitation of driest week (Bio14; 

EV=0.48), and mean diurnal range in temperature (Bio2; EV=0.20). Relative to other 

portions of the C. florida range, increases in Bio15, Bio8, and Bio5 were typical to 

Southeastern Coastal Plain populations, populations in gallery forests west of the Mississippi 

river, and a disjunct pair of samples close to Xalapa, Mexico. Increases in Bio14 and Bio2 

corresponded primarily to the southeastern US and Appalachian mountains. The climatic 

features overlying our samples are visualized in Fig. 3.3 with joint-biplot line lengths 

proportional to the degree of correlation to envPC1 and envPC2.  

 

Genetic structure and diversity of Flowering Dogwoods 

 STRUCTURE analyses employed 2,028 SNP loci while DAPC had 1,078 SNPs from 

660 loci available for analyses. Results from these analyses suggested there were three main 

genetic clusters that largely overlapped with well-established ecoregions, and one of the three 

clusters overlapped with the known range of dogwood anthracnose (Fig. 3.1; Fig. 3.4). K 

selection procedures based on likelihood scores, BIC, or Evanno criteria showed that models 

ranging from K=2 to K=5 had reasonable statistical evidence to support the interpretation of 

such models, albeit AMOVA results showed the proportion of genetic variation attributable 

to these clustering schema was relatively small—ranging from approximately two to six 

percent (Table 3.2). For instance, the percentage of total genetic variation attributable to 
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differences among genetic clusters (according to AMOVA and definitions from 

STRUCTURE and DAPC results) was: 2.11% and 1.94% for the K2 cluster model; 2.65% 

and 3.95% for the K3 cluster model; 2.64% and 5.37% for the K4 cluster model; and 2.77% 

and 6.22% for the K5 cluster model (Table 3.2). Results of SAMOVA supported the 

presence of weak phylogeographic structure, with its K=2 model having the highest fixation 

index (FCT) among the K=2 to K=5 models (Table B.1). 

Plots generated from fastSTRUCTURE and DAPC results were most congruent for 

models K=2 and K=3 (Fig. 3.4A-B), and the three clusters from the K=3 model (yellow, 

blue, and grey) remained largely intact in the K=4 and K=5 models. Overlaying DAPC 

assignment probabilities per collection site onto a geographic map (Fig. 3.4C) showed that 

the blue cluster corresponded to the mountainous Hot-Continental region as well as the 

reported and estimated range of dogwood anthracnose disease (Fig. 3.1 and Fig. B.1). The 

grey cluster corresponded to the southeast Coastal Plain regions, and the yellow cluster 

corresponded mostly to gallery forest west of the Mississippi river. The black cluster 

corresponding to an isolated population in central Florida was only detected in the DAPC 

K=4 model while the red cluster from the K=4-5 STRUCTURE model and K=5 DAPC 

model showed admixture primarily between the yellow and blue clusters. The orange cluster 

in the DAPC K=5 model and a portion of the orange cluster in the STRUCTURE K=5 model 

represented the pair of disjunct samples collected from Xalapa, Mexico. STRUCTURE plots 

indicated two collection sites (KS-ESU and SC-JA) that largely belonged to the blue cluster 

in spite of being heavily embedded in the yellow or grey regions. Trees from these collection 

sites most likely arose via cultivation and therefore were not included in the geographic 
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mapping of Fig. 3.4C. Based on DAPC using SNP data, groups of trees (classified into 

discriminant groups by collection site) were arranged largely in accordance to geographic 

proximity, and DAPC results resembled the clustering patterns of the K=5 DAPC model. In 

particular, minimum spanning distances were large between the site in Mexico (samples 

XIANG-02-17 and XIANG-02-19) and the other sites in the US (Fig. 3.4B and Fig. B.3). 

While genetic clusters were distinguishable based on genetic distance, estimates of genetic 

diversity between collection sites were small. 

In regards to rarefied-allelic richness for sites with at least four samples, trees in 

collection sites occurring in counties with confirmed reports of dogwood anthracnose were 

largely comparable to trees in collection sites that were located within counties free of 

dogwood anthracnose—not including an isolated population (FL-SO; Table 3.1) from central 

Florida (Fig. 3.5). Nucleotide diversity, observed heterozygosity, and expected 

heterozygosity were similar between sites with and without evidence of disease occurrence 

(Fig. 3.6). In comparison, genetic diversity for the entire species (treating all samples as one 

population) was similar, with average estimates of 1.056, 0.1303, 0.1026, and 0.1031 for 

rarefied-allelic richness, nucleotide diversity, observed heterozygosity, and expected 

heterozygosity respectively (Table B.2). 

The percentage of genetic variation distinguishing trees in sites with an absence or 

presence of dogwood anthracnose occurrence ranged from 0.83% to 1.48% depending on 

how diseased vs. healthy sites were defined (Table 3.2). These percentages were slightly less 

than the percentage of genetic variation that distinguished the genetic cluster corresponding 

to diseased Hot-Continental from the remainder of samples (Fst = 0.02112). Nonetheless, 
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particular SNPs had relatively high genetic differentiation to support if a sample occurred in 

a site with high evidence of dogwood anthracnose (Table 3.3), and such SNPs are 

subsequently reported. Likewise, locus-specific estimates of genetic diversity for such SNPs 

are summarized in Table B.2 in addition to other summary statistics for the 1,078 SNPs and 

88,843 invariant sites on the same GBS tags. 

 

Fst outlier results 

 The following populations had a sampling of ten or more trees per collection site and 

were subjected to Fst outlier loci tests (implemented in Arlequin as described previously): 

MO-PC, MO-LO, MO-CC, KS-GAL, MI-BD, MI-FC, NC-RW, and SC-PC. These collection 

sites (prefixed by state) represented genetic clusters corresponding to gallery forests 

primarily west of the Mississippi River, two northern populations near the Great Lakes, and 

two populations from the southeastern Coastal Plains. The following SNP loci had estimates 

of Fst that were significant outliers (q-value < 0.1) after accounting for a null distribution of 

a hierarchical model: 6310_17, 55023_49, 27429_9, 42136_15, 30861_24, and 30861_39 

(Table 3.4). Results of genome association analyses for all populations also indicated the 

adaptive significance of SNPs 6310_17 and 27429_9 in addition to other SNPs. 

 

SNPs associated with disease and other ecological pressures 

We identified 29 unique SNPs that were significant contributors for predicting if a 

sample belonged to a location with some or no evidence of disease occurrence (four standard 

deviates from the mean SNP contribution of DAPC according to the three criteria of this 
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study for defining disease occurrence; Fig. 3.7). For categories of disease occurrence based 

on county records, 15 SNPs from 14 loci (10779_37, 14592_55, 27429_9, 30206_35, 

5724_63, 6204_10, 12817_12, 12817_18, 2400_23, 27905_30, 29274_22, 32242_14, 

41465_0, 8646_40, and 89_46; Table 3.5; Fig. 3.7) were found to be highly predictive of 

discriminating between locations with reports of no disease and locations with verified 

records of disease. Four of the same SNPs (10779_37, 14592_55, 27429_9, and 30206_35) 

plus an additional 11 SNPs (31035_18, 9932_48, 13272_6, 8867_45, 14247_12, 32275_6, 

3615_18, 21639_3, 11367_26, 22572_55, and 27586_46; Table 3.5) were strong contributors 

for distinguishing the category levels above or below the threshold proportion of dogwood 

anthracnose sequences. When considering disease occurrence based on visual observation at 

a particular site, 14 SNPs were predictive for distinguishing between trees located within 

visually diseased sites and disease-free sites (9932_48, 10779_37, 14592_55, 14247_12, 

16235_39, 3615_18, 6204_10, 10160_15, 16323_38, 1761_49, 21087_31, 42982_43, 

50906_2, and 7514_34; Fig. 3.7). Three out of 14 of those SNPs (9932_48, 14247_12, and 

3615_18) were also predictive for differentiating between the two levels of disease 

occurrence-absence based on contaminant sequence thresholds; one SNP (6204_10) was 

predictive of disease occurrence categorization in regards to visual observation at site and 

county occurrence; and two SNPs were highly predictive for discriminating levels of 

presence-absence for all three category systems of defining disease occurrence (10779_37 

and 14592_55; Table 3.5). 

According to LFMM results, 12 SNPs from 11 loci were significantly associated to 

MCA scores reflective of disease incidence (Z-score>4) while accounting for either the K=2, 
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K=3, or K=4 models of genetic structure. Of the 12 SNP results from the LFMM 

implementation with K=2 specified (31035_18, 9932_48, 13272_6, 5716_58, 7402_15, 

27429_9, 30206_35, 5724_63, 7402_14, 8867_45, 10917_49, and 20803_41), seven results 

were also detected in the K=3 implementation (31035_18, 13272_6, 5716_58, 7402_15, 

7402_14, 10917_49, and 20803_41). Only two remaining SNPs (5716_58 and 7402_15) 

were positively associated with MCA scores in the K=4 LFMM implementation while there 

were no significant results in the highly conservative K=5 LFMM implementation.  

Analyses identifying genetic markers associated with abiotic gradients in the genetic 

landscape (two sets of reduced-dimension principal component scores derived from 

worldclim bio variables; Table B.3) showed that one SNP (6011_27) was possibly adapted to 

colder climate in northern latitudes (detailed further in discussion). 

 Further analyses that controlled for abiotic factors active during time of collection 

(mean monthly temperature and total precipitation at month of collection as well as envPC1 

and envPC2 scores) using EMMAX revealed that a select number of SNPs remained 

significantly associated to MCA scores of disease. Without any covariates controlled for, the 

EMMAX model accounting only for genetic relationships among samples detected 25 SNP 

associations to MCA/disease incidence scores (Table 3.5). With precipitation and mean 

temperature at month of collection accounted for, there were a total of 18 SNP-disease 

associations (31035_18, 9932_48, 13272_6, 5716_58, 10779_37, 14592_55, 31941_9, 

6310_17, 6403_48, 10778_8, 14239_22, 18914_47, 27070_45, 28374_8, 30861_16, 

41081_27, 55023_49, and 6589_29). Controlling for envPC1 and envPC2 scores in the 
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EMMAX model resulted in five significant SNP-disease associations (31035_18, 9932_48, 

31941_9, 6310_17, and 6403_48; Table 3.5). 

 

Mapping allele turnover along spatial and disease gradients 

 For the reported SNPs associated with disease estimates according to DAPC, LFMM, 

and EMMAX results, we next note the allelic transition of such SNPs along ecological 

gradients. Several SNPs associated to disease or abiotic pressures (according to LFMM or 

EMMAX analyses) were found to exhibit notable patterns when gradient forest functions of 

cumulative importance were plotted against gradients of latitude, longitude, and MCA 

disease scores. When analyzing GF functions from the same collection sites used to estimate 

genetic diversity, we found SNPs of interest that fluctuated highly in allele frequency for 

certain portions of the adaptive landscape. In particular, the minor allele of SNP 60193_3 

increased in cumulative importance starting from the Gulf Coastal Plains to the southern 

border of the Hot-Continental Mountain region while SNP 6011_27 demonstrated high 

allelic turnover from the southern border of the Ohio River Valley up to the region south of 

the Great Lakes (Fig. 3.8A and 8F). Longitudinally, SNP 28374_35 showed a high degree of 

allelic transition from gallery forests west of the Mississippi Alluvial Valley to populations in 

western Kentucky and southwest Indiana (Fig. 3.8B and 8F). SNP 28374_35 also exhibited 

high turnover along the MCA disease score gradient. Other SNPs that had high turnovers of 

allele frequency along the MCA/disease incidence gradient (Fig. 3.8C) primarily fluctuated 

along the MCA gradient corresponding to sites from Michigan and the Virginias with high 

evidence of dogwood anthracnose (Fig. 3.8C and 8F). When the presence-absence of the 
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minor allele was considered for GF analyses of all individual tree samples, the function of 

cumulative importance for SNP 6310_17 increased greatly corresponding to MCA disease 

scores of the highly diseased Michigan populations (Fig. 3.8D and 8F), which was congruent 

with findings of high genetic differentiation for SNP 6310_17 in those populations (Table 

3.4). The adaptive significance of SNPs like 6310_17 is more apparent when functional 

predictions, Fst outlier, GWAS, and BLAST results are synthesized as in our discussion. 

 

Discussion 

Influence of disease on natural genetic diversity of C. florida populations 

Prevailing literature asserts that high genetic diversity in natural populations is 

important for buffering the effects plant disease epidemics may have on a host species (King 

and Lively 2012). However, the extent to which a plant disease epidemic reduces plant host 

genetic diversity in natural populations can be masked by changes in a host demographics 

following disease outbreaks (e.g. changes in species range and population size). Consistent 

with previous findings in C. florida (Hadziabdic et al. 2010; Call et al. 2015), differences in 

levels of genetic diversity between trees in diseased vs. non-diseased areas were small. 

Rarefied-allelic richness was mostly similar among collection sites (Fig. 3.5), albeit the 

inability to distinguish levels of rarefied-allelic richness between diseased vs. non-diseased 

sites might also be the result of high standard error in the estimates attributable to sampling 

size of each collection site. Although there were trends to suggest that tree samples in non-

diseased areas had slightly higher genetic diversity than those in diseased areas—depending 

on the estimate used and categorization system for disease occurrence (Fig. 3.6)—there was 
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no evidence to suggest that genetic diversity of either group (occurrence or absence of 

disease at site) was significantly different from the general estimate of genetic diversity. The 

life history properties of C. florida, such as having seeds dispersed long distances by birds 

and having an obligate outcrossing reproductive system (Rossell et al. 2001; Reed 2004), 

may be responsible for small differences in genetic variation between genetic clusters of C. 

florida (Table 3.2) and may maintain high amounts of genetic variability relative to other tree 

species impacted by disease (Budde et al. 2016). 

Prior to the introduction of dogwood anthracnose, it is possible that properties of C. 

florida might have allowed for potentially rare resistance (R) genes to subsist throughout the 

northern C. florida range at low frequencies. With large and rapid declines in tree 

populations caused by dogwood anthracnose (Jones et al. 2012), these rare R genes may now 

exist at higher frequencies in diseased areas where some disease-resistant trees continue to 

persist. Identification of surviving trees from areas of heavy disease for plant breeding has 

yielded some of the most disease-resistant flowering dogwood trees in cultivation (Windham 

et al. 1998), and it is likely that such trees in diseased areas possess R genes such as L-type 

lectin-domain containing receptor kinases (further discussed below). The degree of stability 

for equilibria of such candidate loci in diseased areas will depend on adaptive evolution of D. 

destructiva over its shorter generation times and the ability of C. florida to maintain gene 

flow across its range and between disease-free refugia and populations with disease 

occurrence. Below we discuss a select group of candidate loci that exhibit strong evidence 

for being under selection and possibly belong to various R gene families. 
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Phylogeography, population structure, and disease occurrence 

Congruence in phylogeographic and population genetic results (derived from 

different types of genetic data) provides additional confidence to consult findings for the 

guidance of species conservation. To our knowledge, only one recent study has examined 

differences and similarities between results derived from microsatellite, cytoplasmic DNA 

(i.e. mitochondrial and chloroplast DNA), and restriction site associated (e.g. GBS) genetic 

markers. Jeffries et al. (2016) demonstrated that data from microsatellites, mitochondrial 

DNA, and restriction site associated genetic markers were able to determine similar 

phylogeographic patterns (two distinct lineages) among populations of carp species 

Carassius carassius. The findings of the present study on C. florida using GBS data are 

congruent to the previous studies using microsatellite and plastid DNA data (Hadziabdic et 

al. 2010; Call et al. 2015). All studies showed similar genetic diversity between diseased vs. 

non-diseased areas, and each study showed weak population differentiation, with one genetic 

cluster widespread throughout the north and southern Appalachian Mountains (Fig. 3.4C). 

The range of this widespread genetic cluster was contained largely within the Hot-

Continental climate region, which also corresponded to the area of known occurrence for 

dogwood anthracnose. These overlapping patterns would suggest covariation between 

disease pressure and climatic pressures. Our findings indicate a proximate synergy between 

cooler and wetter climates (Fig. 3.3) and dogwood anthracnose occurrence, consistent with 

previous findings on C. florida (Holzmueller et al. 2006; Chellemi and Britton 1992). There 

is also the possibility that the post-glacial climate influencing evolution of recolonized C. 

florida populations in the north (i.e. fewer herbivore interaction in cooler regions) has 
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indirectly resulted in northern C. florida populations being more susceptible to dogwood 

anthracnose. This mechanism is still debated (Anstett et al. 2016), but some research has 

noted that populations closer to the equator and farther removed from temperate climate have 

higher densities and greater varieties of pests (Coley et al. 1991). Thus, continued exposure 

to such pressures are hypothesized to influence lower-latitude populations to evolve better 

capabilities for surviving emergent diseases and pests compared to northern populations 

(Salazar and Marquis 2012). For instance, the colder temperatures associated with northern 

latitudes and higher elevations of the eastern Hot-Continental zone may have contributed to 

lower biotic pressures and less need to maintain R genes at high frequencies—laying the 

foundation for dogwood anthracnose to sweep through susceptible northern and mountain 

populations from its origin of introduction along the northeast US (Miller et al. 2016). 

However, there is evidence for robust dispersal mechanisms that can facilitate transfer of 

locally adapted alleles from non-diseased areas to areas affected by dogwood anthracnose 

disease. This mechanism is supported by evidence of high genetic diversity in C. florida from 

analysis of microsatellite and chloroplast DNA (Hadziabdic et al. 2010; Hadziabdic et al. 

2012; Call et al. 2015) in addition to further findings of weak genetic differentiation among 

genetic clusters (Table 3.2) and similar levels of genetic diversity throughout the species 

range (Fig. 3.5) using GBS data. Unlike prior population genetic studies of C. florida, our 

study utilized a relatively large number of genetic markers across the genome, which enabled 

us to screen for putative loci under selection. 
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Adaptive alleles responding to disease and abiotic pressures 

 Local adaptation can be inferred from genetic signatures alone, or it can also be 

inferred from changes in allele frequencies corresponding to gradients in environmental and 

functional traits (Schoville et al. 2012; Talbot et al. 2016). Since many trees of conservation 

value have long generation times and cannot be easily propagated for common garden 

studies, it is especially valuable to identify adaptive alleles using outlier and GWA 

approaches. Identifying adaptive alleles is especially important to conserving flowering 

dogwood trees since evidence of candidate loci may better predict what populations or trees 

to further research for disease resistance traits. Of 72 SNP loci with varying evidence of 

being under selection (Table B.2), we discuss four loci that have high potential as candidates 

under selection and that are relevant to local adaptation to the specific biotic and abiotic 

factors affecting C. florida. Within Table B.4, we summarize BLAST annotations for these 

four loci in addition to other loci reported in results (Table 3.3; Table 3.4; Table 3.5; Table 

B.3). According to gene annotations of all putative adaptive loci identified in this study, the 

four loci (27429_9, 28374_8, 6310_17, and 6011_27; Table 3.6) are particularly interesting 

given the synthesis of all evidence discussed below. 

The SNP on locus 27429_9 was highly predictive of whether a sample occurred in an 

area with high to low evidence of dogwood anthracnose (Table 3.3). This SNP also showed 

significantly higher genetic differentiation than the general genetic structure among 

populations bordering the northern, western, and southeastern limits of the C. florida range 

(Table 3.4). The locus was further identified to be significantly associated (z-score > 4) with 

disease condition by analysis of the MCA/disease incidence gradient using LFMM, with 
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control for the confounding population structure differentiating western and eastern portions 

of the C. florida range (Table 3.5). Although GF analyses did not clearly delineate the areas 

of transition for this allele, evidence from gene annotation of the locus suggested the 

potential importance of the gene for disease resistance. Gene annotation via BLAST hits 

(accession XM_004496586.2; Table 3.6) revealed that this locus (and the larger genome 

scaffold it is aligned to) may encode a subtilisin-like protease that is reported to be involved 

in pathogen recognition and downstream immune responses in Arabidopsis thaliana 

(Figueiredo et al. 2014; Serrano et al. 2016). Annotations of the larger genome contig further 

supported predictions of a peptidase-protease enzyme. The enzyme encoded by different 

alleles of this locus may affect plant response to selective pressures that co-occur with 

disease occurrence at collection sites. 

SNPs 28374_8 and 6310_17 had notable BLAST hits and showed evidence of local 

adaptation to disease after controlling for environmental covariates and had clear trends of 

allele turnover along ecological gradients according to GF analyses. To recall, both SNPs 

were significantly associated to the MCA disease incidence gradient when controlling for 

genetic structure, temperature, and precipitation conditions unique to the month of collection. 

SNP 6310_17 was also significantly associated to the MCA disease incidence gradient when 

controlling for reduced dimension scores of bioclim variables. While both SNPs had similar 

evidence in support for their adaptive significance, their boundaries of allelic transition in the 

adaptive space were different. The transition of alleles for 28374_8 was gradual—going from 

western populations to populations with longitudes of approximately -86 degrees (Fig. 3.8A 

and 8F)—until one allele became high in frequency (Table 3.3) in the portion of the range 
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that corresponded to the county occurrence map of dogwood anthracnose (Fig. 3.8F; Fig. 

B.1). In contrast, locus 6310_17 appeared locally adapted in only a few collection sites with 

the highest evidence of disease according to GF analysis along the MCA disease incidence 

gradient (Fig. 3.8D, 8F). This pattern of high genetic differentiation for SNP 6310_17 was 

confirmed in Fst outlier tests (Table 3.4). 

In addition to both SNPs having compelling GWA and GF results, both occurred on 

loci with notable BLAST-annotation to genes showing structure and predicted functions 

similar to two types of R gene families responsible for plant response to disease. The GBS 

locus 6310_17 occurred on a genome scaffold that was predicted to encode a stress response 

protein (Table 3.6; accession XM_014646344.1). In addition, the GBS locus 28374_8 and 

the genome contig aligning to it (C. florida genome scaffold 010471F; accession 

XM_002520480.1) were predicted to encode a L-type lectin-domain containing receptor 

kinase, which has important roles including innate immunity responses (Singh and Zimmerli 

2013). Most remarkably, the candidate SNP occurring on GBS tag 28374_8 (genome 

scaffold 010471F) was only 91 base pairs downstream from a candidate SNP identified in 

Pais et al. (2016) (Fig. 3.9), which was also predicted to occur on a locus encoding for a 

lectin-domain receptor kinase (locus B982; accession CP002687). The close proximity of 

these candidate SNPs from two independent studies represents a promising sign to examine 

the genomic region 010471F with greater focus on its role in resistance to dogwood 

anthracnose disease. 

The remaining loci showing evidence of local adaptation were adapted primarily to 

abiotic pressures. For instance, 6011_27 was significantly associated to the reduced 
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dimension gradient of bioclim variables while controlling for the K= 2-4 model of genetic 

structure (LFMM results; Table B.3). According to GF analysis, one allele of 6011_27 was 

relatively rare along the Gulf Coastal Plains but rose in frequency along more northern 

latitudes until becoming nearly fixed in the Hot-Continental region. The GBS locus itself had 

no predicted function, but its associated genome contig was predicted to encode a calcium 

sensing receptor (XM_015525375.1). While this locus may not be directly responsible for 

responding to disease and its predicted function (if any) is still unclear, one of its alleles 

occurs in high frequency in northern populations compared to southern populations. Thus, 

preservation of trees with this allele may be warranted while further research is done to 

characterize the locus. This locus and the other loci featured in this discussion represent new 

hypotheses of genes with adaptive function that warrant further study. 

 

Conclusions and significance of findings 

In summary, although declines in genetic diversity are not yet apparent in areas with 

dogwood anthracnose, there are several loci in C. florida that have high degrees of allelic 

transition, congruent with a biogeographic cluster that overlaps with the occurrence range of 

dogwood anthracnose. Genetic diversity in C. florida was found to be similar among disease 

vs. non-diseased areas and among subpopulations. Although phylogeographic structure of 

genetic variation was weak, there was evidence for a broad genetic cluster co-occurring with 

the eastern Hot-Continental region that was highly afflicted by dogwood anthracnose disease. 

Several loci in this study were identified to be candidates under selection that might be 

responding to disease pressure. Given our findings, we recommend conservation managers 
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continue to facilitate adaptive escape but focus more on trees with specific genotypes that are 

in higher frequencies in disease-affected areas. Likewise, candidate alleles associated with 

disease-free areas may confer local adaptation and should be further studied to establish 

possible functional genetic mechanisms related to disease susceptibility or resistance 

phenotypes. We caution that while declines of genetic diversity in diseased areas are not yet 

apparent, demographic changes may eventually lead to reductions in genetic diversity, and 

frequency-dependent selection (based on the current R genes available) may drive evolution 

of virulence genes in Discula destructiva to overcome current local adaptations in the host 

since the pathogen has shorter generation times. Using our newly developed approach to 

simultaneously quantify disease occurrence and evaluate genetic diversity in the host plant, 

the co-evolutionary dynamics between C. florida and D. destructiva can now be monitored, 

which may shed more light on particular genotypes in the adaptive landscape that warrant 

conservation of germplasm. 
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Tables 

 

Table 3.1 Table reporting the coordinates and samples representing each collection site. 

State (Site ID) Latitude Longitude Samples 

AL3 33.19 -87.32 AL3-4, AL3-5 

AL4 33.44 -88.20 AL4-3 

AL5 30.69 -88.17 AL5-2, AL5-3 

AR1 36.07 -94.17 AR1-2 

AR2 34.84 -91.44 AR2-2 

CF-TX 30.56 -96.40 CF-TX-5 

CT1 41.56 -72.84 CT1-1, CT1-2, CT1-3, CT1-4 

FL1 30.67 -86.82 FL1-4 

FL2 30.74 -86.27 FL2-3, FL2-4 

FL3 30.75 -85.32 FL3-1, FL3-2, FL3-3, FL3-5 

GA1 30.74 -84.11 GA1-1, GA1-3, GA1-4 

GA2 31.74 -83.66 GA2-3, GA2-4, GA2-5 

GA3 32.86 -83.75 GA3-1, GA3-2, GA3-4, GA3-5 

GA-BL-1 31.17 -81.54 GA-BL-1 

IL1 37.45 -89.27 IL1-1, IL1-3 

IL2 37.73 -89.22 IL2-1, IL2-2 

IL3 37.81 -88.44 IL3-1, IL3-2, IL3-3, IL3-4, IL3-5 

IN1 38.04 -87.27 IN1-1, IN1-2, IN1-5 

IN2 38.17 -86.99 IN2-1, IN2-2, IN2-3, IN2-4, IN2-5 

IN3 38.39 -86.93 IN3-1, IN3-2 

IN4 38.33 -86.65 IN4-1, IN4-2, IN4-3 

IN5 38.34 -86.22 IN5-1, IN5-2 

KS-ESU 38.42 -96.18 KS-ESU1 

KS-GAL 37.04 -94.64 

KS-GAL1, KS-GAL11, KS-GAL12, KS-

GAL13, KS-GAL14, KS-GAL15, KS-GAL2, 

KS-GAL3, KS-GAL4, KS-GAL6, KS-GAL7, 

KS-GAL8, KS-GAL9 

KY1 36.65 -84.18 KY1-1, KY1-5 

KY2 37.00 -86.45 KY2-2, KY2-3B, KY2-4, KY2-5 

LA1 30.79 -89.84 LA1-3 

LA2 30.42 -89.79 LA2ast 

MD1 38.22 -75.45 MD1-1, MD1-2 

MD2 38.12 -75.43 MD2-1, MD2-2, MD2-3, MD2-4 

MEX 18.82 -97.12 XIANG-02-17, XIANG-02-19 

MI1 42.73 -84.56 MI1-1, MI1-2, MI1-3, MI1-4, MI1-5 

MI-BD 42.90 -85.36 

MI-BD1, MI-BD10, MI-BD12, MI-BD13, 

MI-BD14, MI-BD15, MI-BD2, MI-BD3, 

MI-BD4, MI-BD5, MI-BD6, MI-BD8, MI-

BD9 

MI-FC 42.33 -85.33 

MI-FC1, MI-FC10, MI-FC11, MI-FC12, 

MI-FC13, MI-FC14, MI-FC2, MI-FC3, MI-

FC4, MI-FC7, MI-FC8, MI-FC9 
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Table 3.1 Continued 

 

MO1 37.23 -90.56 MO1-1, MO1-2, MO1-3, MO1-4 

MO2 37.78 -90.42 MO2-2, MO2-3 

MO3 37.39 -89.72 MO3-1, MO3-2, MO3-3 

MO-CC 36.82 -94.30 

MO-CC1, MO-CC10, MO-CC2, MO-CC3, 

MO-CC4, MO-CC5, MO-CC6, MO-CC7, 

MO-CC8, MO-CC9 

MO-LO 38.21 -92.62 

MO-LO10, MO-LO11, MO-LO12, MO-

LO13, MO-LO14, MO-LO2, MO-LO3, MO-

LO4, MO-LO5, MO-LO6, MO-LO9 

MO-PC 36.70 -93.61 

MO-PC1, MO-PC10, MO-PC11, MO-PC12, 

MO-PC14, MO-PC15, MO-PC2, MO-PC3, 

MO-PC4, MO-PC5, MO-PC6, MO-PC7, MO-

PC8, MO-PC9 

MS1 33.49 -88.91 MS1-2, MS1-4, MS1-5 

MS2 33.37 -89.14 MS2-1, MS2-3 

MS3 33.48 -89.69 MS3-2, MS3-5 

MS5 31.99 -90.36 MS5-1, MS5-2 

NC1 35.70 -83.04 NC1-4, NC1-5, NC1-6 

NC2 35.43 -82.63 NC2-1, NC2-3, NC2-4, NC2-5 

NC3 35.00 -84.08 NC3-1, NC3-3, NC3-5 

NC-RW 34.49 -79.20 

NC-RW1, NC-RW10, NC-RW11, NC-

RW12, NC-RW13, NC-RW14, NC-RW15, 

NC-RW2, NC-RW3, NC-RW4, NC-RW5, 

NC-RW6, NC-RW7, NC-RW8 

NJ1 40.09 -74.82 

NJ1-1, NJ1-2, NJ1-3, NJ1-4, NJ1-5, NJ1-

6 

NY1 42.82 -78.69 NY1-2 

NY2 42.84 -73.49 NY2-2 

NY4 42.84 -73.49 NY4-1 

NY5 42.09 -73.71 NY5-1 

NY6 41.31 -73.80 NY6-1 

OH1 39.22 -84.83 OH1-7 

OH2 39.06 -84.11 OH2-4 

OH3 39.05 -83.23 OH3-1, OH3-4, OH3-5 

OH-AK 41.13 -81.57 

OH-AK1, OH-AK2, OH-AK4, OH-AK5, OH-

AK6, OH-AK7, OH-AK8, OH-AK9 

OH-WA 41.29 -80.90 OH-WA1 

OH-YSU 41.28 -80.62 OH-YSU2 

OK1 34.74 -96.66 OK1-1, OK1-2, OK1-3, OK1-4, OK1-5 

PA1 40.56 -76.36 PA1-2, PA1-4 

PA2 40.54 -76.33 PA2-2 

FL-SO 29.67 -81.96 

SO-COFL11, SO-COFL16, SO-COFL5, SO-

COFL6, SO-COFL8, SO-COFL9 
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Table 3.1 Continued 

 

SC1 35.17 -82.13 SC1-2, SC1-5 

SC2 34.60 -82.65 SC2-3, SC2-5 

SC3 34.68 -83.15 SC3-2, SC3-4 

SC-BR 33.47 -79.50 

SC-BR1, SC-BR10, SC-BR2, SC-BR3, SC-BR4, 

SC-BR6, SC-BR7, SC-BR8, SC-BR9 

SC-JA 32.33 -81.05 SC-JA1a, SC-JA3a, SC-JA4, SC-JA5 

SC-PE 33.83 -81.20 

SC-PE1, SC-PE10, SC-PE2, SC-PE3, SC-PE4, 

SC-PE5, SC-PE6, SC-PE7, SC-PE8, SC-PE9 

TN1 35.00 -85.31 TN1-1, TN1-2, TN1-3, TN1-4, TN1-5 

TN10 35.79 -85.64 TN10-2, TN10-5 

TN20 36.57 -82.39 TN20-2, TN20-4 

TN3 36.01 -85.13 TN3-3 

TN4 35.88 -84.81 TN4-2 

TN41 35.94 -83.20 TN41-3 

TX1 31.81 -95.19 TX1-2, TX1-3 

TX2 31.16 -94.37 TX2-1, TX2-3 

TX3 31.58 -94.76 TX3-1 

TX4 31.90 -94.68 TX4-1, TX4-2, TX4-3 

TX5 31.76 -95.63 TX5-2, TX5-3 

TX6 31.33 -94.26 TX6-1 

TX7 31.26 -93.95 TX7-1 

VA1 36.88 -81.53 VA1-1, VA1-5 

VA2 37.57 -79.65 VA2-1 

WV2 38.15 -81.13 WV2-3 
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Table 3.2 AMOVA results reporting (A) percentage of genetic variation attributable to 

different genetic cluster models of STRUCTURE, DAPC and (B) different categorization 

systems of disease absence-occurrence. 

A 

Cluster schema  

 

  

Group 

STRUCTURE 
percentage of 

variation 

DAPC 
percentage of 

variation 

K2 2.11 1.94 

K3 2.65 3.95 

K4 2.64 5.37 

K5 2.77 6.22 
 

 

B 

Disease occurrence schema  

Group 
Percentage of 

variation 

Visual presence-absence of 
disease at site 0.83 

Below-above threshold of D. 
destructiva sequences to C. 
florida 0.99 

County occurrence-absence 
of dogwood anthracnose 1.48 
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Table 3.3 SNP-specific Fst estimates showing degree of genetic differentiation between a 

group with no evidence of disease occurrence and a group with evidence of disease 

occurrence, depending on the classification system for defining groups. For comparison to 

each SNP, the mean Fst value of the distribution (plus or minus four standard deviates) is 

listed in second row. Top 25 (based on average Fst by category) results shown. 

  

AMOVA Fst by 
disease 
category     

Visual disease 
per site DDES threshold 

Health-disease 
by county 

Mean Fst +/- 4 Stdevs 
0.0049 +/- 
0.0290 

0.0059 +/- 
0.0490 

0.0068 +/- 
0.0378 

Locus_SNP 9932_48 0.073339427 0.098014378 0.064892906 

31941_9 0.040991885 0.121927707 0.028828658 

5716_58 0.03002786 0.135839417 0.023582211 

6403_48 0.030069336 0.09416824 0.058663509 

55023_49 0.031595171 0.119043099 0.02689037 

14239_22 0.031862745 0.113782051 0.025160256 

6310_17 0.026615936 0.09073674 0.02837294 

27070_45 0.038836186 0.065602109 0.027261998 

10778_8 0.01839959 0.050636574 0.055680757 

30861_16 0.029071831 0.047573436 0.042777489 

60193_3 0.021787311 0.006054326 0.086742276 

28374_8 0.017243124 0.022324138 0.072361371 

29401_44 0.035549444 0.035852317 0.030472512 

18914_47 0.024637359 0.058517849 0.01777806 

5724_63 0.004321898 0.012622893 0.082121696 

12880_22 0.014927048 0.06597905 0.015483692 

32242_14 0.00738127 0.026940205 0.061571765 

16972_45 0.03028169 0.0390625 0.026442308 

13272_6 0.023036033 0.042539878 0.025655822 

31035_18 0.02898607 0.044207099 0.015670706 

41081_27 0.023923114 0.039418946 0.022541625 

27429_9 0.00797187 0.033073553 0.044515074 

32275_6 0.023749144 0.057315483 0.003294472 

18578_14 0.016585358 0.053325757 0.012757087 

14400_10 0.024904626 0.017533793 0.038524921 
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Table 3.4 Description of Fst outlier loci deviating from a hierarchical null model distribution 

of expected heterozygosity and Fst. Three hierarchical clusters were defined based on genetic 

structure results, and eight populations with a sampling of ten or more trees were nested 

within each cluster (Cluster one: KS-GAL, MO-PC, MO-LO, and MO-CC; Cluster two: MI-

BD and MI-FC; Cluster three: NC-RW and SC-PE). Fst outlier analysis was done with the 

program Arlequin, specifying 20,000 simulations, 100 demes, and 10 groups. After 

calculating q-values from the distribution of p-values for 1,078 tests, we considered results as 

outliers if they had a q-value below 0.1 (as represented in table). 

  

        

Locus_SNP Observed Fst Fst p-value Fst q-value 

6310_17 0.37643204 0.000226 0.0925143 

55023_49 0.36497942 0.000272 0.0925143 

27429_9 0.40810743 0.000849 0.0925143 

42136_15 0.44183199 0.000858 0.0925143 

30861_24 0.41636423 0.000859 0.0925143 

30861_39 0.41636423 0.000859 0.0925143 
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Table 3.5 Summary of notable SNP association results. Three columns right of locus-SNP 

identifiers (populated by the number one) represent SNPs highly predictive for distinguishing 

between groups of disease absence-occurrence (according to DAPC). Cells populated by 

numbers in the next three columns represent significant SNP associations to an MCA 

gradient of disease incidence, depending on the cluster model (K= 1-4) used in LFMM. The 

next three columns with numbers populated in cells represent significant SNP associations to 

the MCA gradient of disease incidence after controlling for pairwise kinship and different 

environmental covariates (EMMAX results). 

Locus_SNP

Presence-

absence of 

dogwood 

anthracnose 

by county

Below-above 

dogwood 

anthracnose 

sequence 

treshold

Visual 

presence-

absence of 

disease by 

collection site MCA1 K2 MCA1 K3 MCA1 K4

No 

covariate

Precipitation 

and mean 

temperature 

(month of 

collection)

EnvPC1 

and 

envPC2

Grand 

Total

31035_18 1 1 1 1 1 1 6

9932_48 1 1 1 1 1 1 6

13272_6 1 1 1 1 1 5

5716_58 1 1 1 1 1 5

10779_37 1 1 1 1 4

14592_55 1 1 1 1 4

7402_15 1 1 1 3

27429_9 1 1 1 3

30206_35 1 1 1 3

31941_9 1 1 1 3

5724_63 1 1 1 3

6310_17 1 1 1 3

6403_48 1 1 1 3

7402_14 1 1 2

8867_45 1 1 2

10778_8 1 1 2

10917_49 1 1 2

14239_22 1 1 2

14247_12 1 1 2

16235_39 1 1 2

18914_47 1 1 2

20803_41 1 1 2

27070_45 1 1 2

28374_8 1 1 2

30861_16 1 1 2

32275_6 1 1 2

3615_18 1 1 2

41081_27 1 1 2

55023_49 1 1 2

6204_10 1 1 2

21639_3 1 1

10160_15 1 1

11367_26 1 1

12817_12 1 1

12817_18 1 1

12880_22 1 1

16323_38 1 1

16720_61 1 1

17436_40 1 1

1761_49 1 1

18578_14 1 1

21087_31 1 1

22572_55 1 1

2285_28 1 1

2400_23 1 1

27586_46 1 1

27905_30 1 1

29274_22 1 1

32242_14 1 1

32791_31 1 1

41465_0 1 1

42982_43 1 1

50906_2 1 1

60193_3 1 1

6589_29 1 1

7514_34 1 1

8646_40 1 1

89_46 1 1

Grand Total 15 15 14 12 7 2 25 18 5 113

1=Positive association result

SNP discriminating between disease 

occurrence category (DAPC) LFMM SNP association to:

GWA to MCA disease gradient 

(EMMAX model) controlling for:
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Table 3.6 BLAST hits and annotations for select GBS loci and genome scaffolds of interest featured in discussion. 

 

GBS	

locus-

SNP Tests	detected	by

GBS	

locus	

BLAST2

GO	

Genome	scaffold	

blastn	hit	(+/-	

3kbp	from	GBS	

SNP) GBS	locus	GO	annotation

Genome	

scaffold	

Interpro	

annotation

Genome	

scaffold	

enzyme	

code

Literature	

cited

27429_9

[DAPC of disease absence-

occurrence by county], 

[DAPC of disease absence-

occurrence by dogwood 

anthracnose sequence 

threshold], [K2 LFMM]

subtilisin-

like 

protease

XM_004496586.2 

PREDICTED: 

Cicer arietinum 

subtilisin-like 

protease

P:proteolysis; F:serine-type 

peptidase activity; F:serine-type 

endopeptidase activity; 

F:peptidase activity; 

F:hydrolase activity

P:proteolysis; 

F:serine-type 

endopeptidas

e activity

EC:3.4.2

1

Figueired

o et al 

2014; 

Serrano 

et al 2016

6310_17

[EMMAX: [no covariate 

control], [EMMAX: 

precipitation-temperature 

control (by month 

collected) control], 

[EMMAX: envPC1-2 

nucleopo

rin GLE1-

like

XM_014646344.1 

PREDICTED: 

Vigna radiata var. 

radiata stress 

response protein 

nst1

C:chloroplast; P:photosystem II 

assembly NA NA N/A

28374_8

[EMMAX: [no covariate 

control], [EMMAX: 

precipitation-temperature 

control (by month 

collected) control]

L-type 

lectin-

domain 

containin

g 

receptor 

kinase -

like

XM_002520480.1 

PREDICTED: 

Ricinus 

communis L-type 

lectin-domain 

containing 

receptor kinase

F:nucleotide binding; F:ATP 

binding; C:membrane; 

C:integral component of 

membrane; C:cytoplasmic, 

membrane-bounded vesicle; 

F:protein kinase activity; 

P:phosphorylation; F:protein 

serine/threonine kinase activity; 

F:carbohydrate binding; 

F:ATP 

binding; 

F:protein 

kinase 

activity; 

P:protein 

phosphorylati

on NA

Singh 

and 

Zimmerli 

2013; 

Pais et al 

2016)

6011_27

[K2 LFMM to envPC1], [K2 

LFMM to envPC2], [K3 

LFMM to envPC2], [K4 

LFMM to envPC2] NA

XM_015525375.1 

PREDICTED: 

Citrus sinensis 

calcium sensing NA

F:aspartic-

type 

endopeptidas

e activity; 

EC:3.4.2

3 N/A
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Figures 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Map flowering dogwood range with location of sampling sites indicated in 

addition to county occurrence map of dogwood anthracnose. Additional layers include 

ecological subregions (according to US Forest Service) where range of C. florida overlaps 

primarily with Hot-Continental and Subtropical (Piedmont-Coastal Plain) regions. 
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Figure 3.2 Multiple correspondence (MCA) results and summary of sites with evidence of 

dogwood anthracnose. (A) MCA was done on categorical data of dogwood anthracnose 

occurrence (i.e. contaminant sequence thresholds, visual observation of disease per site, and 

county reports) to obtain reduced-dimension scores spanning low (negative) and high 

(positive) evidence of a collection site having dogwood occurrence. (B) Visually disease-free 

sites were compared to visually diseased sites in regards to the proportion of contaminant 

sequences (record per site) to verify eficacy of considering contaminant sequences uniquely 

aligned to genome of Discula destructiva (dogwood anthracnose) for characterizing disease 

occurrence. Asterisk indicates mean for visually diseased sites was significantly greater than 

mean for visually healthy sites, according to Mann-Whitney tests. 
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Figure 3.3 PCA based on bioclim variable set reduced of collinearity (variance inflation 

factors below 10 for remaining variables). Different color points indicate samples belonging 

to different ecological regions, and dotted lines demark separation of two biological clusters 

according to the K=2 model of population genetic structure (unable to clearly demarcate 

biological clusters by K=3-5 models). Overlay of joint-biplot shows remaining bioclim 

variables after reducing collinearity of variables, and length of each line is proportional to its 

relative degree of correlation to the two main principal component axes. Bioclim variables 

(Hijams et al. 2005; http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim) include: mean diurnal temperature 

range (Bio2), temperature seasonality (Bio4), max temperature of warmest week (Bio5), 

mean temperature of wettest quarter (Bio8), mean temperature of driest quarter (Bio9), 

precipitation of driest month (Bio14), precipitation of seasonality (Bio15), and precipitation 

of warmest quarter (Bio18). 

 

http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim
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Figure 3.4 STRUCTURE and discriminant analyses of principal components (DAPC) plots 

(left and middle columns) with spatial context of the latter genetic structure results (right 

column). Each row corresponds to four best genetic cluster models (K=2, K=3, K=4, and 

K=5). STRUCTURE plots show cluster assignment probabilities per individual. Using the 

same color for each corresponding cluster, middle panel depicts the genetic distance 

relationships between estimated clusters. According to mean DAPC probabilities of 

membership per site (as seen on right panels), much of yellow cluster overlaps with 

populations near or west of the Mississippi Valley (Fig. 3.1) while the blue cluster 

consistently overlaps with both the eastern Hot-Continental ecological subregion (Fig. 3.1) 

and the known range of dogwood anthracnose (Fig. B.1).  
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of rarefied-allelic richness between collection sites in counties with 

verified reports of dogwood anthracnose and collection sites in counties with no reports of 

dogwood anthracnose. Collection sites with samples sizes of four or greater visualized for 

comparison. Relatively low rarefied-allelic richness of collection site FL-SO is attributable to 

relative geographic isolation of population. 
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Figure 3.6 Comparisons of genetic diversity between samples in areas with no (blue) or some 

evidence of disease occurrence (red), as defined by different disease occurrence categories 

(i.e. contaminant sequence thresholds, visual observation of disease per site, and county 

reports). Genetic diversity characterized by estimates of (A) observed heterozygosity, (B) 

expected heterozygosity, and (C) nucleotide diversity. Genetic diversity of all samples (grey) 

also represented for each comparison. While trends indicate that samples in areas with no 

evidence of dogwood anthracnose disease often have higher genetic diversity, overlapping 

95% confidence intervals indicate no significant differences among groups. 
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Figure 3.7 Discriminant analyses of principal components (DAPC) based on definition of 

healthy (blue) and diseased (red) groups. Definitions of health-disease categories include a 

sample (A) occurring in a site with visual absence-presence of disease, (B) occurring in a site 

that has record of contaminant sequences below-above the designated threshold of 0.1%, or 

(C) a sample existing in a county with absence or verified occurrence of dogwood 

anthracnose. Panels D, E, and F depict SNP loci (identifiers listed in Table 3.5) and their 

relative contribution (vertical bars) for differentiating healthy-diseased levels of each 

corresponding DAPC plot (A and D; B and E; C and F). SNPs contributions above four 

standard deviates from the mean SNP contribution (indicated by horizontal-dashed line in 

grey) were deemed significant. 
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Figure 3.8 Gradient forest plots of allelic turnover patterns along (A) latitude, (B) longitude, 

and (C and D) an incidence gradient of disease estimated from multiple correspondence 

analysis of three categorical variables of disease occurrence evidence. The cumulative 

importance (response variable) is graphed for each line function representing an allele and its 

turnover pattern along a given gradient. Allele functions are calculated using minor allele 

frequencies of collection sites from genetic diversity analyses (A, B, and C) or (D) are 

calculated by presence-absence of the minor allele for all 289 samples. Interesting candidate 

SNPs—highly predictive for assigning samples into areas of disease absence-occurrence or 

significantly associated to the MCA disease gradient or other abiotic covariates (LFMM and 

EMMAX results)—were highlighted different colors in parts A, B, C, and D if they had 

notable patterns of allelic transition. In panel E, the cumulative importance pattern of all 72 

candidate SNPs (orange) is contrasted to patterns of cumulative importance inferred from all 

1,078 SNPs (black). Transition zones of particular candidate SNPs are visualized in a spatial 

context (panel F) corresponding to the colors of highlighted candidate SNPs in panels A-D. 
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Figure 3.9 Illustration of candidate GBS loci alignment to C. florida genome scaffold 

010471F. Dotted lines represent relative location of candidate SNPs. Blue diagram represents 

locus identified by a prior and independent study. Box highlighted in fuschia represents 

candidate locus 28374_8 from this study. 
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Abstract 

The flowering dogwood tree (Cornus florida L.) is an ecologically important tree to eastern 

North American forests and is threatened by multiple plant diseases. The two pathogens 

responsible for powdery mildew and dogwood anthracnose (Erysiphe pulchra and Discula 

destructiva, respectively) are likely exotic in origin. Given limited knowledge of fungal 

community composition within and on the phyllosphere of C. florida across its US range, we 

have examined patterns of host-fungal interactions using a metagenomics approach and 

genotype-by-sequencing data. Phyllosphere samples of C. florida (containing varying 

assortments of fungal communities within and on leaf tissues) were derived from 312 

samples in 19 locations. The proportion of total sequences aligning to the genome of D. 

destructiva was somewhat higher in collection sites with visual evidence of dogwood 

anthracnose symptoms. When the same proportion was regressed to climatic and collection 

site factors, environmental factors including temperature (known to influence dogwood 

anthracnose incidence) were found to be highly predictive for estimating the average 

proportion of sequences aligned uniquely to dogwood anthracnose at a given collection site. 

We also identified operational taxonomic units that were informative for identifying powdery 

mildew to genus and species. Moreover, E. pulchra was found over a wider distribution than 

previously suggested in reports. We also identified modest numbers of other fungal species 

previously found to interact with C. florida. Our findings provide the foundation for further 

studies of landscape-level plant pathogens in forest ecosystems, and the dataset can be 

expanded for other researchers interested in plant pathogen interactions within C. florida. 
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Introduction 

The flowering dogwood tree (Cornus florida L.), an ecologically important species in 

part to calcium it provides for eastern United States forests (Jenkins et al. 2007; Borer et al. 

2013), yields up to 30 million dollars in annual sales in horticultural markets (NASS, USDA 

Census of Agriculture 2007). However, the host tree is increasingly threatened by epidemics 

caused by fungal plant pathogens, which can also impact concomitant pollinators and fruit 

dispersers of flowering dogwoods (Rossell et al. 2001). Powdery mildew, caused historically 

by Phyllactinia guttata (Wallr.) Lév. and more recently by Erysiphe pulchra (Cook & Peck, 

Braun & Takamatsu 2000), and dogwood anthracnose, caused by Discula destructiva (Redlin 

1991), have impacted the growth and reproduction of natural populations of C. florida (Klein 

et al. 1998; Daughtrey et al. 1996). Moreover, cultivated varieties have become more 

expensive to maintain as the need for fungicidal treatments has driven costs of crop 

management up 15-fold since the 1970s (Li et al. 2009). The life histories of each fungal 

pathogen and environment most likely contribute to different but overlapping distributions 

between dogwood anthracnose and powdery mildew in the eastern US. 

Since its introduction from Asia to eastern North America approximately four 

decades ago (Pirone 1980; Miller et al. 2016), dogwood anthracnose has severely decimated 

flowering dogwoods populations (Hiers and Evans 1997; Williams and Moriarity 1999; 

McEwan et al. 2000; Jenkins and White 2002), inflicting up to 94% mortality rates in certain 

areas (Sherald et al. 1996). However, it is most severe in northern and mountainous regions 

(Oswalt et al. 2012) where cooler and wet conditions promote the proliferation of D. 

destructiva (Chellemi et al. 1992; Daughtrey et al. 1996; Hiers and Evans 1997). 
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Natural populations of dogwood may still be challenged by other epidemics caused 

by powdery mildew fungi. Leaves with powdery mildew infection are more prone to 

desiccation and leaf scorch (Windham et al. 1998) and can suffer from stunted growth, lower 

reproductive output, and in some cases death (Mmbaga 1998; Hartman 1998; Daughtrey and 

Hagan 2001). Powdery mildew caused by E. pulchra was first observed in 1994 in the 

southeast US (Hagan and Mullen 1997) and may be another example of an exotic pathogen 

transferred from an Asian sister species of C. florida (Takamatsu et al. 1999; Bai et al. 2014). 

Despite extensive documentation of E. pulchra in plant nurseries (Mmbaga et al. 2000; Li et 

al. 2009) and some natural populations in Alabama, Tennessee, and Connecticut (Hagan and 

Mullen 1997; Klein et al. 1998; Williamson and Blake 1999; Smith 1999), the hypothesis 

that powdery mildew occupies a widespread distribution in the US has not been fully tested 

for natural populations on the periphery of the C. florida range such as populations in the 

Midwest.  

The extent to which the last epidemic of powdery mildew has spread into previously 

anthracnose-free areas (or into areas already plagued by anthracnose) is unknown—

necessitating continual tracking of range expansion for E. pulchra and D. destructiva. While 

the disease phenotype for powdery mildew becomes readily apparent during the summer, 

infected buds and leaves are difficult to identify visually for the first few months after 

inoculation in early spring. The disease cannot be visually observed without magnification 

until conidiophore growth becomes dominant, usually manifesting itself by summer as a 

white powdery covering and shriveled leaves. Moreover, the diagnostic presence of 

Chasmothecia is not readily observed until fall. Spore capture methods (Mmbaga 2002), 
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fungal culture, and single-gene amplification procedures (Mmbaga et al. 2004; Miller et al. 

2016), currently used to monitor the occurrence of powdery mildew and dogwood 

anthracnose, are costly and time prohibitive for tracking diseases along the entire distribution 

of C. florida. In addition, dogwood anthracnose symptoms (i.e. leaf blotting readily apparent 

year round upon first bud break) can be easily confused with other cosmetic diseases such as 

spot anthracnose caused by Elsinoe cornii (Jenkins and Bitancourt 1948) and Septoria 

cornicola (Farr 1991). Given the limitations for monitoring the occurrence of pathogens such 

as E. pulchra and D. destructiva, we have pursued innovative metagenomics tools to 

indirectly assess the occurrence of fungal pathogens and other endophytes in vivo. 

In a previous paper, we applied the genotype-by-sequence (GBS) method (Peterson et 

al. 2012) to evaluate the genetic diversity of C. florida populations (Pais et al. 2016). In this 

work, we used in silico paired-end (PE) reads from our Illumina-sequenced GBS datasets and 

aligned them exclusively to the genome of E. pulchra or D. destructiva and not to the draft 

genome of C. florida. With this metagenomics approach (Handelsman et al. 1998; Chen and 

Pachter 2005) and these “fungal” sequences, we investigated the relationship between 

environmental factors, powdery mildew and dogwood anthracnose occurrence, and other 

fungal operational taxonomic units (OTUs) over the eastern range of C. florida in the US.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Sampling sites 

Sampling of trees and extraction of DNA were done as in Pais et al. (2016) for 

additional collections gathered in the summer of 2015 (Fig. 4.1A; Table 4.1). As a summary 
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of sampling from Pais et al. (2016), trees (180) of C. florida were sampled from the North 

Carolina Mountain, Piedmont, and Coastal Plain regions (Table 4.1). Mountain populations 

included four sites from the Smoky Mountains National Park and Pisgah National Forest 

(NC-SM1, NC-SM2, NC-PI1, and NC-PI2). Duke Forest and Umstead State Park (NC-DK 

and NC-UM) represented the Piedmont, and the Coastal Plain was represented by 

populations from Nags Head Woods and Croatan National Forest (NC-NW and NC-CF). For 

samples collected in Pais et al. (2016), 15-31 trees were sampled per site, and sites in close 

proximity were considered part of a larger population. Each of the three regions was 

represented by two populations with similar environments. Leaves were collected in the early 

to mid-summer of 2012, and after storing samples in -20 C, DNA was extracted in the fall 

(see Sequencing libraries and alignment to E. pulchra and D. destructiva). 

In a similar fashion, additional samples were collected in the summer of 2015 from 

the eastern Coastal Plains and Carolina Piedmont, the Midwest, and west of the Mississippi 

River (n=132) (Table 4.1). In the southeast, we collected from central Florida (FL-SO) 

(n=15), two sites in South Carolina (SC-BR and SC-PE) (n=20), and the southeast portion of 

North Carolina (NC-RW) (n=15). In addition to the southeast United States, we also sampled 

from a portion of the Mixed Wood Plains surrounding the Great Lakes as well as the Ozarks 

and gallery forests west of the Mississippi river. Two sites were sampled from Michigan 

(MI-BD and MI-FC) (n=13 and n=12, respectively) and one site from northern Ohio (OH-

AK) (n=8). There were four sampling sites from west of the Mississippi in Missouri and 

southwest Kansas (MO-LO, MO-PC, MO-CC, and KS-GAL) (n=12, n=14, n=10 and n=13, 

respectively). 
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Differences in disease and environment among sampling sites were characterized 

with visual observations of dogwood anthracnose at sampling site, records of precipitation 

and mean temperature at the month of collection, and bioclimatic data interpolated from GIS. 

We categorized sampling sites into groups that had visual evidence for the absence-presence 

of dogwood anthracnose following the convention of Hadziabdic et al. (2010) and Call et al. 

(2015). Dogwood anthracnose can be distinguished from other leaf blotting diseases by the 

red-purple borders of lesions on browning or necrotic leaves. Also initial infection often 

proceeds from the leaf blade and petioles to stems and trunks—resulting in cankers, lower 

branch dieback, and often death within two to three years (Jenkins and White 2002). In 

contrast, while powdery mildew might also contribute to leaf necrosis later in the growing 

season, the only noticeable symptom of this disease during our time of collection was a white 

powdery fungal mycelium on the surface of leaves, which was readily apparent at all 

collection sites. Since seasonal conditions at time of collection might influence the ability to 

observe dogwood anthracnose disease, estimates of precipitation and mean temperature at 

month of sampling were extracted for each collection site using data from the PRISM 

Climate Group (http://prism.oregonstate.edu). There were 19 bioclim variables describing 

climatic features derived from seasonal averages of precipitation and temperature from 1960-

1990 (Hijmans et al. 2005; http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim), including: mean annual 

temperature (Bio1); mean diurnal range (Bio2); isothermality (Bio3); temperature seasonality 

(Bio4); max temperature for warmest month (Bio5); minimum temperature of coldest month 

(Bio6); temperature annual range (Bio7); temperature mean of wettest quarter (Bio8); 

temperature mean of driest quarter (Bio9); temperature mean of warmest quarter (Bio10); 

http://prism.oregonstate.edu/
http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim
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temperature mean of coldest quarter (Bio11); annual precipitation (Bio12); precipitation of 

wettest month (Bio13); precipitation of driest month (Bio14); precipitation seasonality 

(Bio15); precipitation of wettest quarter (Bio16); precipitation of driest quarter (Bio17); 

precipitation of warmest quarter (Bio18); and precipitation of coldest quarter (Bio19). High 

resolution data (30 arc-seconds or approximately 1 kilometer) were extracted via Arc-GIS 

based on all available sampling site coordinates. The resulting dataset was parsed of 

multicollinearity by iteratively removing variables until remaining variables had variance 

inflation factor (VIF) scores less than ten (Hair et al. 1995). Lastly, we applied principal 

component analysis (PCA) on the remaining set of bioclim predictors to provide principal 

component scores characterizing the location of sampling sites of this study in the context of 

the adaptive landscape (Fig. 4.1B). In order to understand the influence of environment on 

the distribution of dogwood disease, the first two component scores (envPC1 and envPC2) 

were applied to regression models in addition to precipitation and mean temperature of 

collection (see Regression Analyses). Even though elevation and latitude were not directly 

modelled, their effects were captured by climate predictions used to formulate bioclim 

predictors and ultimately envPC scores. 

 

Sequencing libraries and alignment to E. pulchra and D. destructiva 

DNA extractions from collected leaf tissue were done using DNeasy Plant Mini kits 

(Qiagen, Inc., Valencia, CA, USA) and were prepared into three double-digest GBS libraries 

following the protocol of Peterson et al. 2012. Two reduced-genome libraries from Pais et al. 

(2016) were sequenced on the Illumina 2000 Hi-seq platform while the additional 137 
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collections were sequenced on the Nextseq platform. 100bp paired-end (PE) sequences from 

Hiseq were sorted and trimmed of barcodes in silico using custom scripts described 

previously in Pais et al. 2016 and were further trimmed to be a standard length as the 64bp 

paired-end Nextseq reads (also trimmed of barcodes). Additional filtering of low quality 

sequences (with more than five percent of bases having a quality below score of 20) was 

done prior to a sequence alignment procedure to separate putative fungal sequences from 

host plant sequences. 

Fasta files of predominantly C. florida sequences were analyzed by Bowtie2 

(Langmead and Salzberg 2012) to quantify fungal sequences, which were aligned uniquely to 

either available genomes of E. pulchra or D. destructiva (Fig. 4.2). The draft genome of E. 

pulchra was sequenced by Phillip Wadl, and the draft genome for D. destructiva was 

sequenced by Ning Zhang. Each draft genome was used as an index for short read alignment 

to GBS paired-end sequences. Default parameters were specified to retain GBS sequences 

aligned to the genome of E. pulchra or D. destructiva for each sequence file corresponding to 

each sampled tree. The standard output report from Bowtie2 was exported to a file and 

modified into a table via custom R scripts to calculate the per sample sum of paired-end 

sequences concordantly aligning at least once to either index genome. In order to reduce 

variation in results due to stochastic differences in sequencing effort among samples, each 

sum was then converted into a proportion based on total GBS reads sequenced per individual 

tree. Sequence reads aligning to both genomes of E. pulchra and D. destructiva or aligning to 

a draft genome of C. florida (Dogwood Genome Project, NSF ID: 1444567) were identified 

and parsed from results in subsequent analyses using Bowtie2. The proportion of total GBS 
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sequences aligning concordantly and uniquely to one of the two pathogen genomes was 

quantified and recorded per individual tree before resultant PE and mate sequences were 

further tested for similarities to other fungal taxa. 

 

Assignment of OTUs from fungal sequences 

After consolidating single mate and PE fungal sequences (i.e. aligning uniquely to 

either E. pulchra or D. destructiva) for each tree sampled, OTUs of fungal sequences were 

assigned based on their most informative taxonomic rank. This procedure was achieved using 

a local installment of the RDP classifier, a common tool in metagenomics using naive 

Bayesian assignment to predict the identity of primarily ribosomal sequences to taxonomic 

units ranging from the level of domain to species (Wang et al. 2007). The RDP classifier was 

run with the 2014 training version of the UNITE fungal internal transcribed spacer (ITS) 

database (Abarenkov et al. 2010; Kõljalg et al. 2013). This database frequently undergoes 

expert curation and is a well-established source for taxonomic assignment of next generation 

sequence-derived OTUs 

(https://rdp.cme.msu.edu/download/posters/fungalITSreport_062014.pdf). While less 

informative in regards to identifying powdery mildew to species, the Warcup ITS database 

(Deshpande et al. 2016) was also used in order to compare species composition to other 

records of fungal endophytes in C. florida (Miller et al. 2016; Farr et al. 1989). Since our 

GBS sequences were shorter than 250bps, we followed standard conventions recommended 

by authors of the RDP classifier based on findings from (Claesson et al. 2009). Namely, we 

applied an assignment confidence cutoff of 50% so that results below this threshold were 

https://rdp.cme.msu.edu/download/posters/fungalITSreport_062014.pdf
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binned as unclassified at a higher taxonomic rank. After assigning taxonomic ranks to fungal 

sequence OTUs within each sampled tree, we compared fungal composition among sampling 

sites based on taxonomic levels of class, order, genus, and species. 

 

Regression Analyses 

We implemented simple and multivariate linear regressions that best modelled the 

influence of environmental factors of sampled locations on the proportions of sequences per 

sample aligning uniquely to E. pulchra or D. destructiva. Averages of these proportions were 

calculated per sampling site as response variables in order to correlate to predictor variables 

characterizing environmental differences between sites. Proportions of sequences aligning 

uniquely to either pathogen genome were used as response variables (log-transformed) for 

regression models instead of ITS assignment results from the RDP classifier, due primarily to 

the latter set of results having a larger portion of missing data. Nonetheless, comparison of 

both sets of results between sampling sites with absence-presence of disease indicated 

similarities in patterns (see Taxonomic assignment to OTUs). Thus, we modelled the two 

response variables representing the ration of either E. pulchra or D. destructiva aligned 

sequences to the total amount of GBS sequences. 

 The optimal combination of predictors to model each response variable was 

determined with the R package glmulti (Calcagno 2013). Available predictors for 

consideration into each best model were: envPC1, envPC2, precipitation at month of 

collection, or mean temperature for month a collection site was sampled. Using a genetic 

algorithm with 500 designated as the population size, the gmulti function referred to 
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Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) to designate the best set of predictors to model changes 

in the mean proportion of pathogen-aligned sequences (E. pulchra or D. destructiva) to total 

GBS sequences. 

 

Results 

PE sequences aligning to pathogen genomes 

 There were a total of 347,039,788 PE sequences from two libraries of Illumina Hiseq 

2000 and one library of Illumina Nextseq. Each of the 312 samples had on average 1,112,307 

PE sequences, albeit the standard deviation (SD) was high (SD: + 827,105.593). Of the total 

GBS sequences, 1,572,066 concordant sequence pairs aligned uniquely to the genome of E. 

pulchra while 100,460 aligned uniquely to the genome of D. destructiva according to 

Bowtie2 reports. In other words, approximately 0.45% of total GBS PE sequences aligned 

uniquely to the genome of E. pulchra while 0.03% aligned uniquely to the genome of D. 

destructiva. However, sample-specific proportions of fungal to total sequences from each 

leaf extraction ranged as high as one sample having six percent of its sequences align 

exclusively to the genome of D. destructiva. In Fig. 4.3, the distribution of sample-specific 

proportions of fungal vs. total GBS sequences is reported with quartile and median values 

visualized for each sampling site. Lastly, when each component of an aligned PE sequence 

read was separated into individual mate sequences and pooled with lone mate alignments, 

there were a total of 3,493,202 pathogen-aligned sequences available for taxonomic 

assignment using the RDP classifier. 
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Taxonomic assignment to OTUs 

 After running the RDP classifier tool to assign taxonomic ranks to OTUs from 

pathogen-aligned sequences (one fastq file per sample), there were a total of 3,389,856 or 

3,402,511 assignment counts to the domain of fungi using the UNITE ITS or Warcup ITS 

databases as training sets, respectively. Among classification results, the majority of 

assignment counts were unclassifiable (50%) while approximately 30% and 20% of results 

matched to phyla Basidiomycota and Ascomycota, respectively. For Basidiomycota, 

assignment counts belonged primarily to unclassified Agaricomycetes (Fig. 4.4; Fig. 4.5), 

and there was small evidence for the presence of basidiomycetous yeast-like fungi and rusts 

(e.g. Meira and Puccini sp.; Fig. 4.4). For the Ascomycota, a small proportion of taxonomic 

assignments (67 and 87 assignment counts for UNITE and Warcup ITS, respectively) 

indicated powdery mildew and dogwood anthracnose pathogen groups. 

Powdery mildews were identified in at least one sample from each collection site in 

the following sampling sites: MI-BD, MI-FC, MO-LO, MO-PC, NC-CF, NC-DK, NC-NW, 

NC-RW, NC-UM, and SC-BR, and the assignment count matched to the class of 

Leotiomycetes or the order of Erisiphales. Sampling sites NC-DK, NC-UM, MI-BD, MI-FC, 

NC-RW, MO-PC, NC-NW, MO-LO, and SC-BR had ITS matches to family (Erysiphaceae), 

and sampling sites NC-DK, NC-UM, MI-FC, NC-RW, MI-BD, MO-PC, NC-NW, MO-LO, 

and SC-BR had genus (Erysiphe) level matches. Each of the following seven collection sites 

had one sample that contained fungal sequences with species assignments to E. pulchra: NC-

RW, NC-DK, NC-UM, MI-BD, MI-FC, MO-LO, and MO-PC (Fig. 4.4).  
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Fungal assignment counts that matched OTUs including dogwood anthracnose were 

relatively small in proportion compared to fungal assignment counts associated with powdery 

mildew (Fig. 4.6). Moreover, unlike E. pulchra, we did not find taxonomic assignments to 

the species of D. destructiva or the Discula genus. Nonetheless, we report the closest 

taxonomic assignments to other OTUs that include D. destructiva at the rank of class 

(Sordariomycetes), order (Diaporthales), and family (Diaporthaceae). Among assignment 

counts from both fungal ITS databases, sampling sites MI-BD, MO-LO, MO-PC, NC-CF, 

NC-DK, NC-NW, NC-PI2, NC-RW, NC-SM2, NC-UM, OH-AK, and SC-PE had trees 

containing fungal sequences assigned to Sordariomycetes, which included OTUs assigned to 

the plant pathogen family Diaporthaceae as well as OTUs assigned to two other genera in 

Sordariomycetes (Ceratocystis and Albertiniella; Fig 4.5). Diaporthales and Diaporthaceae 

OTUs were attributed primarily to an assignment count to the genera Diaporthe (including its 

asexual classification Phomopsis; Gomes et al. 2013). This species was noted in sampling 

site OH-AK. Although datasets of fungal ITS assignments had large amounts of missing 

data, there were similar patterns between proportions of ITS assignments to classes of 

Leotiomycetes and Sordariomycetes and the proportion of GBS sequences aligning uniquely 

to either the genome of E. pulchra or D. destructiva (Fig. 4.6B).  

 

Best model results 

We identified a series of predictors to model the average proportion (by sampling 

site) of uniquely aligned sequences to either the genomes of E. pulchra or D. destructiva. 

Based on AIC, our best model for assessing environmental effects on proportions of 
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sequences aligning to E. pulchra (response log-transformed) was a simple linear model 

designating PCA scores of reduced bioclim data (component 1 or envPC1 capturing patterns 

of primarily Bio4, Bio9, and Bio18; Fig. 4.1) as the predictor variable (Table 4.2). For a log-

transformed response corresponding to the mean proportion of unique sequence alignments 

to D. destructiva per collection site, the best corresponding model (according to AIC; Table 

4.2) was multivariate—employing mean temperature (at the month a sample was collected) 

and envPC1 as predictors. Of the two models reported, the latter model was more informative 

for predicting environmental factors that contributed to disease. 

 The best model for predicting the proportion of sequences aligning uniquely to E. 

pulchra (single linear regression) was not significant (p-value = 0.144; r
2
 = 0.1213) (Table 

4.1), but the best model for predicting the proportion of sequences aligning uniquely to D. 

destructiva (multivariate model) was significant when temperature was included (Table 4.2). 

There was a negative effect of mean temperature during month of collection (in the summer) 

on the proportion of uniquely aligned sequences to D. destructiva when controlling for 

envPC1 (estimate = -0.4168; standard error = 0.1137; p-value = 0.00209). Likewise, envPC1 

(correlated with temperature seasonality, temperature mean of driest quarter, and 

precipitation of warmest quarter; Fig. 4.1) had a negative effect on the log-transformed 

response when controlling for mean temperature of month a collection site was sampled 

(estimate = -0.6959; standard error = 0.2053; p-value = 0.00374). The negative relationship 

of these two predictors on proportions of sequences aligned to the genome of dogwood 

anthracnose is visualized as regressions in Fig. 4.7A and 7B). To visualize predictions of 

each environmental factor on the dogwood anthracnose response variable (untransformed), 
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modelled patterns for each predictor (holding the other predictor constant at its median) are 

plotted in Fig. 4.7C and 4.7D. 

 

Discussion 

 The presence of fungal or microbial endophytes is often seen as a challenge to be 

controlled for (Schmieder and Edwards 2011) when studying DNA from host systems such 

as plants (Laurin-Lemay et al. 2012), but an alternative paradigm warrants further 

consideration: “contaminant” sequences are helpful for describing fungal community 

composition across the range of host systems. We have presented promising findings in 

support of adopting this new perspective. First, we determined that there was a sizeable 

proportion of fungal sequences at least warranting filtering if study was to be concentrated on 

the host system. There were approximately 1.5 million sequences aligned uniquely to the 

genome of powdery mildew (Erysiphe pulchra), and most notably, we discovered ITS 

sequences within our trees, which matched OTUs of E. pulchra by genus and species. 

Moreover, we discovered that OTUs associated with E. pulchra were widespread across the 

range of C. florida. Lastly, our study of sequences aligned uniquely to the genome of Discula 

destructiva supported previous works that characterized the influence of environment on the 

distribution of dogwood anthracnose disease (Chellemi et al. 1992; Daughtrey et al. 1996; 

Hiers and Evans 1997). 
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Congruenct findings of fungal community composition in C. florida 

The study of plant host interactions to fungi has been extensively explored in other 

Cornus species besides flowering dogwood (Osono and Mori 2005; Osono 2007), and 

dogwood researchers have also explored fungal community composition within and on 

leaves of C. florida—documenting pathogens such as Elsinoe cornii (Jenkins and Bitancourt 

1948), Septoria (Farr 1991), E. pulchra (Cook & Peck, Braun & Takamatsu 2000), D. 

destructiva (Redlin 1991), fungal competitors or mycoparasites (Mmbaga et al. 2008), and a 

variety of other fungal species (Farr et al. 1989; Miller et al. 2016). Our work confirms the 

occurrence of these fungal species (Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5), but it is important to understand 

what fungal species have ecologically significant associations with the flowering dogwood 

tree. While rare in our study, we detected a species from Cladosporium, which was reported 

to be frequently associated with Cornus, and is a possible biocontrol agent for powdery 

mildew (Osono and Mori 2005; Mmbaga 2008), albeit this relationship was not confirmed in 

our study. We also noted evidence for the presence of other fungal genera previously 

documented to interact with Cornus—including Meira, Phomopsis, and Phyllosticta. The 

latter fungus was previously known as a cause of a relatively benign leaf spot disease in C. 

florida (Grand et al. 1975). The detection of the ITS region of E. pulchra was most surprising 

as it confirmed the presence of powdery mildew in our samples even when symptoms were 

not apparent on sampled leaves, and it provided evidence that our choice of restriction 

enzymes for GBS was suitable for studying populations of C. florida while tracking the 

presence of E. pulchra. The opportunity exists in future study to explore the population 
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genetic diversity of E. pulchra using the powdery mildew sequences (other than ITS) that 

have been isolated in silico for this study. 

Most notably absent was the assignment of OTUs to D. destructiva or the broader 

genus. This absence had four clear explanations: restriction sites necessary to sequence the 

D. destructiva ITS region by GBS (MspI and PstI enzymes) were missing; the sequenced 

region flanking restriction sites occurred in highly conserved and uninformative genomic 

regions for resolving taxonomic assignment; the ITS region was not represented in the draft 

genome of D. destructiva; or no dogwood anthracnose was sampled from DNA extractions of 

leaves from trees in this study. We expected the former two explanations were most likely. 

Although we were not purposefully targeting leaves with signs of anthracnose disease, we 

sampled leaves from several areas that were unmistakably affected by dogwood 

anthracnose—supporting the observation that diseased sites had higher relative proportions 

of Sordariomycetes-related sequences and sequences that aligned uniquely to D. destructiva 

(Fig. 4.6) instead of E. pulchra and C. florida genomes. Moreover, predictions of the effect 

temperature at the time of collection (in summer), the overall climate (as represented by 

envPC1), and possibly elevation (Fig. 4.1) had on proximate estimates of dogwood 

anthracnose (Fig. 4.7; Table 4.2) supported prior knowledge of site factor influences on the 

proliferation of dogwood anthracnose (Chellemi et al. 1992), albeit elevation or latitude were 

accounted for in climatic predictions but not directly modelled. Powdery mildew (i.e. E. 

pulchra) on the other hand, appeared to be more widespread (Fig. 4.5) and was not associated 

to environmental gradients in the adaptive landscape (Table 4.2). 
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While the differences in fungal composition amongst diseased vs. healthy tree sites 

were not conclusively attributed to dogwood anthracnose, initial observation of patterns 

offered promising insights deserving further attention (Fig. 4.6B). Nonetheless, we reiterate a 

cautionary disclaimer that sequences aligning uniquely to D. destructiva may represent other 

members of Sordariomycetes, which may be worth further exploration via culture tests. 

However, since this measure is standardized across all individuals, our approach remains 

valuable for characterizing differences in fungal taxa among populations. 

 

Potential of GBS for metagenomics 

 The identification of important fungal pathogens and endophytes throughout an entire 

plant host range can be limited by the cost and effort of culture-dependent methods and the 

scarcity of expert taxonomists to identify inoculum in the field or lab from a broad array of 

fungi (Lucking 2008). Fortunately, the ability to directly sequence and identify 

environmental or non-cultured samples—using metagenomics (Handelsman et al. 1998; 

Chen and Pachter 2005)—has become more feasible with advancements in next generation 

sequencing (NGS) and growing databases for assigning taxonomic ranks to fungal OTUs 

using the ITS region (Schoch et al. 2012). In contrast to traditional Sanger sequencing, the 

use of barcoded multiplexing with restriction digest protocols such as GBS (Elshire et al. 

2011) provides the ability to sequence many samples in one run on the Illumina platform, and 

the high-throughput volume of sequencing may allow for both sequencing of host individuals 

and the metagenomes they harbor. While our initial study focused on host genetic diversity 
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throughout the range of flowering dogwood, properties of GBS were suitable for initial 

characterizations of fungal communities within C. florida (Pais et al. 2016). 

However, we note that the high stochasticity of sequencing the same loci in plant 

endophytes from leaf tissue resulted in high proportions of missing data. Moreover, only 

fungal taxa that had the appropriate GBS-associated restriction sites within the variable ITS1-

2 regions (such as E. pulchra) were sequenced, which likely omitted detection of certain taxa 

of fungi across all samples. Therefore, we recommend that the use of GBS should not 

supplant other NGS methods used in metagenomics. Instead, we argue that microbial 

metagenomes, often overlooked in GBS libraries, can be explored by others with existing 

GBS datasets from other host systems. Moreover, if researchers wish to purposefully target 

symbionts and parasites living within their studied host systems, they can explore restriction 

site diversity and select restriction enzymes from GBS protocols that maximize throughput in 

sequence libraries of the host study system while targeting informative portions of associated 

metagenomes. 

 

Conclusion 

With further evaluation of this approach by others utilizing GBS, we expect that our 

approach will prove useful for understanding both host and pathogens within a single GBS 

experiment. For our study of the flowering dogwood, we have reaffirmed the presence of 

several known endophytes and an increasing problematic pathogen—powdery mildew (E 

pulchra). Even though we were not able to confirm the identity of dogwood anthracnose to 

genus using our approach, we did find circumstantial evidence to support the correlation 
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between environmental site factors (temperature and moisture covariates) and in silico 

proxies for indirectly detecting the presence of dogwood anthracnose from leaves collected at 

each sampling site (relative proportion of GBS sequence reads aligning uniquely to genome 

of D. destructiva). While we still need to confirm evidence of dogwood anthracnose in trees 

at our sampling sites with culture-based methods and ITS primers specific to D. destructiva 

(Zhang et al. 2011), we expect that confirmation by other studies of known endophytes in 

different plants systems using GBS libraries will validate the effectiveness of our approach. 
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Tables 

 

Table 4.1 Summary of location, sampling, and conditions of each collection site sampled for Cornus florida leaf tissue.  

Sitea Latitude Longitude Date Collected Trees sampled 

Anthracnose 
disease 

visually 

observed at 
site 

Confirmation 
of dogwood 

anthracnose 

disease in 
county 

Mean temp. 

at month 

collected 
(°C) 

Precipitation 

total at month 

of collection 
(mm) 

NC-PI1 35.25 -82.74 May 2012 PI(1-15); n=15 Yes Yes 18.34 110.31 

NC-SM1 35.56 -83.32 May 2012 SM(1-15); n=15 Yes Yes 16.92 120.84 

NC-SM2 35.24 -83.24 May 2012 SM(16-30); n=15 Yes Yes 16.80 147.69 

NC-CF 34.93 -77.14 June 2012 CF(1-30)+CF(2) replicate; n=31 No No 23.17 67.92 

NC-DK 36.00 -78.97 June 2012 DK(1-23,25-30)+DK(22) replicate; n=30 No No 22.75 89.05 

NC-PI2 35.49 -82.63 June 2012 PI(16-30); n=15 Yes Yes 19.81 37.00 

NC-UM 35.85 -78.76 June 2012 UM(1-5,7-30); n=29 No No 23.27 84.84 

NC-NW 35.98 -75.66 July 2012 TNC(1-30); n=30 No Yes 27.37 251.13 

FL-SO 29.67 -81.96 May 2015 SO-COFL(3-17); n=15 No No 24.44 99.24 

SC-PE 33.83 -81.20 May 2015 SC-PE(1-10); n=10 No No 22.10 34.69 

NC-RW 34.49 -79.20 June 2015 NC-RW(1-15); n=15 Yes No 27.30 215.00 

SC-BR 33.47 -79.50 June 2015 SC-BR; n=10 No No 26.93 95.35 

KS-GAL 37.04 -94.64 July 2015 KS-GAL(1-4,6-9,11-15); n=13 No No 27.16 148.68 

MI-BD 42.90 -85.36 July 2015 MI-BD(1-6,8-10,12-15); n=13 Yes Yes 21.04 94.90 

MI-FC 42.33 -85.33 July 2015 MI-FC(1-4,7-14); n=12 Yes Yes 20.82 133.67 

MO-CC 36.82 -94.30 July 2015 MO-CC(1-10); n=10 No No 26.45 218.83 

MO-LO 38.21 -92.62 July 2015 MO-LO(1-6,9-14); n=12 No No 26.05 209.98 

MO-PC 36.70 -93.61 July 2015 MO-PC(1-12,14-15); n=14 No No 25.94 388.77 

OH-AK 41.13 -81.57 July 2015 OH-AK(1-2,4-9); n=8 Yes Yes 22.13 69.00 

                  
a
Each collection site identifier is prefixed by its state of origin. 
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Table 4.2 Summary of multivariate linear regression with the proportion of total GBS sequences aligning uniquely to 

Erysiphe pulchra (powdery mildew) or Discula destructiva (dogwood anthracnose) treated as response variable (sampling 

site averages log-transformed) and environmental variables as predictors. 

Response: Proportion total sequences aligned uniquely 

to E. pulchra (log-transformed sampling site average) r-squared: 0.1213     n: 19 sampling sites     df: 1 and 17 

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error t value P (>|t|)   

PCA score of reduced bioclim data (component 1)
a
 -0.1661 0.1084 -1.532 0.144 

 

            

Response: Proportion total sequences aligned uniquely 

to D. destructiva (log-transformed sampling site 

average) adjusted r-squared: 0.5282     n: 19 sampling sites     df: 2 and 16 

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error t value P (>|t|)   

Mean temperature of month sampled -0.4168 0.1137 -3.666 0.00209   

PCA score of reduced bioclim data (component 1)
a
 -0.6959 0.2053 -3.39 0.00374   

            

 
a
After reducing collinearity (VIF<10 among remaining predictors) and choosing best model to describe response (based on 

AIC scores), only one predictor (principal component 1 scores based on envPCA of bioclim variables; 

http://www.worldclim.org) was regressed in respect to GBS sequences aligned uniquely to powdery mildew. For the best 

model of dogwood anthracnose, the same PCA component score was treated as a predictor in addition to the mean 

temperature at month of sampling for each site. 

  

http://www.worldclim.org/
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Figures 

 

 
Figure 4.1 (A) Map of sampling locations across Flowering Dogwood (Cornus florida) range 

(gray), including: Ozark/Ouachita gallery forests (Missouri; maroon), Mixed Wood Plains 

(Michigan and Ohio; yellow), Appalachian mountains (North Carolina; red), Piedmont 

subpopulations (North Carolina and South Carolina; green), and eastern Coastal Plains 

(North Carolina, South Carolina, and Florida; orange). Counties highlighted in red have 

verified reports of dogwood anthracnose, according to US Forest Services whereas sites with 

visual observation of anthracnose disease (e.g. leaf blotting and necrosis) are indicated with 

triangular arrows. Climatic relationships of sampling sites depicted as (B) PCA of 

bioclimatic variables. Variable set reduced of collinearity prior to PCA is depicted as joint-

biplot with line lengths proportional to degree of correlation to top two principal components. 

Bioclim variables (http://www.worldclim.org/) include: mean diurnal range of temperature 

(Bio2), temperature seasonality (Bio4), warmest month maximum temperature (Bio5), mean 

temperature of wettest quarter (Bio8), mean temperature of driest quarter (Bio9), driest 

month precipitation (Bio14), precipitation seasonality (Bio15), and precipitation of warmest 

quarter (Bio18). (C) Tinted hillshade terrain overlay to represent elevation. Darker green 

shades represent locations closer to sea level while darker orange-shaded regions are at 

higher elevations. 
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Figure 4.2 Workflow to determine proportion of total paired-end sequences aligning uniquely 

to genome of Erysiphe pulchra or Discula destructiva. Unique alignments to either fungal 

pathogen applied to RDP classifier and UNITE ITS database to obtain operational taxonomic 

units (OTUs). 
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Figure 4.3 Notched boxplot representing differences in the proportion of GBS sequences 

uniquely aligned to either (A) the genome of Erysiphe pulchra (powdery mildew) or (B) 

Discula destructiva (dogwood anthracnose). Boxplots depict minimum and maximum values 

(whiskers), outliers (dots), first quartile, median, and third quartile. The notches in each box 

correspond to the 95% confidence interval of each median value, and the width of each box 

corresponds to the square root of the sample size for each collection site. 
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of fungal species-level operation taxonomic units (OTUs) between 

(A) 64-128bp GBS sequence matches to UNITE ITS database, (B) 64-128bp GBS sequence 

matches to Warcup ITS database, and (C) Megablast results from Real-time PCR of ITS 

region from Miller et al. 2016. Taxonomic ranks from this study (A and B) underlined in 

crimson if presence of fungi taxa confirmed in literature. 
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Figure 4.5 Genus-level fungal operational taxonomic units (OTUs) and their relative 

abundances (out of all GBS sequence matches to fungi from UNITE ITS database) within 

each Cornus florida sampling site. Each site is prefixed by its US state of origin and followed 

by a unique identifier as reported in Table 4.1. Heatmap generated from RDP classifier 

results using (A) UNITE ITS database and (B) Warcup ITS database. 
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Figure 4.6 Bar graphs depicting fungal community composition differences between Cornus 

florida sampling sites with any visual evidence of anthracnose disease in early spring and 

summer (i.e. leaf blotting, necrosis, or branch dieback) and sites with no visual evidence of 

anthracnose disease. (A) we particularly note proportional differences in class-level operation 

taxonomic units (OTUs) for Leotiomycetes (blue) and Sordariomycetes (orange) since those 

taxa include powdery mildew and dogwood anthracnose, respectively. (B) Comparison of the 

mean proportion of total GBS sequences per sample aligned exclusively to either Erysiphe 

pulchra (powdery mildew; blue) or Discula destructiva (dogwood anthracnose; orange). 
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Figure 4.7 Regressions of the proportion of total sequences aligning uniquely to Discula 

destructiva vs. either predictors: (A) mean temperature of month sampled or (B) PCA 

component 1 scores derived from set of bioclim variables (envPC1; 

http://www.worldclim.org) reduced of collinearity (VIF < 10). Both predictors were 

incorporated into best multivariate model (based on AIC) to predict proportion of total 

sequences aligning uniquely to Discula destructiva (untransformed response) vs. either (C) 

mean temperature of month sampled or (B) envPC1. For prediction plots of the best 

multivariate model, the predictor not depicted on the x-axis was held constant at its median 

value. Additional details of best model in Table 4.2.  

http://www.worldclim.org/
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Appendix A: Chapter 2 supplementary data 

Appendix A – Dryad data repository with Supporting Information, including summary of all 

significant GWA results with a Bonferroni correction of 0.05 (Tables S3) and list of 

compounds found in Knapsack and Metcyc databases that are similar in mass (delta ppm < 

10) to any of 2,785 examined chemical features (Tables S4) [too large for display in 

manuscript]: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.15066. 
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Table A.1 Simple linear regression results [estimate,std error, F, P, r2] of all predictors. 

Response variables include chemodiversity indices estimated from all 2,785 chemical 

features including: richness (S), Shannon's diversity (H'), Simpson's diversity (D1), 

Simpson's dominance (D2), Simpson's evenness (E), and Berger-Parker's dominance (BP). 

Significant P values bolded along with r2 values above 0.1. Notable predictors with at least 

three out of six significant associations to chemodiversity indices shown. 

 

  

Response Climate predictors

Chemodiversity 

Index (2785 

features)

Temperature at 

collection (df = 163) Minimum temperature of January (average): tmin1 (df =163)

Mean temperature 

during month of 

collection (df = 166) Mean Annual Temperature (df = 163)

S

1.6840, 0.4642, 

13.16, 0.0003822, 

0.0747 0.319723945, 0.077493297, 17.02244907, 5.88E-05, 0.094557369

2.561248998, 

0.577912637, 

19.64170669, 1.69E-

05, 0.105804385 4.87982689, 0.912120077, 28.62231788, 2.94E-07, 0.149368394

H'

0.014814, 0.002502, 

35.07, 1.831e-08, 

0.177 0.002381987, 0.00042631, 31.2196989, 9.48E-08, 0.160744245

0.015020521, 

0.003287587, 

20.87446472, 9.53E-

06, 0.111703141 0.023413672, 0.005345151, 19.18753349, 2.11E-05, 0.105317489

D1

1.554e-04, 5.399e-05, 

8.286, 0.004531, 

0.04838 2.45E-05, 9.14E-06, 7.202826034, 0.008030267, 0.042319074

0.000142786, 6.90E-

05, 4.283673965, 

0.040029272, 

0.025156105 0.000221937, 0.000112072, 3.921593381, 0.049352669, 0.023493625

D2

0.8406, 0.3164, 7.06, 

0.008667, 0.04151

0.119190915, 0.053725742, 4.921771585, 0.027901978, 

0.029309907

0.63843762, 

0.40541577, 

2.479908541, 

0.117212884, 

0.014719313 0.798929875, 0.659237468, 1.468701564, 0.227304492, 0.008929976

E

0.0002892, 

0.0001137, 6.472, 

0.01189, 0.03819 4.03E-05, 1.93E-05, 4.352266252, 0.038516887, 0.026006617

0.00020791, 

0.000145617, 

2.038582292, 

0.155231083, 

0.012131632 0.000244187, 0.000236751, 1.063805973, 0.303876685, 0.006484099

BP

-.0.0006991, 

0.0002521, 7.69, 

0.0062, 0.04505 -0.000131093, 4.23E-05, 9.600668266, 0.002291378, 0.055623587

-0.000961378, 

0.000316882, 

9.204349941, 

0.002803085, 

0.05253494 -0.001688576, 0.000511881, 10.88185568, 0.0011925, 0.062581893

Response

Climate predictors 

(cont.)

Chemodiversity 

Index (2785 

features)

Length of growing 

period (df = 163) Frost free period (df = 163)

Mean precipitation in 

July (average): prec7 

(df =162) Mean precipitation during month of collection (df = 166)

S

0.255114794, 

0.058158609, 

19.24169266, 2.06E-

05, 0.105583373 0.29178364, 0.056809278, 26.38051855, 7.92E-07, 0.139299009

-0.05652499, 

0.092027139, 

0.37726729, 

0.539931004, 

0.0023234 -0.029936648, 0.029832392, 1.007001672, 0.317082749, 0.006029697

H'

0.00174744, 

0.000323637, 

29.15334879, 2.33E-

07, 0.151719181

0.001175737, 0.000337558, 12.13172823, 0.000636576, 

0.069272018

0.001950539, 

0.000509121, 

14.67799223, 

0.000182066, 

0.083077649 0.000582237, 0.000164699, 12.49730099, 0.000528249, 0.070013949

D1

1.92E-05, 6.89E-06, 

7.78369025, 

0.005900768, 

0.045576309 1.29E-05, 6.95E-06, 3.472850629, 0.064182589, 0.020861363

2.45E-05, 1.05E-05, 

5.451994432, 

0.020772467, 

0.032558552 8.35E-06, 3.36E-06, 6.182031103, 0.013894491, 0.035904043

D2

0.087622982, 

0.040600805, 

4.657649125, 

0.032379078, 

0.027780714

0.032576447, 0.040922202, 0.633708378, 0.427156138, 

0.003872725

0.167907519, 

0.060977383, 

7.582330664, 

0.006567916, 

0.044711797 0.056207139, 0.019515869, 8.294823826, 0.004500429, 0.047590764

E

2.95E-05, 1.46E-05, 

4.098272483, 

0.044559654, 

0.024526121 9.29E-06, 1.47E-05, 0.400344321, 0.52779811, 0.002450082

6.14E-05, 2.19E-05, 

7.891271591, 

0.005579146, 

0.046448952 2.08E-05, 6.99E-06, 8.875659716, 0.003323787, 0.050754117

BP

-0.000105461, 3.18E-

05, 10.98441193, 

0.001132255, 

0.06313446 -0.000110726, 3.16E-05, 12.30486896, 0.000583957, 0.070191256

-2.51E-05, 4.97E-05, 

0.254706668, 

0.614466098, 

0.001569795 -2.13E-05, 1.59E-05, 1.803405865, 0.181134574, 0.010747135
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Table A.1 Continued 

 
  

Response

Chemodiversity 

Index (2785 

features)

Soil weight/volume: 

WV (df = 163) Potassium: K (df =163) Sulfur: S (df = 163) Manganese: Mn (df = 163)

S

22.27287893, 

9.036492662, 

6.075092742, 

0.014747323, 

0.035931329

-0.160273479, 0.046932099, 11.66227776, 0.000805003, 

0.066770444

-0.867630261, 

0.354141899, 

6.002259355, 

0.015345268, 

0.035515853 0.021611478, 0.031953948, 0.457425019, 0.499788411, 0.002798435

H'

0.297856525, 

0.04713021, 

39.94068219, 2.40E-

09, 0.196809638 -0.001249351, 0.000259781, 23.12891979, 3.42E-06, 0.124262902

-0.00908326, 

0.001933783, 

22.06316959, 5.57E-

06, 0.119219668 -0.0006957, 0.000174534, 15.88853663, 0.000101156, 0.088818082

D1

0.004374377, 

0.000998256, 

19.20208532, 2.10E-

05, 0.105388944 -1.24E-05, 5.49E-06, 5.119642991, 0.024976892, 0.030452378

-0.000163176, 3.93E-

05, 17.21473348, 

5.36E-05, 

0.095523452 -6.65E-06, 3.63E-06, 3.353762619, 0.068877252, 0.020160425

D2

24.44722734, 

5.857413239, 

17.41997363, 4.86E-

05, 0.096552357

-0.061607284, 0.032170118, 3.667404512, 0.057237711, 

0.02200433

-0.858909515, 

0.231894663, 

13.7187114, 

0.000290325, 

0.077630214 -0.060548846, 0.020894557, 8.397410647, 0.004274694, 0.048993801

E

0.008739209, 

0.002101731, 

17.2898, 5.17E-05, 

0.095900045 -2.09E-05, 1.16E-05, 3.263778204, 0.072670288, 0.019630122

-0.000307031, 8.32E-

05, 13.61780832, 

0.000305072, 

0.077103257 -2.20E-05, 7.49E-06, 8.625899308, 0.0037942, 0.050259893

BP

-0.013809766, 

0.004799648, 

8.278543225, 

0.004549002, 

0.048333802 5.70E-05, 2.56E-05, 4.966249437, 0.027214507, 0.029566948

0.000576578, 

0.000187411, 

9.465172921, 

0.002456777, 

0.054881648 -1.14E-06, 1.71E-05, 0.00445405, 0.946871538, 2.73E-05

Response

Chemodiversity 

Index (2785 

features)

Magnesium: Mg (df = 

163) Percent Humic Matter: HM (df =163)

S

-0.003502247, 

0.033784294, 

0.010746422, 

0.917562679, 6.59E-

05

-16.27975666, 10.07742696, 2.609735538, 0.108143415, 

0.015758346

H'

-0.000676008, 

0.000185648, 

13.25931748, 

0.000363938, 

0.075226193

-0.167054611, 0.056547976, 8.727358236, 0.003598999, 

0.050821013

D1

-7.54E-06, 3.83E-06, 

3.877392412, 

0.050635764, 

0.023234977

-0.002477937, 0.001148588, 4.654275907, 0.032440924, 

0.027761152

D2

-0.056211821, 

0.022189759, 

6.417267692, 

0.012245659, 

0.037878475

-14.95672258, 6.699890237, 4.983534865, 0.026952158, 

0.029666806

E

-2.03E-05, 7.96E-06, 

6.517632242, 

0.011598777, 

0.038448108

-0.005335273, 0.00240356, 4.927235438, 0.027816552, 

0.029341491

BP

1.26E-05, 1.80E-05, 

0.484297235, 

0.487473328, 

0.002962347

0.007270973, 0.005400304, 1.81279474, 0.180042647, 

0.010999114

Soil predictors

Soil predictors (cont.)
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Table A.1 Continued 

  

Response

Chemodiversity 

Index (2785 

features)

Inbreeding coefficient: 

F (df = 163) Health score: 1-5 (df = 168)

Healthscore (binary) 

(df = 168) Diameter by height (df = 163)

S

-45.596, 18.813, 

5.874, 0.01646, 

0.03478 7.006, 1.876, 13.94, 0.0002577, 0.07663

19.58131573, 

5.177395426, 

14.30411749, 

0.000215927, 

0.078462942 -0.158378481, 0.529638851, 0.089419591, 0.765297241, 0.000548286

H'

-

0.10602,0.10911,0.94

43, 0.3326, 0.00576 0.02540, 0.01094, 5.397, 0.02137, 0.03112

0.072013467, 

0.030178523, 

5.694183876, 

0.018133391, 

0.032782813 0.008550316, 0.002952204, 8.388251629, 0.004295212, 0.048942979

D1

-0.0051074, 

0.0021593, 5.595, 

0.01919, 0.03318 0.0002902, 0.0002207, 1.73, 0.1903, 0.01019

0.001058048, 

0.000607143, 

3.036884174, 

0.083221808, 

0.017755727 0.000104847, 6.02E-05, 3.033628093, 0.083441922, 0.018271167

D2

-13.706, 12.777, 

1.151, 0.285, 0.00701 0.7999, 1.2945, 0.3818, 0.5375, 0.002267

4.582493293, 

3.562224133, 

1.65485975, 

0.200068728, 

0.009754273 0.787934418, 0.349327951, 5.087605979, 0.025427737, 0.030267585

E

-0.0047048, 

0.0045844, 0.3063, 

0.00642 0.0002328, 0.0004645, 0.2512, 0.6169, 0.001493

0.001496704, 

0.001278786, 

1.369859453, 

0.243493615, 

0.008087977 0.000287626, 0.000125229, 5.275273056, 0.022902976, 0.031349068

BP

0.031946, 0.009927, 

10.36, 0.001556, 

0.05975 -0.002160, 0.001023, 4.454, 0.03631, 0.02583

-0.008135912, 

0.002794208, 

8.478033495, 

0.004082907, 

0.048040163 0.000153348, 0.000282963, 0.29369687, 0.588601233, 0.001798581

Response

Chemodiversity 

Index (2785 

features) Longitude (df = 163) Elevation (df = 163)

S

2.94E-05, 6.33E-06, 

21.5480047, 7.06E-

06, 0.116760974 -0.009042252, 0.001581176, 32.70338883, 5.01E-08, 0.167106911

H'

1.75E-07, 3.59E-08, 

23.76596717, 2.56E-

06, 0.127249988 -3.06E-05, 9.61E-06, 10.13741176, 0.001740669, 0.058551249

D1

1.80E-09, 7.59E-10, 

5.593265722, 

0.019206177, 

0.033176092 -2.48E-07, 1.98E-07, 1.576329136, 0.211087082, 0.009578104

D2

7.65E-06, 4.47E-06, 

2.928052688, 

0.088954675, 

0.01764652

-0.000374768, 0.001159725, 0.104427771, 0.746993668, 

0.000640251

E

2.51E-09, 1.61E-09, 

2.443038557, 

0.119986767, 

0.014766645 -5.14E-08, 4.16E-07, 0.015283979, 0.901761826, 9.38E-05

BP

-1.16E-08, 3.48E-09, 

11.07244841, 

0.001083027, 

0.063608276 2.80E-06, 9.00E-07, 9.704159921, 0.00217277, 0.056189497

Genotype-Phenotype predictors

Geographic predictors
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Table A.2 Multiple linear regression with chemodiversity indices (derived from 2,785 

metabolites) designated as response. Fixed effects of best model determined for each model 

of the six response variables of chemodiversity. Model selection based on AIC score. 

Random effect of sites incorporated afterwards into each of the best models. 

 

  

Response: Richness (S) of 2785 chemical features AIC: 1521.955     BIC: 1540.59

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error df t value P (>|t|)

Inbreeding coefficient (F) -47.276 17.291313 154 -2.73409 0.007

Mean precipitation during month of collection -0.0775 0.028106 154 -2.75765 0.0065

Frost free period 0.3256 0.056766 154 5.73651 0

Site random effect

Response: Shannon Index (H) of 2785 chemical features AIC: -197.3748     BIC: -175.6332

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error df t value P (>|t|)

Temperature at collection 0.007883 0.0028014 153 2.81399 0.0055

Diameter by height 0.004287 0.00266465 153 1.60902 0.1097

Magnesium -0.000611 0.0001845 153 -3.31099 0.0012

Sulfur -0.007379 0.00207834 153 -3.55051 0.0005

Site random effect

Response: Simpson Index (D1) of 2785 chemical features AIC: -1494.444     BIC: -1481.901

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error df t value P (>|t|)

Healthscore (Healthy vs. Diseased) 0.0010691 0.000709195 161 1.5075 0.1336

Site random effect

Response: Inverse Simpson Index (D2) of 2785 chemical features AIC: 1398.92     BIC: 1420.661

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error df t value P (>|t|)

Temperature at collection 0.91088 0.513921 153 1.772408 0.0783

Magnesium -0.06115 0.023456 153 -2.607092 0.01

Sulfur -1.12929 0.263979 153 -4.277963 0

Frost free period -0.15268 0.06315 153 -2.417784 0.0168

Site random effect

Response: Eveness (E) of 2785 chemical features AIC: -1205.032     BIC: -1192.608

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error df t value P (>|t|)

Inbreeding coefficient (F) -0.005564442 0.004464002 156 -1.246514 0.2144
Site random effect

Response: Berger-Parker (BP) of 2785 chemical features AIC: -970.5398     BIC: -945.4534

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error df t value P (>|t|)

Healthscore (Healthy vs. Diseased) -0.0137645 0.004975489 157 -2.766462 0.0063

Health score: 1-5 (2 vs. 1) -0.00222495 0.008585238 157 -0.25916 0.7959

Health score: 1-5 (3 vs. 1) -0.01188993 0.008726929 157 -1.362441 0.175

Health score: 1-5 (4 vs. 1) 0.00192238 0.009308512 157 0.206519 0.8367

Health score: 1-5 (5 vs. 1) 0.00077327 0.009371418 157 0.082514 0.9343

Site random effect
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Table A.3 Logistic mixed models of chemodiversity indices estimated from ten metabolites 

consistently found to be biomarkers of health vs. disease or associated to SNPs. Table depicts 

the main effects of inbreeding coefficient (F), temperature at collection (Tcol), and each of 

the six chemodiversity indices on log odds of being healthy vs. diseased after controlling for 

random effect of collection sites. 

  

Modelling log odds of being healthy vs. 

diseased derived with chemodiversity 

predictors derived from ten biomarkers

AIC: 87.61     Classification rate:  140/165

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error t value P (>|t|)

Inbreeding coefficient (F) -1.5685 2.6552 -0.591 0.5547

Temperature at collection 0.4937 0.2266 2.179 0.0294

Chemical richness: S 0.3105 0.6879 0.451 0.6518

Site random effect

AIC: 87.71     Classification rate: 137/165

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error t value P (>|t|)

Inbreeding coefficient (F) -1.3161 2.631 -0.5 0.61691

Temperature at collection 0.5006 0.186 2.692 0.0071

Shannon's index: H' -4.8979 1.7098 -2.865 0.00417

Site random effect

AIC: 87.25     Classification rate: 136/165

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error t value P (>|t|)

Inbreeding coefficient (F) -1.5455 2.6617 -0.581 0.56148

Temperature at collection 0.5027 0.1905 2.638 0.00833

Simpson's index: D1 -8.2658 3.0335 -2.725 0.00643

Site random effect

AIC: 88.58     Classification rate: 144/165

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error t value P (>|t|)

Inbreeding coefficient (F) -1.6914 2.6612 -0.636 0.525

Temperature at collection 0.507 0.2027 2.501 0.0124

Inv. Simpson's index: D2 -3.4945 1.4645 -2.386 0.017

Site random effect

AIC: 89.39     Classification rate: 143/165

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error t value P (>|t|)

Inbreeding coefficient (F) -1.8535 2.6483 -0.7 0.484

Temperature at collection 0.4994 0.2058 2.426 0.0153

Evenness: E -32.4369 13.4915 -2.404 0.0162

Site random effect

AIC: 86.61     Classification rate: 136/165

Predictor(s) Estimate Std. Error t value P (>|t|)

Inbreeding coefficient (F) -1.6634 2.6673 -0.624 0.5329

Temperature at collection 0.5013 0.2007 2.498 0.0125

Berger-Parker index: BP 10.4042 4.1867 2.485 0.013

Site random effect
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Figure A.1 Scatterplot of tree samples and their metabolic distances from each other based on 

nonmetric dimension scaling (NMDS) of 285 log-transformed chemical features. Criteria for 

selecting samples and features for NMDS: retaining only highest intensity metabolite of 

isotopic peak group, retaining metabolites with at least one pairwise difference between 

collection sites, and filtering out samples or metabolites with high abundance of zero-values. 

Black lines are joint bi-plots, which represent abiotic elements most correlated with different 

planes of ordination to chemical features. Samples colored by collection site, and labelled 

samples represent diseased individuals. 

 

 
Figure A.2 Comparison of subpopulation means of other chemodiversity indices (besides 

chemical richness) calculated from 2,785 chemical features, including (A) Shannon’s index, 

(B) Simpson’s index of diversity, (C) Simpson’s inverse index, (D) Simpson’s evenness, and 

(E) Berger-Parker’s index. Black whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals of mean. 
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Figure A.3 Medians of chemodiversity indices by health scores (coded 1-5 with 5 being 

healthiest) and histograms of chemodiversity indices for datasets derived from all 2,785 

chemical features. Chemodiversity indices represented here are Shannon’s diversity (H’), 

Simpson’s diversity (D1), Simpson’s dominance (D2), Simpson’s evenness (E), and Berger-

Parker dominance (BP). Boxplots depict minimum and maximum values (whiskers), outliers 

(dots), first quartile, median, and third quartile. The notches in each box correspond to the 

95% confidence interval of each median value, and the width of each box is proportional to 

the square root of each group sample size. 
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Figure A.4 Scatter plots of eleven environmental-functional traits against six indices of 

chemical diversity: richness (S), Shannon diversity (H’), Simpson’s index of diversity (D1), 

Simpson’s dominance (D2), Simpson’s evenness (E), and Berger-Parker dominance (BP). 

Indices derived from all 2,785 features. Red loess lines fitted for visualization of trends. 

Relationships boxed in red are significant according to simple linear regression, and only 

predictors with at least three out of six significant correlations to the diversity indices are 

represented. Tables of simple linear regression results for all predictors reported in Table 

A.1. Abbreviations are: F (inbreeding coefficient), Tcol (temperature at collection), Ppt of 

month (precipitation at month of collection), Dbh (diameter-by-height), and FFP (frost free 

period). 
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Figure A.5 Prediction plot of multiple linear regression with richness (S) of 2,785 chemical 

features plotted as response and inbreeding coefficient plotted along x-axis. Both within 

subpopulations and among all samples, increases in inbreeding coefficients are related to 

decreases in chemical richness. Fixed effects of best model (determined by model selection 

with AIC criteria) are inbreeding coefficient, mean precipitation during month of collection, 

and frost free period. Site of collection treated as random effect and represented by each 

black line with total prediction line of all samples depicted as wider line. Green points 

represent plants visually categorized to be healthy while red points represent diseased 

samples. Predictions of mixed model generated in R environment by holding other predictors 

constant at median while spanning minimum and maximum values of inbreeding coefficient. 
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Figure A.6 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and histograms of ten selected 

log-transformed chemical biomarkers. These biomarkers were used to estimate interactions 

of chemodiversity and inbreeding coefficients and their effect on plant health. 
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Figure A.7 (A) Venn diagram summarizing other notable biomarker results from DAPC, 

PLS-DA, SVM, RF, GWA, and mixed logistic regression of individual metabolites. 

Biomarkers detected by at least two different tests highlighted in black boxes, and those ten 

consistently identified biomarkers are featured in (B) boxplots of metabolite abundances. (C) 

Area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) derived from the ten selected 

biomarkers of disease-health. Blue shaded region is 95 percent confidence interval. Grey 

lines represent 1000 permutations using random data to assess true departure from null 

distribution (p < 0.001). Confusion matrix depicts credibility rate for correctly predicting 

individuals as either healthy or diseased. Credibility rate is (24 + 122)/170. 
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Figure A.8 Other notable metabolites (M and T denoting mass-to-charge ration and retention 

time) significantly associated to SNPs (labelled starting with “B”) from GWA tests and 

passing at least one biomarker test predictive of health vs. disease. To simplify presentation, 

no adducts, fragments, or isotopic peaks shown here. 
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Appendix B: Chapter 3 supplementary data 

Table B.1 Fixation indices (FCT) calculated from spatial analysis of molecular variance 

(SAMOVA) for Cornus florida populations (designated by collection locality). 

 

      

K FCT P-value 

2 0.36795 0.0088 

3 0.2957 <0.001 

4 0.24245 <0.001 

5 0.21568 <0.001 
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Table B.2 Vital statistics of genetic diversity for 72 SNP loci with varying evidence for being 

candidates under selection. Also reported are mean estimates of 1,078 variant sites and 

89,921 total sites (including invariant sites). 

 

  

Locus SNP 

ID

Locus 

ID

SNP 

ID

Genome 

Contig BP

P 

Nuc

Q 

Nuc

Number of 

individuals 

Major Allele 

Frequency Obs Het Obs Hom Exp Het Exp Hom Pi

Fis (relative to 

total)

89_46 89 46 000003F 28801 C T 245 0.5 0.3796 0.6204 0.5 0.5 0.501 0.2424

237_32 237 32 000012F 307280 T C 257 0.97081712 0.0195 0.9805 0.0567 0.9433 0.0568 0.6573

1406_17 1406 17 000111F 37550 C A 242 0.90289256 0.1116 0.8884 0.1754 0.8246 0.1757 0.3651

1761_49 1761 49 000138F 75845 C T 283 0.72438163 0.2968 0.7032 0.3993 0.6007 0.4 0.258

2285_28 2285 28 000204F 88152 G A 288 0.96354167 0.0521 0.9479 0.0703 0.9297 0.0704 0.26

2400_23 2400 23 000223F 157996 A G 241 0.75311203 0.2614 0.7386 0.3719 0.6281 0.3726 0.2985

3185_44 3185 44 000336F 82952 T G 241 0.75311203 0.1286 0.8714 0.3719 0.6281 0.3726 0.6548

3615_18 3615 18 000411F 136858 C T 237 0.58016878 0.3755 0.6245 0.4871 0.5129 0.4882 0.2308

5716_58 5716 58 000748F 60333 A G 248 0.97983871 0 1 0.0395 0.9605 0.0396 1

5724_63 5724 63 000750F 45296 A C 261 0.5862069 0.4444 0.5556 0.4851 0.5149 0.4861 0.0856

6011_27 6011 27 000802F 2775 C A 258 0.88953488 0.1512 0.8488 0.1965 0.8035 0.1969 0.2323

6204_10 6204 10 000832F 2688 A T 286 0.55944056 0.3357 0.6643 0.4929 0.5071 0.4938 0.3202

6310_17 6310 17 000853F 80000 C A 288 0.97743056 0.0312 0.9688 0.0441 0.9559 0.0442 0.2929

6403_48 6403 48 000867F 99695 T C 266 0.96804511 0.0338 0.9662 0.0619 0.9381 0.062 0.4541

6589_29 6589 29 000899F 101218 A G 266 0.92105263 0.0827 0.9173 0.1454 0.8546 0.1457 0.4324

7402_14 7402 14 001044F 36141 G T 278 0.50539568 0.3417 0.6583 0.4999 0.5001 0.5008 0.3177

7402_15 7402 15 001044F 36140 A C 281 0.51779359 0.3381 0.6619 0.4994 0.5006 0.5003 0.3242

7514_34 7514 34 001065F 53550 G A 274 0.59854015 0.4015 0.5985 0.4806 0.5194 0.4815 0.1662

8015_16 8015 16 001157F 43384 T A 258 0.81007752 0.2171 0.7829 0.3077 0.6923 0.3083 0.296

8646_40 8646 40 001274F 50482 G A 260 0.675 0.35 0.65 0.4388 0.5613 0.4396 0.2038

8867_45 8867 45 001329F 25415 G A 276 0.60144928 0.3768 0.6232 0.4794 0.5206 0.4803 0.2154

9932_48 9932 48 001555F 96794 C A 251 0.79681275 0.2311 0.7689 0.3238 0.6762 0.3245 0.2878

10160_15 10160 15 001612F 60422 G A 256 0.71875 0.2734 0.7266 0.4043 0.5957 0.4051 0.325

10778_8 10778 8 001768F 11118 G T 272 0.92647059 0.1029 0.8971 0.1362 0.8638 0.1365 0.2458

10779_37 10779 37 001768F 11227 T C 270 0.77222222 0.2704 0.7296 0.3518 0.6482 0.3524 0.2329

10917_49 10917 49 001823F 73286 A G 248 0.9516129 0.0403 0.9597 0.0921 0.9079 0.0923 0.563

11367_26 11367 26 001935F 78441 A G 248 0.84072581 0.125 0.875 0.2678 0.7322 0.2684 0.5342

12817_12 12817 12 002355F 80328 A T 282 0.75177305 0.305 0.695 0.3732 0.6268 0.3739 0.1843

12817_18 12817 18 002355F 80334 A T 280 0.75892857 0.275 0.725 0.3659 0.6341 0.3666 0.2498

12880_22 12880 22 002375F 39793 A G 262 0.97900763 0.0344 0.9656 0.0411 0.9589 0.0412 0.1659

13272_6 13272 6 002487F 71613 A G 278 0.8705036 0.1655 0.8345 0.2255 0.7745 0.2259 0.2674

14239_22 14239 22 002836F 43489 A G 237 0.98734177 0.0084 0.9916 0.025 0.975 0.025 0.6631

14247_12 14247 12 002836F 65551 T C 265 0.68301887 0.3396 0.6604 0.433 0.567 0.4338 0.2171

14592_55 14592 55 002940F 61535 G C 269 0.74163569 0.2119 0.7881 0.3832 0.6168 0.3839 0.4481

15955_55 15955 55 003373F 4153 G A 238 0.67857143 0.1218 0.8782 0.4362 0.5638 0.4371 0.7213

16016_64 16016 64 003399F 53839 C A 252 0.83134921 0.1468 0.8532 0.2804 0.7196 0.281 0.4774

16235_39 16235 39 003458F 23968 C T 280 0.61607143 0.4536 0.5464 0.4731 0.5269 0.4739 0.0429

16323_38 16323 38 003478F 37073 A T 275 0.53454545 0.4436 0.5564 0.4976 0.5024 0.4985 0.1101

16720_61 16720 61 003621F 42283 G T 285 0.9754386 0.0491 0.9509 0.0479 0.9521 0.048 -0.0234
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Table B.2 Continued 

 

 
  

Locus SNP 

ID

Locus 

ID

SNP 

ID

Genome 

Contig BP

P 

Nuc

Q 

Nuc

Number of 

individuals 

Major Allele 

Frequency Obs Het Obs Hom Exp Het Exp Hom Pi

Fis (relative to 

total)

17436_40 17436 40 003881F 60915 A G 288 0.96527778 0.0694 0.9306 0.067 0.933 0.0671 -0.0342

18578_14 18578 14 004335F 41206 G T 280 0.98928571 0.0143 0.9857 0.0212 0.9788 0.0212 0.3273

18914_47 18914 47 004481F 23205 G A 282 0.97163121 0.0496 0.9504 0.0551 0.9449 0.0552 0.101

20803_41 20803 41 005322F 7854 G T 251 0.96812749 0 1 0.0617 0.9383 0.0618 1

21087_31 21087 31 005456F 15609 A C 256 0.79296875 0.2266 0.7734 0.3283 0.6717 0.329 0.3113

21639_3 21639 3 005707F 46762 C T 248 0.62701613 0.3024 0.6976 0.4677 0.5323 0.4687 0.3547

22572_55 22572 55 006249F 19747 A G 261 0.80842912 0.2912 0.7088 0.3097 0.6903 0.3103 0.0617

27070_45 27070 45 009279F 15696 T G 237 0.97468354 0 1 0.0494 0.9506 0.0495 1

27429_9 27429 9 009582F 18513 G A 235 0.61914894 0.2255 0.7745 0.4716 0.5284 0.4726 0.5228

27586_46 27586 46 009725F 23598 G T 254 0.61220472 0.3819 0.6181 0.4748 0.5252 0.4758 0.1973

27905_30 27905 30 010025F 20721 C T 276 0.77898551 0.2391 0.7609 0.3443 0.6557 0.345 0.3068

28374_8 28374 8 010471F 10565 C G 283 0.90989399 0.1025 0.8975 0.164 0.836 0.1643 0.3762

29274_22 29274 22 011537F 9819 A T 243 0.5617284 0.3663 0.6337 0.4924 0.5076 0.4934 0.2577

30206_35 30206 35 012962F 9937 G A 252 0.57142857 0.2778 0.7222 0.4898 0.5102 0.4908 0.434

30861_16 30861 16 014309F 11797 G A 248 0.95362903 0.0685 0.9315 0.0884 0.9116 0.0886 0.2265

30861_24 30861 24 014309F 11805 T C 244 0.74385246 0.2582 0.7418 0.3811 0.6189 0.3819 0.3238

30861_39 30861 39 014309F 11820 C G 244 0.74385246 0.2582 0.7418 0.3811 0.6189 0.3819 0.3238

31035_18 31035 18 014633F 5779 A C 280 0.87321429 0.1536 0.8464 0.2214 0.7786 0.2218 0.3077

31801_16 31801 16 016689F 1418 C G 244 0.53278689 0.418 0.582 0.4979 0.5021 0.4989 0.162

31941_9 31941 9 017181F 6977 G A 235 0.97659574 0.0128 0.9872 0.0457 0.9543 0.0458 0.7213

32242_14 32242 14 018240F 4089 C T 237 0.86919831 0.1097 0.8903 0.2274 0.7726 0.2279 0.5186

32275_6 32275 6 018378F 3585 T A 285 0.80877193 0.2351 0.7649 0.3093 0.6907 0.3099 0.2413

32374_50 32374 50 018939F 7202 A G 235 0.95106383 0.0553 0.9447 0.0931 0.9069 0.0933 0.407

32513_50 32513 50 019701F 2927 G C 232 0.94396552 0.0603 0.9397 0.1058 0.8942 0.106 0.4308

32791_31 32791 31 021381F 3098 A G 282 0.9858156 0.0284 0.9716 0.028 0.972 0.028 -0.0126

39815_60 39815 60 002836F 65644 A G 241 0.98340249 0 1 0.0326 0.9674 0.0327 1

41081_27 41081 27 003862F 60025 A C 252 0.93849206 0.1071 0.8929 0.1154 0.8846 0.1157 0.0738

41465_0 41465 0 004184F 8499 C T 239 0.67154812 0.2803 0.7197 0.4411 0.5589 0.4421 0.3659

42136_15 42136 15 004922F 4773 A G 250 0.98 0.024 0.976 0.0392 0.9608 0.0393 0.389

42982_43 42982 43 005733F 14295 G A 272 0.66727941 0.2537 0.7463 0.444 0.556 0.4449 0.4298

50906_2 50906 2 001261F 13446 G T 242 0.71280992 0.2769 0.7231 0.4094 0.5906 0.4103 0.3252

55023_49 55023 49 005488F 41377 G A 232 0.98706897 0 1 0.0255 0.9745 0.0256 1

60193_3 60193 3 000693F 66223 C A 257 0.92607004 0.07 0.93 0.1369 0.8631 0.1372 0.4895

258.8794 0.9163 0.1026 0.8974 0.1301 0.8699 0.1303 0.2487

262.2713 0.999 0.0012 0.9988 0.0016 0.9984 0.0016 0.003

General population means (1078 variant positions):

General population means (89921 variant and fixed 

positions):

% Polymorphic Loci: 1.1988
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Table B.3 LFMM SNP associations to abiotic gradients, represented by PCA scores (envPC1 

and envPC2) of bioclim variables reduced of collinearity (VIF< 10). Significant results (z-

score>4) populated by number one. Results for K= 2-4 models shown. 

                

  LFMM SNP association to:   

Locus_SNP 

envPC1 

K2 

model 

envPC1 

K3 

model 

envPC1 

K4 

model 

envPC2 

K2 

model 

envPC2 

K3 

model 

envPC2 

K4 

model Total 

6011_27 1 

  

1 1 1 4 

16016_64 1 1 1 

   

3 

7402_15 1 1 

    

2 

7402_14 1 1 

    

2 

8867_45 1 

  

1 

  

2 

15955_55 1 1 

    

2 

3185_44 1 1 

    

2 

27429_9 1 

     

1 

21639_3   

  

1 

  

1 

1406_17 1 

     

1 

237_32   

  

1 

  

1 

31801_16   

  

1 

  

1 

32374_50   

  

1 

  

1 

32513_50   

  

1 

  

1 

39815_60 1 

     

1 

8015_16   

  

1 

  

1 

Grand 

Total 10 5 1 8 1 1 26 

  1=Positive association result         
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Table B.4 BLAST hits and annotations for select GBS loci and genome scaffolds of interest. 

 
 

 

SeqName Description Length #Hits e-Value

sim 

mean

#G

O GO Names list InterPro IDs SeqName Length #GO

GO Names list 

(Interpro)

Enzyme 

Codes list InterPro IDs

CLocus_1406_Sample_50_Locus_742_Allele_0 ---NA--- 65 no IPS 000111F 211377 no IPS match

CLocus_1761_Sample_92_Locus_1019_Allele_

0 ---NA--- 54

no IPS 

match 000138F 200033

IPR013103 (PFAM); 

PTHR11439:SF185 (PANTHER); 

PTHR11439:SF185 (PANTHER); 

PTHR11439 (PANTHER); 

PTHR11439 (PANTHER); 

SSF56672 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_2285_Sample_92_Locus_1300_Allele_

0 transport inhibitor response 1 65 20 2.04E-04 100% 2

F:inositol 

hexakisphosphate 

binding; P:auxin-

activated signaling 

pathway

no IPS 

match 000204F 178975 3

C:integral 

component of 

membrane; 

P:transport; 

F:transporter activity

PF16913 (PFAM); 

PTHR31376:SF1 (PANTHER); 

IPR030182 (PANTHER); 

SSF103481 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_2400_Sample_92_Locus_1392_Allele_ ---NA--- 54 no IPS 000223F 176041 no IPS match

CLocus_3185_Sample_50_Locus_1791_Allele_ ---NA--- 54 no IPS 000336F 163387 no IPS match

CLocus_3615_Sample_92_Locus_2246_Allele_

0 ---NA--- 54 000411F 153249 2

F:zinc ion binding; 

F:protein binding

IPR013083 

(G3DSA:3.30.40.GENE3D); 

IPR001841 (PFAM); PTHR22763 

(PANTHER); PTHR22763:SF77 

(PANTHER); IPR001841 

(PROSITE_PROFILES); 

SSF57850 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_60193_Sample_92_Locus_3346_Allele

_0

(-)-isopiperitenol (-)-carveol 

mitochondrial-like 54 20 4.72E-02

####

# 4

F:oxidoreductase 

activity; C:membrane; 

C:integral component 

of membrane; 

P:oxidation-reduction 

no IPS 

match 000693F 130915 PTHR33067 (PANTHER)

CLocus_5716_Sample_92_Locus_3498_Allele_

0 ---NA--- 65

no IPS 

match 000748F 127678

IPR013103 (PFAM); PTHR11439 

(PANTHER); SSF56672 

(SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_5724_Sample_92_Locus_3507_Allele_ ---NA--- 65 no IPS 000750F 128405 no IPS match

CLocus_6011_Sample_92_Locus_3704_Allele_

0 ---NA--- 54

no IPS 

match 000802F 130320 2

F:aspartic-type 

endopeptidase 

activity; P:proteolysis EC:3.4.23

IPR000477 (PFAM); 

G3DSA:3.10.10.10 (GENE3D); 

G3DSA:3.30.70.270 (GENE3D); 

IPR018061 (PFAM); 

PTHR24559:SF196 (PANTHER); 

PTHR24559 (PANTHER); 

IPR001995 

(PROSITE_PROFILES); 

SSF56672 (SUPERFAMILY); 

CLocus_6204_Sample_92_Locus_3801_Allele_

0

FAR1-RELATED SEQUENCE 

10 54 20 6.87E-03 100% 2

F:zinc ion binding; 

P:regulation of 

transcription, DNA-

templated

no IPS 

match 000832F 124169 2

F:chromatin binding; 

C:chromatin

IPR001025 (PFAM); IPR008395 

(PFAM); PTHR31917:SF3 

(PANTHER); PTHR31917 

(PANTHER); IPR001025 

CLocus_6310_Sample_92_Locus_3867_Allele_

0 nucleoporin GLE1-like 65 12 1.26E-01

####

# 2

C:chloroplast; 

P:photosystem II 

assembly

no IPS 

match 000853F 123763

G3DSA:3.30.70.270 (GENE3D); 

IPR000477 (PFAM); 

G3DSA:3.10.10.10 (GENE3D); 

PTHR10178 (PANTHER); 

PTHR10178:SF283 (PANTHER); 

IPR000477 

(PROSITE_PROFILES); 

CLocus_6403_Sample_92_Locus_3929_Allele_

0

probable LRR receptor-like 

serine threonine- kinase 

At3g47570 54 20 3.62E-01

####

# 10

F:nucleotide binding; 

F:ATP binding; 

C:membrane; 

C:integral component 

of membrane; 

F:protein kinase 

activity; 

P:phosphorylation; 

F:transferase activity; 

F:protein 

serine/threonine 

kinase activity; 

P:protein 

no IPS 

match 000867F 122842

IPR004242 (PFAM); IPR025452 

(PFAM); PTHR10775 

(PANTHER)

CLocus_6589_Sample_92_Locus_4033_Allele_

0

probable 1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-

phosphate synthase 

chloroplastic 54 2 ####### 100% 2

F:1-deoxy-D-xylulose-

5-phosphate synthase 

activity; P:terpenoid 

biosynthetic process

no IPS 

match 000899F 113445 no IPS match

CLocus_7402_Sample_92_Locus_4555_Allele_ ---NA--- 54 no IPS 001044F 115511 no IPS match

Genome scaffoldGBS locus
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CLocus_7402_Sample_92_Locus_4555_Allele_0 ---NA--- 54 no IPS match 001044F 115511 no IPS match

CLocus_7514_Sample_92_Locus_4619_Allele_0 ---NA--- 54 no IPS match 001065F 114626

IPR005135 (G3DSA:3.60.10.GENE3D); 

IPR005135 (PFAM); PTHR31696 

(PANTHER); PTHR31696:SF6 

(PANTHER); IPR005135 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_8015_Sample_50_Locus_4674_Allele_0 ---NA--- 54 no IPS match 001157F 108488

IPR013103 (PFAM); PTHR11439 

(PANTHER); PTHR11439:SF180 

(PANTHER); SSF56672 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_50906_Sample_92_Locus_5256_Allele_0 transcription factor PCL1 54 3 3.47E-01 100% 4

F:DNA binding; C:nucleus; 

P:transcription, DNA-

templated; P:regulation of 

transcription, DNA-

templated no IPS match 001261F 104197 2

P:transmembrane 

transport; C:integral 

component of 

membrane

IPR004776 (PFAM); PTHR31752:SF12 

(PANTHER); PTHR31752 (PANTHER)

CLocus_8646_Sample_92_Locus_5308_Allele_0 ---NA--- 54 001274F 112169

IPR007770 (PFAM); PTHR31621:SF6 

(PANTHER); PTHR31621 (PANTHER)

CLocus_8867_Sample_214_Locus_4104_Allele_0 ---NA--- 54 001329F 106461

IPR013103 (PFAM); PTHR11439:SF185 

(PANTHER); PTHR11439 (PANTHER); 

SSF56672 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_9932_Sample_92_Locus_6069_Allele_0 ---NA--- 54 001555F 99959 IPR025520 (PFAM)

CLocus_10160_Sample_92_Locus_6202_Allele_0 ---NA--- 54 001612F 95651

PF13975 (PFAM); IPR005162 (PFAM); 

IPR021109 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_10778_Sample_92_Locus_6611_Allele_0 ---NA--- 54 no IPS match 001768F 94320 2

F:nucleotide binding; 

F:nucleic acid binding

IPR000504 (SMART); IPR012677 

(G3DSA:3.30.70.GENE3D); IPR000504 

(PFAM); PTHR24012:SF433 (PANTHER); 

PTHR24012 (PANTHER); IPR000504 

(PROSITE_PROFILES); IPR012677 

(SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_10779_Sample_92_Locus_6612_Allele_0 40S ribosomal S8-like 65 20 6.48E-05 ##### 5

F:structural constituent of 

ribosome; C:intracellular 

ribonucleoprotein 

complex; C:ribosome; 

C:intracellular; 

P:translation no IPS match 001768F 94320 2

F:nucleotide binding; 

F:nucleic acid binding

IPR000504 (SMART); IPR012677 

(G3DSA:3.30.70.GENE3D); IPR000504 

(PFAM); PTHR24012:SF433 (PANTHER); 

PTHR24012 (PANTHER); IPR000504 

(PROSITE_PROFILES); IPR012677 

(SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_10917_Sample_92_Locus_6698_Allele_0 ---NA--- 65 no IPS match 001823F 93154 IPR005162 (PFAM)

CLocus_11367_Sample_92_Locus_6988_Allele_0 GDP-fucose O-fucosyltransferase 54 4 3.57E+00 ##### 4

F:transferase activity, 

transferring glycosyl 

groups; C:membrane; 

C:integral component of 

membrane; F:transferase 

activity 001935F 85341 no IPS match

CLocus_12817_Sample_92_Locus_7868_Allele_0 ---NA--- 65 no IPS match 002355F 82647

IPR021410 (PFAM); PTHR33155:SF8 

(PANTHER); PTHR33155 (PANTHER); 

PTHR33155 (PANTHER)

CLocus_12880_Sample_50_Locus_7562_Allele_0 ---NA--- 65 no IPS match 002375F 82393

PTHR33240:SF1 (PANTHER); 

PTHR33240 (PANTHER)

CLocus_13272_Sample_92_Locus_8158_Allele_0 ---NA--- 54 no IPS match 002487F 74411

IPR026960 (PFAM); PTHR25952 

(PANTHER); PTHR25952:SF191 

(PANTHER)

CLocus_14239_Sample_50_Locus_8380_Allele_0 GDSL esterase lipase At5g14450-like 65 20 1.05E-01 ##### 4

F:hydrolase activity, acting 

on ester bonds; 

C:plasmodesma; C:plant-

type cell wall; F:hydrolase 

activity no IPS match 002836F 74449

IPR017451 (TIGRFAM); IPR006527 

(PFAM); PTHR32133 (PANTHER); 

PTHR32133:SF117 (PANTHER)

CLocus_14247_Sample_92_Locus_8792_Allele_0 GDSL esterase lipase At5g14450-like 54 20 4.00E-05 ##### 5

F:hydrolase activity, acting 

on ester bonds; 

C:plasmodesma; 

C:membrane; C:integral 

component of membrane; 

C:plant-type cell wall no IPS match 002836F 74449

IPR017451 (TIGRFAM); IPR006527 

(PFAM); PTHR32133 (PANTHER); 

PTHR32133:SF117 (PANTHER)
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CLocus_14247_Sample_92_Locus_8792_Allele

_0

GDSL esterase lipase 

At5g14450-like 54 20 4.00E-05

####

# 5

F:hydrolase activity, 

acting on ester bonds; 

C:plasmodesma; 

C:membrane; 

C:integral component 

of membrane; C:plant-

type cell wall

no IPS 

match 002836F 74449

IPR017451 (TIGRFAM); 

IPR006527 (PFAM); PTHR32133 

(PANTHER); PTHR32133:SF117 

(PANTHER)

CLocus_39815_Sample_92_Locus_8793_Allele

_0 ---NA--- 65

no IPS 

match 002836F 74449

IPR017451 (TIGRFAM); 

IPR006527 (PFAM); PTHR32133 

(PANTHER); PTHR32133:SF117 

CLocus_14592_Sample_92_Locus_8989_Allele

_0 helicase SWR1 65 1 ####### 80% 4

F:nucleic acid binding; 

F:ATP binding; F:ATP-

dependent helicase 

activity; F:helicase 

activity

no IPS 

match 002940F 73746 1 F:ATP binding

IPR003593 (SMART); 

IPR025753 (PFAM); IPR003959 

(PFAM); IPR027417 

(G3DSA:3.40.50.GENE3D); 

PTHR23070 (PANTHER); 

PTHR23070:SF13 (PANTHER); 

IPR027417 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_15955_Sample_92_Locus_9884_Allele

_0 ---NA--- 65

no IPS 

match 003373F 68649 2

F:nucleic acid 

binding; F:zinc ion 

binding

IPR001878 (SMART); 

IPR001878 

(G3DSA:4.10.60.GENE3D); 

IPR001878 (PFAM); IPR005162 

(PFAM); IPR013242 (PFAM); 

PTHR10178:SF309 (PANTHER); 

PTHR10178 (PANTHER); 

PTHR10178:SF309 (PANTHER); 

IPR001878 

(PROSITE_PROFILES); 

CLocus_16016_Sample_50_Locus_9461_Allele ---NA--- 65 no IPS 003399F 67542 IPR005174 (PFAM)

CLocus_16235_Sample_92_Locus_10041_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 54

no IPS 

match 003458F 67722 2

F:nucleic acid 

binding; F:zinc ion 

binding

IPR001878 

(G3DSA:4.10.60.GENE3D); 

PF14223 (PFAM); PTHR11439 

(PANTHER); IPR001878 

CLocus_16323_Sample_92_Locus_10086_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 65

no IPS 

match 003478F 67493

PTHR31696 (PANTHER); 

IPR005135 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_16720_Sample_92_Locus_10329_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 65

no IPS 

match 003621F 65764 4

F:ATP binding; 

F:protein tyrosine 

kinase activity; 

F:carbohydrate 

binding; P:protein 

phosphorylation EC:2.7.10

IPR020635 (SMART); 

G3DSA:3.30.200.20 (GENE3D); 

IPR001220 (PFAM); IPR000719 

(PFAM); IPR013320 

(G3DSA:2.60.120.GENE3D); 

PTHR27007 (PANTHER); 

PTHR27007:SF24 (PANTHER); 

IPR000719 

(PROSITE_PROFILES); 

IPR011009 (SUPERFAMILY); 

CLocus_41081_Sample_92_Locus_10714_Allel ---NA--- 54 no IPS 003862F 63165 no IPS match

CLocus_17436_Sample_92_Locus_10748_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 54

no IPS 

match 003881F 63018 1

F:protein 

dimerization activity

IPR011598 

(G3DSA:4.10.280.GENE3D); 

PTHR33124 (PANTHER); 

PTHR33124:SF12 (PANTHER); 

IPR011598 

(PROSITE_PROFILES); 

CLocus_41465_Sample_92_Locus_11265_Allel

e_0

probable LIM domain-containing 

serine threonine- kinase 

DDB_G0287001 54 20 3.19E-02

####

# 8

F:ATP binding; 

P:peptidyl-tyrosine 

phosphorylation; 

F:non-membrane 

spanning protein 

tyrosine kinase 

activity; F:protein 

kinase activity; 

P:phosphorylation; 

F:transferase activity; 

P:protein 

no IPS 

match 004184F 60166 3

F:ATP binding; 

F:protein kinase 

activity; P:protein 

phosphorylation

G3DSA:1.10.510.10 (GENE3D); 

IPR001245 (PFAM); 

G3DSA:3.30.200.20 (GENE3D); 

PTHR23257:SF391 (PANTHER); 

PTHR23257 (PANTHER); 

IPR000719 

(PROSITE_PROFILES); 

IPR011009 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_18914_Sample_92_Locus_11645_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 54 004481F 57353 1 F:protein binding

G3DSA:1.20.1280.50 (GENE3D); 

PTHR11102 (PANTHER); 

IPR001810 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_20803_Sample_92_Locus_12874_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 65 005322F 49813

PTHR13932:SF3 (PANTHER); 

PTHR13932 (PANTHER); 

SSF102114 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_21087_Sample_92_Locus_13015_Allel ---NA--- 65 no IPS 005456F 48855 no IPS match

CLocus_55023_Sample_92_Locus_13060_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 65

no IPS 

match 005488F 49243

IPR013242 (PFAM); IPR021109 

(SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_21639_Sample_92_Locus_13363_Allel ---NA--- 54 no IPS 005707F 46977 no IPS match

CLocus_42982_Sample_92_Locus_13382_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 65 005733F 47045 1 F:protein binding

IPR006652 (SMART); 

IPR001810 (SMART); 

IPR015916 

(G3DSA:2.130.10.GENE3D); 

IPR006652 (PFAM); 

G3DSA:1.20.1280.50 (GENE3D); 

PTHR24414 (PANTHER); 

PTHR24414:SF29 (PANTHER); 

IPR001810 (SUPERFAMILY); 
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Table B.4 Continued CLocus_42982_Sample_92_Locus_13382_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 65 005733F 47045 1 F:protein binding

IPR006652 (SMART); 

IPR001810 (SMART); 

IPR015916 

(G3DSA:2.130.10.GENE3D); 

IPR006652 (PFAM); 

G3DSA:1.20.1280.50 (GENE3D); 

PTHR24414 (PANTHER); 

PTHR24414:SF29 (PANTHER); 

IPR001810 (SUPERFAMILY); 

CLocus_22572_Sample_92_Locus_13908_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 65

no IPS 

match 006249F 43724

PTHR12876 (PANTHER); 

PTHR12876:SF31 (PANTHER); 

SSF56672 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_27429_Sample_77_Locus_12584_Allel

e_0 subtilisin-like protease 54 20 2.30E-02

####

# 5

P:proteolysis; F:serine-

type peptidase 

activity; F:serine-type 

endopeptidase 

activity; F:peptidase 

activity; F:hydrolase 

no IPS 

match 009582F 27845 2

P:proteolysis; 

F:serine-type 

endopeptidase 

activity EC:3.4.21

IPR000209 (PFAM); IPR000209 

(G3DSA:3.40.50.GENE3D); 

PTHR10795:SF387 (PANTHER); 

IPR015500 (PANTHER); 

IPR000209 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_27586_Sample_92_Locus_16956_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 65

no IPS 

match 009725F 27292 1 F:catalytic activity

IPR003692 (PFAM); 

PTHR11365:SF2 (PANTHER); 

CLocus_27905_Sample_92_Locus_17191_Allel ---NA--- 54 010025F 26319 no IPS match

CLocus_28374_Sample_92_Locus_17480_Allel

e_0

L-type lectin-domain containing 

receptor kinase -like 54 20 1.23E-01

####

# 11

F:nucleotide binding; 

F:ATP binding; 

C:membrane; 

C:integral component 

of membrane; 

C:cytoplasmic, 

membrane-bounded 

vesicle; F:protein 

kinase activity; 

P:phosphorylation; 

F:protein 

serine/threonine 

kinase activity; 

F:carbohydrate 

binding; P:protein 

phosphorylation; 

no IPS 

match 010471F 24770 3

F:ATP binding; 

F:protein kinase 

activity; P:protein 

phosphorylation

IPR000719 (SMART); 

IPR000719 (PFAM); 

G3DSA:3.30.200.20 (GENE3D); 

IPR013320 

(G3DSA:2.60.120.GENE3D); 

G3DSA:1.10.510.10 (GENE3D); 

IPR031049 

(PTHR27007:PANTHER); 

PTHR27007 (PANTHER); 

IPR000719 

(PROSITE_PROFILES); 

IPR011009 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_29274_Sample_92_Locus_18090_Allel

e_0

hypothetical protein 

MANES_01G180600 54 7 3.43E-02 90% 5

F:ATP binding; 

C:membrane; 

C:integral component 

of membrane; 

F:protein kinase 

activity; P:protein 

no IPS 

match 011537F 21641 3

F:ATP binding; 

F:protein kinase 

activity; P:protein 

phosphorylation

G3DSA:1.10.510.10 (GENE3D); 

IPR000719 

(PROSITE_PROFILES); 

IPR011009 (SUPERFAMILY)

CLocus_30206_Sample_92_Locus_18690_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 54 012962F 17863 2

F:transmembrane 

transporter activity; 

C:integral 

component of 

PTHR31218:SF42 (PANTHER); 

IPR030184 (PANTHER)

CLocus_30861_Sample_50_Locus_18143_Allel ---NA--- 65 no IPS 014309F 14904 no IPS match

CLocus_31035_Sample_214_Locus_14413_All ---NA--- 65 no IPS 014633F 14324 no IPS match

CLocus_31801_Sample_50_Locus_18676_Allel ---NA--- 54 no IPS 016689F 10609 no IPS match

CLocus_31941_Sample_77_Locus_14731_Allel

e_0 ---NA--- 54 017181F 9869 3

F:pyridoxal 

phosphate binding; 

F:catalytic activity; 

F:molybdenum ion IPR005302 (PFAM)

CLocus_32242_Sample_92_Locus_19919_Allel ---NA--- 54 no IPS 018240F 8318 no IPS match

CLocus_32275_Sample_92_Locus_19949_Allel ---NA--- 54 no IPS 018378F 8123 no IPS match

CLocus_32374_Sample_50_Locus_19025_Allel ---NA--- 65 no IPS 018939F 7390 no IPS match

CLocus_32513_Sample_50_Locus_19131_Allel ---NA--- 54 no IPS 019701F 6424 no IPS match

CLocus_32791_Sample_92_Locus_20278_Allel

e_0 RMD5 homolog A-like 65 20 2.57E-02

####

# 2

F:zinc ion binding; 

F:metal ion binding

no IPS 

match 021381F 4541 1 F:protein binding

IPR006595 (SMART); 

IPR024964 (PFAM); PTHR12170 

(PANTHER); IPR027711 

(PTHR12170:PANTHER); 

IPR006594 
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Figure B.1 Map displaying counties with verified reports of dogwood anthracnose overlaid 

by collection sites (black dots) and sites passing the threshold of sequences aligning uniquely 

to the dogwood anthracnose genome compared to total sequences. The density of sites 

passing this threshold of contaminant sequences is visualized with a heat map featured on 

Arc-GIS online. 
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Figure B.2 Evidence of best genetic clusters based on (A) Delta K and likelihood of model 

results of STRUCTURE analyses and (B) Bayesian information criteria (BIC) of data used 

for DAPC without groups defined. For delta K results, K= 1-3 models are best supported. For 

likelihood score results, K=5 is optimal. Lack of increases in BIC scores until after K=5 

suggests that the range of K values to consider is K= 1 to K= 5. 
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Figure B.3 DAPC scatterplot with groups defined to evaluate relationships of collection sites. 

Plot most similar to DAPC K= 5 model (Fig. 3.4) as disjunct-subspecies lineage (labelled 

here Xiang-02-19) comes out most separate. 
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